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Commission 4 – Positioning and Applications
http://IAG-Comm4.gge.unb.ca
President: Marcelo Santos (Canada)
Vice President: Allison Kealy (Australia)

Structure
Sub-commission 4.1:
Sub-commission 4.2:
Sub-commission 4.3:
Sub-commission 4.4:

Emerging Positioning Technologies and GNSS Augmentation
Geo-spatial Mapping and Geodetic Engineering
Atmosphere Remote Sensing
Multi-constellation GNSS

Joint Study Group 0.10:
Joint Study Group 0.14:
Joint Study Group 0.17:
Joint Study Group 0.20:

High rate GNSS
Fusion of multi-technique geodetic data
Multi-GNSS theory and algorithms
Space weather and ionosphere

Joint Working Group 1.3: Troposphere Ties

Overview
The great work done by the several segments within IAG Commission 4, “Positioning and
Applications”, is described in the next pages. This preamble highlights few of them.
The First Commission 4 Symposium took place in Wroclaw, Poland, from September 4 to 7,
2016. The venue was the Didactic and Scientific Center of the Faculty of Environmental
Engineering and Geodesy, on Grunwaldzki Square 24a. A total of 67 geodesists participated in
the event, with the presentation of 58 scientific contributions being 40 orals and 18 posters.
Link to the presentation slides and posters is possible via the online programme at
http://www.igig.up.wroc.pl/IAG2016/?page=2. The Second Commission 4 Symposium is
scheduled for summer 2020 and initial details will be provided during the Montreal IUGG
Scientific Assembly.

Symposium banner
Two other meetings deserve to be highlighted.
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One of them was the Workshop on Satellite Geodesy for Climate Studies, which took place
at the University of Bonn, Germany, on September 19-21, 2017. This Workshop was a joint
effort of Sub-Commission 2.6 (Working Groups 2.6.1 Geodetic Observations for Climate
Model Evaluation) and Working Group 4.3.8 GNSS Tropospheric Products for Climate.
Besides its scientific importance, this Workshop helped to pave the way to the creation of an
Inter-Committee Commission on Geodesy for Climate Research, for the next period 2019-2023.
Website: https://www.apmg.uni-bonn.de/aktuelles/veranstaltungen/IAG_SGCS.
Another important event was the 4th Joint International Symposium on Deformation
Monitoring (JISDM), 15-17 May 2019, Athens, Greece. This important symposium was
sponsored by Sub-Commission 4.1, and co-sponsored by the FIG and ISPRS. Website:
https://jisdm2019.org/.
Commission 4 Executive held several meetings taking advantage of conferences such as the
IAG Scientific Assembly in Kobe, Japan (2017) and the general assemblies of the European
Geosciences Union.

Commission 4 Executive, Kobe, Japan, 2017.
From left to right. Seated: Michael Schmidt, Marcelo Santos, Jinling Wang and Vassilis
Gikas. Standing: Robert Heinkelmann, Jens Wickert, Paweł Wielgosz and João Francisco
Galera Monico. (Missing, Allison Kealy)
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Sub-commission 4.1: Emerging positioning technologies and GNSS augmentation
Chair:
Vice Chair:
Secretary:

Vassilis Gikas (Greece)
Günther Retscher (Austria)
Harris Pertakis (Greece)

Overview
The scope of SC4.1 is to undertake, promote and report on research that leverages emerging
positioning techniques and technologies aiming to address practical and theoretical solutions
for positioning, navigation and guidance, including spatio-temporal monitoring and tracking of
objects at various scales. The focus of SC4.1 is on multi-sensor cooperative systems operating
in adverse GNSS conditions for transportation, personal mobility, industrial and indoor
positioning applications and to a lesser extent environmental monitoring. Except GNSS, the
primary sensors of interest include inertial and wireless technologies as well as vision-based
systems and laser scanning. SC 4.1 will foster linkages and pursue its goal in close collaboration
with other IAG Entities, as well as sister scientific and professional organizations, primarily the
ISPRS, FIG, ION and IEEE.
The main objectives are
 To address and evaluate new algorithms and multi-sensor systems for cooperative and
ubiquitous positioning for land and airborne navigation applications including UAV
systems.
 To examine the potential and capabilities of low-cost sensors including GNSS systems and
smartphone navigation sensors.
 To follow the technical advances in wireless systems such as RFID, UWB, WiFi, LED,
DSRC for personal mobility and road applications.
 To evaluate the usability of emerging positioning technologies for urban traffic navigation
and improved routing using collaborative driving systems and crowdsourcing traffic
information.
 To study vision-based and optical systems including cameras and laser scanning both for
navigation and object tracking and monitoring purposes.
 To contribute in research that depends on big data handling, sensor synchronization, data
fusion, real-time processing as well as to support standardization activities.
 To study and monitor the progress of new multi-sensor applications, as well as, to support
and promote knowledge exchange and reporting on the development trends, possibilities and
limitations of emerging positioning technologies.
 To work closely, promote and present through publications and workshops the SC work at

IAG events and those of sister organizations including the FIG, ISPRS, IEEE, ION, as well
as, in collaboration with more specialized initiatives, such as the EU COST Action
SaPPART.
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Major Sub-Commission 4.1 Activities
The IAG SC4.1 has co-organized the 4th Joint International Symposium on Deformation
Monitoring and Analysis (JISDM) in May 15-17 2019 in Athens, Greece. JISDM carries the
40 years long tradition of the FIG and IAG joint symposia in the field of deformation monitoring
and more recently the active sponsorship of ISPRS. The symposium aimed to connect research
in deformation measurement / techniques, analysis and interpretation with advanced practice.
The School of Rural and Surveying Engineering (SRSE) of the National Technical University
of Athens (NTUA) was the host institution of this event.
During the three days of the symposium, 95 oral and 37 poster presentations were given
originating from 27 countries from 5 continents. Conference topics were related to core
methodological, technical and practical achievements in the field of monitoring. Some
examples include point-cloud monitoring techniques, GNSS and fibre-optics for deformation
measurements, quality analysis of geodetic networks and modern approaches to structural and
geo-monitoring. The authors had the opportunity to submit their paper for a peer-review
process resulting in 44 papers successfully passed the review process. After the symposium,
authors of peer and non-peer-review papers will have the opportunity to submit extended
versions of their work for a special issue in widely accepted journals.

During the conference Professor Carmelo Gentile, (Polytechnico di Milano), Dr. Charalampos
(Haris) Kontoes (National Observatory of Athens) and Dorota A. Grejner-Brzezinska (The
Ohio State University) introduced the latest tendencies in the field of deformation monitoring
and shared their vision on the evolution of technologies and methods for monitoring both
natural phenomena and man-made structures. Due to the great success of the conference, it was
decided to hold the 5th JISDM in two years. The organizers will announce soon the location and
time for the next edition.
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Working Groups of Sub-commission 4.1:
WG 4.1.1: Multi-Sensor Systems
Chair:
Vice Chair:

Allison Kealy (Australia)
Guenther Retscher (Austria)

Members
• Dorora Grejner-Brzezinska (USA)
• Charles Toth (USA)
• Vassilis Gikas (Greece)
• Salil Goel (India)
• Andrea Masiero (Italy)
• Antonio Vettore (Italy)
• Jelena Gabela (Australia)
• Yan Li (Australia)
• Błaszczak-Bąk (Poland)
• Terry Moore (UK)
Activities and publications during the period 2015-2019
This group is a joint working group between IAG and the International Federation of Surveyors
(FIG). It focuses on the development of shared resources that extend our understanding of the
theory, tools and technologies applicable to the development of multi-sensor systems.
The major focus of this Working Group is on:


Performance characterization of positioning sensors and technologies that can play a role in
augmenting core GNSS capabilities,



Theoretical and practical evaluation of current algorithms for measurement integration
within multi-sensor systems,



Development of new measurement integration algorithms based around innovative modeling
techniques in other research domains such as machine learning and genetic algorithms,
spatial cognition etc.,



Establishing links between the outcomes of this WG and other IAG and FIG WGs (across
the whole period),



Generating formal parameters that describe the performance of current and emerging
positioning technologies that can inform IAG and FIG members.

Between 2017-2019 activity centred around multi-sensor systems for GNSS difficult
environments. Two specific areas were indoor positioning and autonomous vehicles in urban
environments. The major activity undertaken by members of this joint IAG WG and FIG WG
were two major field campaigns at the Vienna University of Technology (TU Wien), in
September 2016 and the Ohio State University in October 2017. These campaigns involved
experiments across collaborative navigation, navigation in indoor environments as well as
indoor/outdoor transition zones. Collaborative positioning is an integrated positioning solution
that employs multiple location sensors with different accuracy on different platforms for sharing
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of their absolute and relative localizations. Typical application scenarios are dismounted
soldiers, swarms of UAV’s, team of robots, emergency crews and first responders. The
stakeholders of the solution (i.e., mobile sensors, users, fixed stations and external databases)
are involved in an iterative algorithm to estimate or improve the accuracy of each node’s
position based on statistical models. For this purpose different sensor platforms have been fitted
with similar type of sensors, such as geodetic and low-cost high-sensitivity GNSS receivers,
tactical grade IMU’s, MEMS-based IMU’s, miscellaneous sensors, including magnetometers,
barometric pressure and step sensors, as well as imaging sensors, such as digital cameras and
LiDAR, and ultra-wide band (UWB) receivers.

Gig. 4.1.1-1 OSU field campaign 2017. Outdoor vehicle – pedestrian interaction lane level experiment.
Map of the trajectory for one vehicle (left), data collection process and the experimental set-up on field
(right)

Fig. 4.1.1-2 OSU field campaign 2017. Outdoor vehicle – pedestrian interaction intersection level
experiment. Map of the trajectory for one vehicle (left), data collection process and the experimental
set-up on field (right)

Our processing techniques focus on three primary areas – firstly, more representative statistical
error distributions for the non traditional sensors such as wifi and ultra wideband based on realworld data; secondly, the implementation of novel techniques such as differential wifi and
information grammar as approaches to improving the positioning solution achievable from
traditional sensor fusion techniques and thirdly, robust, decentralised fusion algorithms for
scalable and practical collaborative networks. Contributions to each of these three areas are
being made by RMIT University, Australia, the University of Melbourne, Australia, the Ohio
State University, USA, TU Wien, Austria, Athens Technical University, University of Padova,
Padova, Indian Institute of Technology, Kanpur, India. The full details around these
approaches, the research hypotheses, datasets used, experimental setups and results are detailed
in the publications listed here.
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Fig. 4.1.1-3 OSU field campaign 2017. Sensors installed on a helmet (left), indoor-outdoor experiment
(top right), and the three of the four helmets used in the research (bottom right).

Book Chapter Publications
1. Retscher G. (2016): Indoor Navigation. Chapter 9-1. in: E.W. Grafarend (Ed.), Encyclopedia of Geodesy, Earth
Sciences Series, Springer International Publishing Switzerland, ISBN: 978-3-319-02370-0 (Online), DOI
10.1007/978-3-319-02370-0_9-1, 7 pgs.
2. Retscher G., F. Roth (2017): Wi-Fi Fingerprinting with Reduced Signal Strength Observations from Long-time
Measurements. in: Gartner G, H. Huang (Eds.), Progress in Location-Based Services 2016, Lecture Notes in
Geoinformation and Cartography, Springer Verlag, ISBN 978-3-319-47289-8, DOI 10.1007/978-3-31947289-8_1, pp. 3-24.
3. Retscher G., A. Kealy (2018): Navigation Based on Sensors in Smartphones. Chapter 9 in Yu K. (Ed.):
Positioning and Navigation in Complex Environments. IGI Global, Hershey PA, USA, ISBN 9781522535287
(hardcover), ISBN 9781522535294 (ebook), DOI: 10.4018/978-1-5225-3528-7.ch009, pp. 368-396.

Peer Reviewed Journal Papers
1. Gikas V., C. Antoniou, G. Retscher, A. Panagopoulos, A. Kealy, H. Perakis, T. Mpimis (2016): A Low-Cost
Wireless Sensors Positioning Solution for Indoor Parking Facilities Management. Journal of Location Based
Services, Vol. 10, No. 4, ISSN: 1748-9725, DOI: 10.1080/17489725.2016.1231351, pp. 241-261.
2. Retscher G., T. Tatschl (2017): Positionierung in Gebäuden mit differenziellem WLAN. Zeitschrift für
Geodäsie, Geoinformation und Landmanagement (ZfV), Vol. 142, No. 2, DOI: 10.12902/zfv-0149-2016, pp.
111-125 (in German).
3. Goel S., A. Kealy, V. Gikas, G. Retscher, C. Toth, D. A. Grejner-Brzezinska, B. Lohani (2017): Cooperative
Localization of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles Using GNSS, MEMS Inertial, and UWB Sensors. Journal of
Surveying Engineering, American Society of Civil Engineers, Vol. 143, No. 4, ISSN 0733-9453, DOI:
10.1061/(ASCE)SU.1943-5428.0000230, pp. 04017007-1 - 04017007-18.
4. Retscher G., H. Hofer (2017): Wi-Fi Location Fingerprinting Using an Intelligent Checkpoint Sequence.
Journal of Applied Geodesy, Vol. 11, No. 3, ISSN 1862-9016, DOI 10.1515/jag-2016-0030, pp. 197-205.
5. Retscher G., T. Tatschl (2017): Indoor Positioning with Differential Wi-Fi Lateration. Journal of Applied
Geodesy, Vol. 11, No. 4, ISSN 1862-9016, DOI 10.1515/jag-2017-0011, pp. 249-269.
6. Hofer H., G. Retscher (2017): Seamless Navigation Using GNSS and Wi-Fi/IN with Intelligent Checkpoints.
Journal of Location Based Services, Vol. 11, No. 3-4, DOI 10.1080/17489725.2017.1415385, pp. 204-221.
7. Retscher G., F. Obex (2018): A Cooperative Positioning Service for Multi-modal Public Transit Situations.
The Journal of Navigation, Vol. 71, No. 2, DOI 10.1017/ S0373463317000686, pp. 371-388.
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Peer Reviewed Conference Papers
1. Retscher G., H. Hofer (2015): A Novel Approach for Wi-Fi Fingerprinting Using Logical Sequences of
Intelligent Checkpoints. in: Papers presented at the IGNSS 2015 Conference, July 14-16, 2015, Surfers
Paradise, Gold Coast, Queensland, Australia, 16 pgs.
2. Retscher G., F. Obex (2015): An Appeal to Discuss Ethical Issues in Context with Cooperative User
Localization. in: Papers presented at the IGNSS 2015 Conference, July 14-16, 2015, Surfers Paradise, Gold
Coast, Queensland, Australia, 13 pgs.
3. Bai Y. B., R. Norman, Y. Zhao, S. Tang, S. Wu, H. Wu, G. Retscher, K. Zhang (2015): A New Algorithm for
Improving the Tracking and Positioning of Cell of Origin. IEEE Xplore, 2015 International Association of
Institutes of Navigation World Congress IAIN, ISBN 978-1-4673-7634-1, pp. 340-345.
4. Retscher G., F. Obex (2015): A User Assistance and Guidance Service for Multi-modal Public Transit
Situations Based on Cooperative Positioning. in: Papers presented at the 9th International Symposium on
Mobile Mapping Technology, December 9-11, 2015, Sydney, Australia, 7 pgs.
5. Kealy A., S. Goel, V. Gikas, G. Retscher G., C. Toth, D. A. Grejner-Brzezinska, B. Lohani (2015): Cooperative
Localisation of UAVs Using Low Cost GNSS and MEMS Inertial Sensors. in: Papers presented at the 9th
International Symposium on Mobile Mapping Technology, December 9-11, 2015, Sydney, Australia, 11 pgs.
6. Gikas V., Antoniou C., Retscher G., Panagopoulos A. D., Perakis H., Kealy A., Mpimis T., Economopoulos
T., Marousis A. (2015): A Low-Cost RFID/WiFi Positioning Solution for Parking Facilities Management. in:
Papers presented at the 9th International Symposium on Mobile Mapping Technology, December 9-11, 2015,
Sydney, Australia, 7 pgs.
7. Retscher G., H. Hofer (2016): Wi-Fi Location Fingerprinting Using an Intelligent Checkpoint Sequence. in:
Papers presented at the FIG Working Week, May 2-6, 2016, Christchurch, New Zealand, 16 pgs.
8. Retscher G., T. Tatschl (2016): Differential Wi-Fi – A Novel Approach for Wi-Fi Positioning Using Lateration.
in: Papers presented at the FIG Working Week, May 2-6, 2016, Christchurch, New Zealand, 17 pgs.
9. Gikas V., G. Retscher, A. Kealy, K. Zhang, J.-A. Paffenholz, L. Ruotsalainen, H. Perakis, M. Santos (2016):
IAG SC 4.1 “Emerging Positioning Technologies and Applications” – Objectives and Structure for the Term
2015-19. in: Papers presented at the European Navigation Conference ENC 2016, May 30 – June 2, 2016,
Helsinki, Finland, 3 pgs.
10. Kealy A., G. Retscher, V. Gikas (2016): Recent Developments on Multi-Sensor Systems within the IAG as a
Driver for Robust Positioning and Navigation. in: Papers presented at the IAG Commission 4 Symposium,
Wroclaw, Poland, Sep. 4-7, 2016.
11. Ettlinger A., G. Retscher (2016): Positioning Using Ambient Magnetic Fields in Combination with Wi-Fi and
RFID. IEEE Xplore 2016 International Conference on Indoor Positioning and Indoor Navigation (IPIN), ISBN
978-1-5090-2425-4, 8 pgs.
12. Gikas V., G. Retscher, A. Ettlinger, H. Perakis, A. Dimitratos (2016): Full-scale Testing and Performance
Evaluation of an Active RFID System for Positioning and Personal Mobility. IEEE Xplore 2016 International
Conference on Indoor Positioning and Indoor Navigation (IPIN), ISBN 978-1-5090-2425-4, 8 pgs.
13. Retscher G., J. Joksch (2016): Analysis of Nine Vector Distances for Fingerprinting in Multiple-SSID Wi-Fi
Networks. in: Papers presented at the 7th International Conference Indoor Positioning and Indoor Navigation
IPIN 2016, October 4-6, Alcalá de Henares, Madrid, Spain, ISBN: 978-1-5090-2424-7, 5 pgs.
14. Retscher G., T. Tatschl (2016): Indoor Positioning Using Wi-Fi Lateration – Comparison of Two Common
Range Conversion Models with Two Novel Differential Approaches. IEEE Xplore, 2016 Fourth International
Conference on Ubiquitous Positioning, Indoor Navigation and Location Based Services (UPINLBS), November 34, Shanghai, China, 10 pgs.
15. Goel S., A. Kealy, G. Retscher, B. Lohani (2016): Cooperative P2I Localization Using UWB and Wi-Fi. in:
Papers presented at the IGNSS 2016 Conference, December 6-8, 2016, Sydney, Australia, 16 pgs (paper 16).
16. Kealy A., G. Retscher (2017): MEMS and Wireless Options in Cellular Phones for User Localization. in:
Papers presented at the ION Pacific PNT Conference, May 1-4, 2017, Honolulu, Hawaii, USA, 13 pgs.
17. Goel S., A. Kealy, B. Lohani, G. Retscher (2017): A Cooperative Localization System for Unmanned Aerial
Vehicles: Prototype Development and Analysis. in: Papers presented at the 10th International Symposium on
Mobile Mapping Technology, May 6-8, 2017, Cairo, Egypt, 7 pgs.
18. Retscher G., A. Kealy, V. Gikas, H. Hofer, A. Ettlinger, F. Obex (2017): Cooperative Localization in Indoor
Environments Using Constrained Differential Wi-Fi and UWB Measurements. in: Papers presented at the 10 th
International Symposium on Mobile Mapping Technology, May 6-8, 2017, Cairo, Egypt, 2 pgs.
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19. Gikas V., H. Perakis, A. Kealy, G. Retscher, C. Antoniou, T. Mpimis (2017): Indoor Parking Facilities
Management Based on RFID CoO Positioning in Combination with Wi-Fi and UWB. in: Papers presented at
the FIG Working Week, May 29 - June 2, 2017, Helsinki, Finland, 14 pgs.
20. Hofer H., G. Retscher (2017): Combined Wi-Fi and Inertial Navigation with Smart Phones in Out- and Indoor
Environments. in: Papers presented at the VTC2017-Spring Conference, June 4-7, 2017, Sydney, Australia,
ISBN: 978-1-5090-5932-4/17, 5 pgs.
21. Hofer H., G. Retscher (2017): Indoor Smartphone Navigation Using a Combination of Wi-Fi and Inertial
Navigation with Intelligent Checkpoints. ISPRS Annals of the Photogrammetry, Remote Sensing and Spatial
Information Sciences, Volume IV-2/W4, 2017, ISPRS Geospatial Week 2017, 18-22 September 2017, Wuhan,
PR China, DOI 10.5194/isprs-annals-IV-2-W4-327-2017 pp. 327-334.
22. Retscher G. (2017): Fusion of Location Fingerprinting and Trilateration Based on the Example of Wi-Fi
Positioning. ISPRS Annals of the Photogrammetry, Remote Sensing and Spatial Information Sciences, Volume
IV-2/W4, 2017, ISPRS Geospatial Week 2017, 18-22 September 2017, Wuhan, PR China, DOI 10.5194/isprsannals-IV-2-W4-377-2017, pp. 377-384.
23. Retscher G., H. Hofer, A. Kealy, V. Gikas, F. Obex (2017): Cooperative Localization in Indoor Environments
Using Constrained Differential Wi-Fi and UWB Measurements. in: Papers presented at the ION GNSS+ 2017,
September 25-29, 2017, Portland, Oregon, USA, pp. 2869-2882.
24. Goel S., Gabela J., Kealy A., G. Retscher (2018): An Indoor-Outdoor Cooperative Localization Framework
for UAVs. in: Papers presented at the IGNSS 2018 Conference, February 7-9, 2018, Sydney, Australia, 15 pgs.
25. Retscher G., Y. Li, S. Williams, A. Kealy, B. Moran, S. Goel, J. Gabela (2018): Wi-Fi Positioning Using a
Network Differential Approach for Real-time Calibration. in: Papers presented at the IGNSS 2018 Conference,
February 7-9, 2018, Sydney, Australia, 15 pgs.
26. Retscher G., H. Hofer, F. Obex (2018): Localization and Guidance of Individuals or Groups in Multi-modal
Transit Situations Using a Novel Cooperative Positioning Concept based on Differential Wi-Fi. in: Papers
presented at the 7th Transport Research Arena TRA 2018, April 16-19, 2018, Vienna, Austria, 10 pgs.
27. Retscher G., A. Stangl (2018): A Self-learning Fingerprinting Matching Algorithm for Indoor Wi-Fi
Positioning. in: Papers presented at the ION PLANS 2018 Conference, April 23-26, 2018, Monterey,
California, USA, pp. 1009-1019 (paper 124).
28. Retscher G., Y. Li, A. Kealy, H. Hofer, J. Gabela, S. Goel, O. Qureshi, E. Smith, L. Bao (2018): Real-time WiFi RSS Variation Correction Using a Network Differential Positioning Approach. in: Papers presented at the
9th International Conference Indoor Positioning and Indoor Navigation IPIN 2018, September 24-27, 2018,
Nantes, France, 4 pgs (accepted).

The working group also maintained a strong and active presence at major international events
through participation in coordinating workshops, scientific and organizing committees,
delivering short courses and tutorials, publishing papers and presentations, session chairing,
etc. These included:











ION GNSS+ : Miami, 2018; Portland, 2017 and 2016
IPIN: Nantes, 2018; Madrid, 2016; Calgary, 2015
IGNSS, Sydney, 2018; Gold Coast, 2017 and 2015
FIG: Hanoi, 2019; Istanbul, 2018; Helsinki, 2017; Christchurch, 2016; Sofia, 2015
International Symposium on GNSS: Bali, 2018
PLANS: Monterrey, 2018
MMT: Shenzhen, 2019; Cairo, 2017; Sydney, 2015
ION PNT: Hawaii, 2019 and 2017, 2015
UPINLBS: Wuhan, 2018;
ISPRS Geospatial Week (Indoor 3D): Wuhan, 2018

This WG initiated an outreach program in Sri Lanka. Working collaboratively with the
Sabaragamuwa University (Geomatics Department), a workshop was conducted specifically
with a knowledge transfer focus. We expect to continue to deepen this relationship in the future.
Members of this WG are also very active in promoting the women in positioning, navigation
and timing (PNT) activities underway in other professional associations such as the ION and RIN.
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WG 4.1.2: Indoor Positioning and Navigation
Chair:
Vice Chair:

Kefei Zhang (Australia)
Ruizhi Chen (China)

Members
• Adriano J.C. Moreira (Portugal)
• Binghao Li (Australia)
• Guenther Retscher (Austria)
• Kyle O’Keefe (Canada)
• Vassilis Gikas (Greece)
• Yunjia Wang (China)
• Liang Chen (China)
• Kegen Yu (China)
• Naser El-Sheimy (Canada)
• Xuejing Bi (China)
• Guoliang Chen (China)
• Franscesco Potroti (Italy)
Activities and publications during the period 2015-2019
The needs for indoor positioning and navigation have experienced unprecedented growth in the
past decade due to the proliferation and ubiquitous usages of mobile devices and rapid
development of Internet of Things. Location information of people and objects in indoor
environments becomes a key issue for many emerging and innovative applications
The primary aims of this Working Group are:


Investigate emerging sensor technologies (e.g. LED, magnetometers), integrated techniques
and protocols for indoor positioning and tracking



Discuss, investigate and develop new algorithm and smart solutions



Bring key researchers and developers in this area together



Disseminate effectively the-state-of-the-art knowledge and new discoveries in the geospatial
communities

In the past four years, special study group (SSG) members have been active in the field of
indoor localization and ubiquitous positioning. A number of international conferences related
to positioning and navigation have been organized and many SSG members have been involved
in very frontier / cutting edge research in this area, in particular in international collaboration
and large funded projects. For instance, Prof. Ruizhi Chen was the general chair of
UPINLBS2016 and UPINLBS2018; Prof. Kyle O'Keefe was a co-chair of IPIN2015 and
IPIN2016; Prof. Adriano J. C. Moreira and Dr Binghao Li were a co-chair of IPIN2015; Dr.
Valerie Renaudin and Binghao Li were a co-chair of IPIN2018; Prof. Kegen Yu was a co-chair
of the positioning and navigation track of both 2016VTC-fall and 2017VTC-spring; and Prof.
Jian Wang is a co-chair of UPINLBS2019. A number of members are chief investigators for
several large government-funded research and development programs, such as the National Key
Research and Development Program of China associated with indoor positioning and
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navigation. Since 2015, committee members have published more than 100 indoor localizationrelated articles in the top-tier journals, such as IEEE IOT, IEEE JSAC, IEEE TMC, IEEE TVT
and Information Fusion. They also published a good number of books and chapters focusing
on indoor localization, such as the three books Positioning and Navigation in Complex
Environments, Wireless Positioning: Principles and Practice, and Indoor Positioning and
Navigation by Prof. Kegen Yu, the book Carrier-Class Oriented High Precision Indoor
Location Standards, Systems and Technology by Prof. Zhongliang Deng, the chapter of “Indoor
Navigation” by Prof. Guenther Retscher in Encyclopedia of Geodesy, the chapter “Identifying
In-App User Actions from Mobile Web Logs” by Dr. Mark Sanderson in Advances in
Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining, and the chapter "Cross-Provider Cooperation for
Improved Network-Based Localization" by Shih-Hau Fang in Cooperative Localization and
Navigation: Theory, Research and Practice. This is only a short brief snapshot of the selected
achievements by the members of this special study group.

Fig. 4.1.2-1 WiFi/Zigbee and blue-tooth-based indoor test bed built by the China University of Mining
and Technology, China

Fig. 4.1.2-1 LED based indoor test bed built by the China University of Mining and Technology, China
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The major research projects that WG 4.1.2 members have been involved in are as follows.
“Indoor Hybrid Intelligent Positioning and GIS technology with High-availability and Highprecision”, Ministry of Science and Technology of the P. R. C., (Ruizhi Chen); “Research on
Indoor Hybrid Intelligent Positioning and GIS technology as well as Their Demonstrating
Applications”, Ministry of Science and Technology of the P. R. C., (Zhongliang Deng);
“Research on Theory and Method of Seamless High-precision Positioning in the urban
environment based on GNSS and UWB,” National Natural Science Foundation of China (Jian
Wang); “Tracking Indoor Information Behaviour,” (Kefei Zhang, Mark Sanderson); “LPWANIoT”, (Kyle O'Keefe); , “Decimeter-level Indoor Positioning on Wi-Fi” Tao Gu; “Non-intrusive
human activity sensing with radio signals” (Tao Gu); “Device-free Bluetooth Indoor
Localization for Internet of Things” (Tao Gu); “Research on Key Issues of
GNSS/INS/UWB/WIFI Based Indoor Seamless Positioning,” (Kegen Yu); “Smartphone based
PDR”, “Multi-Sensor System based Positioning and Navigation” and “Navigation Database
Generation and Crowdsourcing” (Naser El-Sheimy).

Fig. 4.1.2-3 A Map/INS/Wi-Fi Integrated System for Indoor Location-Based Service Applications
“Smartphone-based Indoor Localization and Navigation Experimental” research project
o K. Yu, K. Wen, Y. Li, S. Zhang, and K. Zhang, “A novel NLOS mitigation algorithm for UWB localization
in harsh indoor environments,” IEEE Transactions on Vehicular Technology, vol.68, no.1, pp.686-697, Jan
2019
o W. Xue, Q. Li, X. Hua, K. Yu, W. Qiu, and B. Zhou, “A new algorithm for indoor radio map reconstruction,”
IEEE Access, vol.6, pp.76118-76125, Nov. 2018
o W. Xue, K. Yu, X. Hua, Q. Li, W. Qiu and B. Zhou, “Aps’ virtual positions based reference point clustering and
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Underground Mine Environments: An update on progress. International Global Navigation Satellite Systems
Society IGNSS Symposium 2016, Sydney, Australia, 6-8 December
o Li, B., Zhao, K., Xu, S., Dempster, A, Saydam, S., Precise 3D Positioning Using Magnetic Field, International
Global Navigation Satellite Systems Society IGNSS Symposium 2016, Sydney, Australia, 6-8 December
o Houzeng Han, Binghao Li, Kao Zhao, Serkan Saydam, Chris Rizo, Jian Wang, Qiang Wang. A Tightly-Coupled
UWB/INS Intergration with Forward-Backward Data Fusion, International Global Navigation Satellite Systems
Society IGNSS Symposium 2018, Sydney, Australia, 7-9 Feburary
o Li, B., Indoor Positioning Technologies and applications, invited presentation, CSNC 2019, Beijing, 22-25 May

Involvement of WG 4.2.2 members in international conferences under the capacity of general
chair, general co-chair, scientific committee member, organizing workshops and tutorials, PCT
member, etc. include:
 Indoor Positioning and Indoor Navigation (IPIN) 2016, 2017, 2018,
 Ubiquitous Positioning, Indoor Navigation and Location-Based Services (UPINLBS) 2016,
2018,
 Vehicular Technology Conference (VTC) 2016 fall, 2017 spring,
 Indoor Positioning and Navigation Workshop, UNSW.
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WG 4.1.3: 3D Point Cloud based Spatio-temporal Monitoring
Chair:
Vice Chair:

Jens-André Paffenholz (Germany)
Corinna Harmening (Austria)

Members
• Petra Helmholz (Australia)
• Christoph Holst (Germany)
• Florian Schill (Germany)
• Daniel Wujanz (Germany)
Activities and publications during the period 2015-2019
The WG focuses on spatio-temporal monitoring of artificial and natural objects with the aid of
3D point clouds acquired by means of multi-sensor-systems (MSS). The emphasis is placed on
laser scanning technology and to certain extend on digital cameras. In general, monitoring
applications over a certain period of time require a geo-referencing of the acquired data with
respect to a known datum. Also, a kinematic MSS requires for a referencing to determine the
time-dependent seven degrees of freedom (translation, rotation and scale).
The major focus of this Working Group is on:











Performance characterization of laser scanners and cameras and their fusion in MSS with
respect to spatio-temporal monitoring of artificial and natural objects in different scales.
Potential objects or scenarios can range from plant phenotyping to infrastructure buildings,
Evaluate the object abstraction for epochal comparison by means of discrete point-wise,
areas-based and shape-based approaches. One suitable method to investigate will be B-spline
surfaces,
Investigate and develop suitable algorithms for change tracking over time in 3D point clouds,
for instance by means of feature point tracking or shape matching,
Evaluate the fusion of heterogeneous data like 3D point clouds and ground-based synthetic
aperture radar (GB-SAR) data with respect to structural health monitoring applications
including infrastructure buildings,
Algorithms will be implemented in Python, Matlab, C++ whereas for basic 3D point cloud
operations open source libraries should be used, such as point cloud library (PCL),
Establishing links to colleagues from civil and mechanical engineering to benefit from each
other in terms of structural health monitoring,
Establishing working links between this working group and similar national and
international working groups such as DVW, ISPRS, IAG and FIG working groups.

The WG was active in the period 2015-2017 in terms of recruiting a small core of interested
people to share knowledge in the scope of 3D point cloud based spatio-temporal monitoring.
In the ongoing period 2018 to 2019 the collaboration and interaction of the members has been
realized by personal meeting, meetings at conferences and work on joined manuscripts for
future publications.
To gain visibility for the WG and initiate further collaboration with interested people, a project
corresponding to the WG at the social networking site ResearchGate was established
(https://www.researchgate.net/project/3D-point-cloud-based-spatio-temporal-monitoring).
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Research project: Loading tests on an historic railway arch bridge
The chair and some members contributed to an outstanding loading test on an historic railway
arch bridge. After 150 years in use the historic masonry arch bridge over the river Aller near
Verden (Northern Germany) was taken out of service in October 2015 and was demolished in
summer 2016. The time gap between decommission and demolition offered the unique chance
for an experimental investigation of the load-deformation behaviour of the arch-row by load
testing. A project team under the leadership of the Institute of Concrete Construction of the Leibniz
Universität Hannover has carried out two load tests with a maximum load of 570 t (!) in March
and June 2016. By means of the load tests the influence of the front wall and the sealing layer
on the bearing behaviour could be detected and also quantified with a large number of local and
global deformation measurements. The experimental results form the basis for an improvement
of the calculation methods and models, allowing a more realistic evaluation of the bearing
safety of existing arch bridges. Following Geodesy colleagues contributed to the loading test:
 Institute of Geodesy and Geoinformation Science, Technical University Berlin: 3D laser
scanner and stereo cameras;
 Institute of Geodesy and Photogrammetry, Technical University Braunschweig: terrestrial
radar sensor;
 Institute of Geodesy, Section Geodetic Measuring Systems and Sensor Technology
Technical University Darmstadt: Profile laser scanner;
 Institute for Applied Photogrammetry and Geoinformatics, Jade University of applied
sciences: Camera system;
 Geodetic Institute Hannover, Leibniz Universität Hannover: 3D laser scanner and laser tracker.

Fig. 4.1.3-1 Side view from West of the arch under investigation of the historic masonry arch bridge.
The whitewashed area indicates the area of the direct influence of the load application. On the bridge:
four hydraulic cylinders for the load application (left), 3D point cloud to 3D point cloud differences
(M3C2) for the load scenario of 5 MN. Clearly visible is an arch displacement of up to 14 mm.
[Paffenholz &Wujanz, 2019] (right)

The results of the loading tests are published in:
ALKHATIB, H.; KARGOLL, B.; BUREICK, J.; PAFFENHOLZ, J.-A. (2018): Statistical evaluation of the B-Splines
approximation of 3D point clouds. Proceedings of the XXVI FIG International Congress -Embracing our smart
world where the continents connect: enhancing the geospatial maturity of societies-, available via www.fig.net,
Istanbul, Turkey.
KERMARREC, G.; ALKHATIB, H.; PAFFENHOLZ, J.-A. (2019): Original 3D-Punktwolken oder Approximation mit
B-Splines: Verformungsanalyse mit CloudCompare. In: Alkhatib, H.; Paffenholz, J.-A. (Hrsg.): Tagungsband
GeoMonitoring 2019. GeoMonitoring. Hannover, S. 165–176, doi:10.15488/4520.
NEUMANN, I.; PAFFENHOLZ, J.-A. (2018): Deformationsmessungen bei Großversuchen mittels Laserscanning und
Lasertracking. In: Busch, W. (Hrsg.): Tagungsband GeoMonitoring 2018, Clausthal-Zellerfeld, 2018, S. 209-224.
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PAFFENHOLZ, J.-A.; WUJANZ, D. (2019): Spatio-temporal monitoring of a bridge based on 3D point clouds - A
comparison among several deformation measurement approaches. Proceedings of the 4th Joint International
Symposium on Deformation Monitoring (JISDM), Athens, Greece.
PAFFENHOLZ, J.-A.; HUGE, J.; STENZ, U. (2018): Integration von Lasertracking und Laserscanning zur optimalen
Bestimmung von lastinduzierten Gewölbeverformungen. In: allgemeine vermessungs-nachrichten (avn), 125.
Jg., Heft 4, S. 73-88.
PAFFENHOLZ, J.-A.; STENZ, U.; NEUMANN, I.; DIKHOFF, I.; RIEDEL, B. (2018): Belastungsversuche an einer
Mauerwerksbrücke: Lasertracking und GBSAR zur Verformungsmessung. In: Jäger, W. (Hrsg.): MauerwerkKalender 2018, Ernst & Sohn: Berlin, S. 205-219, doi: 10.1002/9783433608050.ch9.
PAFFENHOLZ, J.-A. (2018): 3-D Messverfahren zur Verformungsmessung. Vortrag, 11. Mauerwerk KalenderTag, Dresden, 27.03.2018 (invited presentation).
PAFFENHOLZ, J.-A. (2017): Laserscanning und Lasertracking für das Monitoring von Brückenbauwerken am
Beispiel der Allerbrücke. ALLSAT-Forum: Global Monitoring, Hannover, 06.12.2017 (invited presentation).
PAFFENHOLZ, J.-A. (2017): Interdisziplinäres Monitoring von Infrastrukturbauwerken - Vertikalverformungen
aus 3D-Punkwolken. BauScan 2017, Magdeburg, 16.11.2017 (invited presentation).
PAFFENHOLZ, J.-A.& STENZ, U. (2017): Integration von Lasertracking und Laserscanning zur optimalen
Bestimmung von lastinduzierten Gewölbeverformungen. In: Werner Lienhart (Hg.): Ingenieurvermessung
2017. Beiträge zum 18. Internationalen Ingenieurvermessungskurs Graz. Ingenieurvermessung 17. Graz, 2529. April. Berlin/Offenbach: Herbert Wichmann Verlag, 373-388.
PAFFENHOLZ, J.-A.; STENZ, U.; WUJANZ, D.; NEITZEL, F.; NEUMANN, I. (2017): 3D-Punktwolken-basiertes
Monitoring von Infrastrukturbauwerken am Beispiel einer historischen Gewölbebrücke. In: DVW e. V.
(Hrsg.): Terrestrisches Laserscanning 2017 (TLS 2017). DVW-Schriftenreihe, Band 88, Wißner-Verlag,
Augsburg, 2017, S. 115-127.
WUJANZ, D.; BURGER, M.; NEITZEL, F.; LICHTENBERGER, R.; SCHILL, F.; EICHHORN, A.; STENZ, U.; NEUMANN,
I.; PAFFENHOLZ, J.-A. (2018): Belastungsversuche an einer Mauerwerksbrücke: Terrestrisches Laserscanning
zur Verformungsmessung. In: Jäger, W. (Hrsg.): Mauerwerk-Kalender 2018, Ernst & Sohn: Berlin, S. 221239, doi: 10.1002/9783433608050.ch10.

Research project: 3D point cloud-based quantification of soil erosion: Comparison of
methods on different spatial scales
 Evaluation of methods for 3D point cloud acquisition by terrestrial laser scanner in static
mode and optional on a moving platform as well as by UAV-based image acquisition with
the goal of quantification of soil erosion of farmland in soil erosion monitoring areas in
Lower Saxony, Germany.
 Jens-André Paffenholz with colleagues from Institute of Physical Geography and
Landscape Ecology, Leibniz University Hannover
 Partially funded by Leibniz Forschungszentrum FZ:GEO

STEINHOFF-KNOPP, B.; ELTNER, A.; HAKE, F.; PAFFENHOLZ, J.-A. (2019): Methoden zur skalenübergreifend
hochaufgelösten Erfassung und Quantifizierung von Bodenerosion durch Wasser. In: Alkhatib, H.;
Paffenholz, J.-A. (Hrsg.): Tagungsband GeoMonitoring 2019. GeoMonitoring. Hannover, S. 75–89,
doi:10.15488/4514.
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Small research project "Scanning of live blue mussels (Mytilus edulis)"
Jens-André Paffenholz with colleagues from Ludwig-Franzius-Institute for Hydraulic,
Estuarine and Coastal Engineering, Leibniz University Hannover, Germany
Background: lines are conducted to obtain a realistic digital model. Centred on the 3D-point
clouds, a suitable descriptor for the mass distribution over the surface is identified and 3Dprinted surrogates of the blue mussel are developed for further testing. These are evaluated
regarding their fit to the original 3D-point cloud data of the live blue mussels.

See further details in:
LANDMANN, J.; ONGSIEK, T.; GOSEBERG, N.; HEASMAN, K.; BUCK, B.; PAFFENHOLZ, J.-A.; HILDEBRANDT, A.
(2019): Physical Modelling of Blue Mussel Dropper Lines for the Development of Surrogates and
Hydrodynamic Coefficients. In: JMSE (Journal of Marine Science and Engineering) 7 (3), p. 65, 2019. DOI:
10.3390/jmse7030065.
LANDMANN, J.; ONGSIEK, T.; GOSEBERG, N.; HEASMAN, K.; BUCK B.H.; PAFFENHOLZ, J.-A.; HILDEBRANDT, A.
(2018): Investigating drag and inertia characteristics of full-scale blue mussel dropper lines. Proceedings of
the 7th International Conference on the Application of Physical Modelling in Coastal and Port Engineering
and Science (Coastlab18), Santander, Spain, May 22-26.
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General publications (selected) to the themes of the WG
JOURNALS
BUREICK, J., NEUNER, H., HARMENING, C.& NEUMANN, I. (2016): Curve and surface approximation of 3D point
clouds. In: avn 123 (11-12), S. 315–327.
HARMENING, C.& NEUNER, H. (2017): Choosing the optimal number of B-spline control points. Part 2:
Approximation of surfaces and applications. In: Journal of Applied Geodesy 11 (1). DOI: 10.1515/jag-20160036.
HARMENING, C.& NEUNER, H. (2016): Choosing the Optimal Number of B-spline Control Points. Part 1:
Methodology and Approximation of Curves. In: Journal of Applied Geodesy 10 (3). DOI: 10.1515/jag-20160003.
HOLST, C.& KUHLMANN, H. (2016): Challenges and Present Fields of Action at Laser Scanner Based
Deformation Analyses. In: Journal of Applied Geodesy 10 (1). DOI: 10.1515/jag-2015-0025.
NEUNER, H., HOLST, C.& KUHLMANN, H. (2016): Overview on current modelling strategies of point clouds for
deformation analysis. In: avn 123 (11-12), S. 328–339.
OMIDALIZARANDI, M.; KARGOLL, B.; PAFFENHOLZ, J.-A.; NEUMANN, I. (2018): Accurate vision based
displacement and vibration analysis of bridge structures by means of an image assisted total station. In:
Advances in Mechanical Engineering 10 (6), doi:10.1177/1687814018780052.
WUNDERLICH, T. A., NIEMEIER, W., WUJANZ, D., HOLST, C., NEITZEL, F.& KUHLMANN, H. (2016): Areal
deformation analysis from TLS point clouds – the challenge. In: avn 123 (11-12), S. 340–351.

CONFERENCES
GIKAS, V.; RETSCHER, G.; KEALY, A.; ZHANG, K.; PAFFENHOLZ, J.-A.; RUOTSALAINEN, L.; PERAKIS, H.; SANTOS,
M. (2016): IAG SC 4.1 “Emerging Positioning Technologies and GNSS Augmentation” Objectives and
Structure for the Term 2015-19. Proceedings of the 2016 European Navigation Conference, Helsinki,
Finland, May 30 - June 2, 2016, p. 4.
HARMENING, C; TEODORI, G; NEUNER, H. (2017): Evaluating the freeform modelling of point clouds by means of
a test specimen. Proceedings of INGEO 2017 – 7th International Conference on Engineering Surveying.
Lisbon, Portugal, October 18-20, 2017
HARMENING, C; NEUNER, H. (2019): Evaluating the performance of a space- and time-continuous deformation
model. Proceedings of the 4th Joint International Symposium on Deformation Monitoring (JISDM), Athens,
Greece.
KAUKER, S.; HARMENING, C.; SCHWIEGER, V.; NEUNER, H. (2017): Modellierung und Auswirkung von
Korrelationen bei der Schätzung von Deformationsparametern beim terrestrischen Laserscanning. In: Werner
Lienhart (Hg.): Ingenieurvermessung 2017. Beiträge zum 18. Internationalen Ingenieurvermessungskurs
Graz. Ingenieurvermessung 17. Graz, 25-29. April. Berlin/Offenbach: Herbert Wichmann Verlag, 321-336.
KERSTEN, T.; PAFFENHOLZ, J.-A.: Noise Analysis of High Sensitivity GNSS-Receivers for Direct GeoReferencing of Multi-Sensor Systems. Presentation. IAG Commission 4 Positioning and Applications
Symposium, Wroclaw, Poland, September 6, 2016.
OMIDALIZARANDI, M., PAFFENHOLZ, J.-A., STENZ, U.& NEUMANN, I. (2016): Highly accurate extrinsic
calibration of terrestrial laser scanner and digital camera for structural monitoring applications. In:
Proceedings of the 3rd Joint International Symposium on Deformation Monitoring. JISDM2016. Vienna, 30
March - 01 April, S. 8.
PAFFENHOLZ, J.-A.; BECKER, A.; OMIDALIZARANDI, M.; BUSSE, V. (2018): Untertägige
Verformungsüberwachung diskreter Ankerköpfe mittels Videotachymetrie. In: Busch, W. (Hrsg.):
Tagungsband GeoMonitoring 2018, Clausthal-Zellerfeld, S. 225-240.
PAFFENHOLZ, J.-A.; BUREICK, J.; DMITRI, D.; LINK, J. (2016): Synchronization aspects of sensor and data fusion
in a research multi-sensor-system. In: Proceedings of the 5th International Conference on Machine Control &
Guidance. Clermont-Ferrand, France, October 5-6.

Meetings and Conferences
The members presented their individual and partially collaborative research results at the
following conferences:
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3rd Joint International Symposium on Deformation Monitoring (JISDM), Vienna (Austria), April 2016
IAG Commission 4 Positioning and Applications Symposium, Wroclaw (Poland), September 2016
5th International conference on Machine Control & Guidance (MCG), Vichy (France), October 2016
18. Internationaler Ingenieurvermessungskurs, Graz (Austria), April 2017
7th International Conference on Engineering Surveying (INGEO), Lisbon (Portugal), October 2017
4rd Joint International Symposium on Deformation Monitoring (JISDM), Athens (Greece), Mai 2019
Upcoming event with contributions of WG members are:
ISPRS Geospatial Week 2019, Enschede (The Netherlands), June 2019; in particular Workshops
Laserscanning and Joint EuroCOW - M3DMaN
 HARTMANN, J.; VON GÖSSELN, I.; SCHILD, N.; DORNDORF, A.; PAFFENHOLZ, J.-A.: NEUMANN, I. (2019):
Optimisation Of The Calibration Process of a K-TLS Based Multi-Sensor-System by Genetic Algorithms. Oral
Presentation.
 27th IUGG General Assembly, Montreal (Canada), July 2019
 PAFFENHOLZ, J.-A.; HARMENING, C.; GIKAS, V. (2019): 3D Point Cloud based Spatio-temporal Monitoring.
Poster.

Cooperation with other Organizations
 Established link to DVW Working Group - Engineering Geodesy; Elected members
Christoph Holst, Jens-André Paffenholz.
 Established links to ISPRS WG I/10 - Sensor Systems Verification, Benchmarks,
Evaluation (Petra Helmholz) and ISPRS WG II/10 - 3D Mapping for Environmental &
Infrastructure Monitoring (Daniel Wujanz)
 Established link to FIG Commission 6 – Engineering Surveys (Corinna Harmening)
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WG 4.1.1: Robust Positioning for Urban Traffic
Chair:
Vice Chair:

Laura Ruotsalainen (Finland)
Fabio Dovis (Italy)

Members
• Pierre-Yves Gilleron, Switzerland
• Juliette Marais, France
• Valerie Renaudin, France
• Aiden Morrison, Norway
• Ling Pei, China
• Marco Pini, Italy
• Marco Piras, Italy
• Vassilis Gikas, Greece
• Emerson Cavalheri, Canada
• Gunther Retscher, Austria
• Mark Petovello, Canada
Activities and publications during the period 2015-2019
The Working Group focuses on the navigation challenges on the urban environments for
greener, safer and more comfortable traffic. At present, navigation is mainly based on the use
of Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS), providing good performance in open outdoor
environments. However, navigation solution with sufficient accuracy and integrity is needed in
urban canyons, where GNSS is significantly degraded or unavailable. For overcoming the
aforementioned navigation challenges, research has been very active for decades for finding a
suitable set of other methods for augmenting or replacing the use of GNSS in positioning for
urban traffic.
The Working Group has a major focus on:


Specification and characterization of the system requirements, especially from the
environmental and safety viewpoints,



Evaluation of the usability of emerging technologies for the urban traffic navigation,
including vision-aiding and collaborative driving systems,



Selection of best set of technologies fulfilling the system requirements,



Performance analysis of the selected system both for vehicles and pedestrians in urban
areas,



Selecting the most suitable algorithms for map matching and routing.

The focus of the WG was on navigation challenges in urban environments for greener and safer
traffic. At present, navigation is mainly based on the use of Global Navigation Satellite Systems
(GNSS), providing good performance in open outdoor environments. However, navigation
solution with sufficient accuracy and integrity is needed in urban canyons, where GNSS is
significantly degraded or unavailable. The Work Group has addressed the development of
seamless positioning methods for assuring accurate and reliable navigation solution in urban
areas during GNSS outages. A loosely-coupled Kalman filter was implemented to fuse
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measurements provided by a GNSS receiver, Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU), magnetometer,
barometer and optionally a camera to provide a low-cost solution for urban navigation. The
system was tested in multiple test campaigns in Finland in 2017. Assessment of GNSS
performance in challenging navigation environments through analytical models and simulators
is not effective in terms of cost, complexity, and scalability of the results. A record-and-replay
approach was developed as an efficient solution to grant the flexibility of the test environment
and the fidelity to a realistic scenario. The method was tested via collecting data in multiple test
campaigns in Finland (2016, 2017) and Italy (2017, 2018).

Fig. 4.1.4-1 Working principle of GNSS performance assessment for ITS applications adopted in
SaPPART COST Action with the participation of WG 4.1.4 members [www.sappart.net]

The core of autonomous vehicle navigation is based on GNSS / IMU and optical systems fusion.
The accuracy and reliability requirements are much higher than for traditional road traffic and
they cannot afford gaps in positioning service provision. Therefore, a novel method providing
good performance position solution in deep urban areas with heavily degraded and partially
denied satellite positioning was developed, based on deeply-coupled fusion of GNSS/IMU and
computer vision. The method was tested for urban navigation via collecting data in multiple test
campaigns in Finland and Italy (2017, 2018). Use of optical systems in snow and ice conditions
is problematic. An extensive literature survey was made about most relevant navigation
technologies and their feasibility in Arctic. The work identified the open research questions to
obtain sufficient performance for autonomous vehicles. Also, a Special Issue (SI) “Recent
advancements on the use of GNSS- based positioning for Intelligent Transport System” was
established for IEEE ITS Magazine.
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Fig. 4.1.4-2 GNSS record and replay system setup analyzed for vehicular positioning applications
RTMeS: Reference Trajectory Measurement System, RTK: real time kinematic (left), statistical
characterization of the Horizontal Position Error (HPE), cumulative distribution function (top right) and
additional metrics (bottom right) [Cristodaro et al, Sensors 2018, 18, 2189]

Fig. 4.1.4-3 Deeply-coupled Kalman filtering for GNSS/IMU/Vision fusion

Research visits
Valerie Renaudin, IFSTTAR, France hosted by Laura Ruotsalainen, Finnish Geospatial
Research Institute, Finland
Laura Ruotsalainen, Finnish Geospatial Research Institute, Finland hosted by Fabio Dovis,
Politecnico di Torino, Italy
Andrea Della Monica, Politecnico di Torino, Italy hosted by Laura Ruotsalainen, Finnish
Geospatial Research Institute, Finland
Calogero Cristodaro, Politecnico di Torino, Italy hosted by Laura Ruotsalainen, Finnish
Geospatial Research Institute, Finland
Journal publications
C Cristodaro, L Ruotsalainen, F Dovis (2018). Benefits and Limitations of the Record and Replay Approach for
GNSS Receiver Performance Assessment in Harsh Scenarios, Sensors 18 (7), 2189.
L Ruotsalainen, V Renaudin, L Pei, M Piras, J Marais, E Cavalheri, S Kaasalainen (2019) Towards Autonomous
Driving in Arctic Areas, submitted to IEEE ITS Magazine
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Conference Publications
A. Della Monica, L. Ruotsalainen and F. Dovis (2018) "Multisensor navigation in urban environment," IEEE/ION
Position, Location and Navigation Symposium (PLANS), Monterey, CA, 2018, pp. 730-738
C Cristodaro, F Dovis, L Ruotsalainen (2017): The Record and Replay Approach for GNSS Receiver Performance
Assessment in Road Environment, In Proceedings of ION ITM, pp. January 30 - February2, Monterey, CA,
pp. 1369-1375
Gikas V., Kealy A., Paffenholz J-A, Perakis H., Retscher G., Zhang K., Ruotsalainen L., Santos M. (2016), IAG
SC 4.1 “Emerging Positioning Technologies and GNSS Augmentation” In Proceedings of European
Navigation Conference (ENC), June 30 - July 2, Helsinki, Finland P.-Y.
Gilliéron, L. Ruotsalainen, F. Peyret, S. Feng, J. Engdahl (2016): The SaPPART COST Action: Towards
positioning integrity for road transport, In Proceedings of European Navigation Conference (ENC), June 30 July 2, Helsinki, Finland
Dovis F., Ruotsalainen L., Gikas L. (2016): Robust Positioning for Urban Traffic: Motivations and Activity plan
for the WG 4.1.4 established within the IAG SC 4.1 Emerging Positioning Technologies and GNSS
Augmentation. IAG Commission 4 Positioning and Applications Symposium, Wroclaw, Poland, September
6, 2016.

Meetings and Conferences
The WG presented the goals and actions of the group and had meetings in the following
events:
• IAG Commission 4 Positioning and Applications Symposium” in Wroclaw, in September,
oral presentation 2015
• ITS World Congress 2015, Bordeaux , Oct. 5-9 European Navigation conference 2016 in
Helsinki, in May, poster presentation
• Institute of Navigation conferences GNSS+, PLANS and ITM 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018,
2019
• SaPPART final event in Brussels, October 2017
• European Navigation Conference (ENC) in Lausanne, May 2017
• Indoor Positioning Indoor Navigation (IPIN) Conference in Nantes, September 2018
Cooperation with other Organizations
The group has established links between the following stakeholders for improved
dissemination of the action deliverables and input of different user needs for the work:
•
•
•

EU COST SaPPART in SaPPART meetings
Other IAG SC 4 WGs in Commission 4 Symposium in Poland 2016
Different stakeholders participating the eKnot roadshow in Torino 2017
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Sub-commission 4.2: Geopatial Mapping and Geodetic Engineering
Chair:
Vice-Chair:
Secretary:

Jinling Wang (Australia)
Michael J. Olsen (USA)
Hsiu-Wen Chang (China-Taipei)

Overview
Geodesy provides foundations for geospatial mapping and engineering applications. Modern
geospatial mapping as a massive point positioning process has been evolving towards automatic
operations, and at the same time, various engineering areas are increasingly relying on highly
developed geospatial technologies to deliver improved productivities and safety with
minimised negative environment impact. This Sub-Commission (SC) 4.2 will therefore
endeavour to coordinate research and other activities that address the broad areas of the theory
and applications of geodesy tools in geospatial mapping and engineering, ranging from
construction work, geotechnical and structural health monitoring, mining, to natural phenomena
such as landslides and ground subsidence. The SC4.2 will carry out its work in close
cooperation with other IAG Entities, as well as via linkages with relevant scientific and
professional organizations such as ISPRS, FIG, ISM, ICA, IEEE, ION, OGC.
Major objectives of Sub-Commission (SC) 4.2 include:
 To develop and promote the use of new geospatial mobile mapping technologies for various
applications;
 To develop and report the modelling and quality control framework for geo-referencing
procedures;
 To monitor research and development into new technologies that are applicable to the
general field of engineering geodesy, including hardware, software and analysis techniques;
 To study advances in geodetic methods for engineering applications, such as mining
operations, and large construction sites;
 To study advances in monitoring and alert systems for local geodynamic processes, such as
landslides, ground subsidence, etc.;
 To study advances in Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) systems and geospatial mapping
applications in SHM;
 To study advances in Building Information Modelling (BIM) and geospatial mapping
applications in BIM.
Major Sub-Commission 4.2 Activity
SC 4.2 is composed of 4 working Groups. While each working group has conducted various
activities, the Sub-Commission 4.2 has successfully organised one major event: The 9th
International Symposium on Mobile Mapping Technology (MMT2015), Sydney, Australia,
December 9-11, 2015, see the program details at www.mmt2015.org.
The MMT Symposium is the primary event jointly sponsored by International Association of
Geodesy (IAG), the International Society of Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing (ISPRS)
and the International Federation of Surveyors (FIG). In addition, for the first time, another two
major international organisations, the International Society of Mine Surveying (ISM) and the
International Cartographic Association (ICA), Australian Surveying and Spatial Sciences
Institute (SSSI), and Spatial Industries Business Association (SIBA), Australian Robotics and
Automation Association (ARAA) as well as Australian Network of Structural Health
Monitoring (ANSHM) have also offered the official sponsorships to the MMT2015.
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MMT2015 attracted about 300 registered participants from 35 countries/regions, and received
156 full paper submissions for the conference proceedings, with topics ranging from new
mapping concepts, the state of the art of technology, multi-disciplinary approaches, new
applications, to future trends. The program included three keynote presentations, two panel
discussions, 27 technical sessions, and pre-symposium workshops. Among the papers presented
at the Symposium, a total of 26 selected papers have been published in 3 refereed journals: 7
papers published in Geo-spatial Information Science (as a Special Issue: Mobile Mapping with
Ubiquitous Point Clouds, https://www.tandfonline.com/toc/tgsi20/19/3); 13 papers published
in
the
Journal
of
Surveying
Engineering
(as
a
special
collection
https://ascelibrary.org/page/jsued2/mmt_2015); 6 papers published in Photogrammetric
Engineering & Remote Sensing as a special issue, 82(12), 2016
https://www.ingentaconnect.com/content/asprs/pers/2016/00000082/00000012)

(L. to R: J. Wang, N. Haala, S. Guo, N. El-Sheimy, D.A. Grejner-Brzezinska, C. Toth)

One behalf of the Organising Committee of The 9th International Symposium on Mobile
Mapping Technology (MMT 2015), General Chair Jinling Wang (Australia), Scientific
Committee Chair Norbert Haala (Germany), Program Chair Charles Toth (USA) presented the
“Outstanding Achievement Award” to Dorota A. Grejner-Brzezinska( USA), Naser El-Sheimy
(Canada), Sheng Guo (China) in recognition of their pioneering contributions in developing
and promoting mobile mapping technology.
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Working Groups of Sub-commission 4.2:
WG 4.2.1: Mobile Mapping Technologies and Applications
Chair: J. Skaloud (Switzerland)
Vice-Chair: K.-W. Chiang (China-Taipei)
Members
Hsiu-Wen Chang (Taiwan)
Ismael Colomina (Spain)
Davide Cucci (Switzerland)
Michael Cramer (Germany)
Craig Glennie (USA)
Jen-kai Liao (Taiwan)
Martin Rehak (Switzerland)
Philipp Schaer (Switzerland)
Guang-Je Tsai (Taiwan)
Yi-Hsing Tseng (Taiwan)
Julien Vallet (Switzerland)
Jinling Wang (Australia)
Ming Yang (Taiwan)
Working Group Activities and Publications
Working Group 4.2.1 focuses on mobile mapping technology and applications. Mobile
mapping technologies have been widely used to collect geospatial data for a variety of
applications, for example, navigation and online geospatial information services. As mobile
mapping sensors are becoming cheaper and easier to access, modeling and quality control
procedures for major steps of mobile mapping should be further developed to ensure the
reliability of geospatial data from mobile mapping systems. This working group conducts its
work through coordinated activities among the members of the group as well as in
collaborations with other professional organizations, such as ISPRS/FIG. Over the past two
years, the following major activities are conducted:
EuroCOW 2016
The European Calibration and Orientation Workshop, 10-16 February 2016
The Chair and the some members of the Working Group 4.2.1 organised the EuroCOW, the
European Calibration and Orientation Workshop which was held from February 10th to
February 12th, 2016 on the EPFL campus, located in Lausanne, Switzerland. This biennial
meeting brought together the world experts, both from public and private sectors, to present and
discuss the recent findings and developments on Sensor Calibration and Orientation. With the
recent development of autonomous platforms, this traditional field of photogrammetry and
geodesy integrates with robotics, computer vision and system control. The full papers from
submitted to the EuroCOW 2016 are published in International Archive of Photogrammetry,
Remote Sensing and Spatial Information Science at
http://www.int-arch-photogramm-remote-sens-spatial-inf-sci.net/XL-3-W4/index.html
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EuroCOW 2017
Jointed held with ISPRS as a part of Hannover workshop, 6–9 June 2017, Germany
In mobile mapping related research on sensor calibration, image orientation, object extraction
and scene understanding from images and image sequences, both geometry and semantics play
an important role, and high quality results require appropriate handling of all these aspects.
While individual algorithms differ according to the imaging geometry and the employed sensors
and platforms, all mentioned aspects need to be integrated in a suitable workflow to solve most
real-world problems (http://www.int-arch-photogramm-remote-sens-spatial-inf-sci.net/XLII1-W1/1/2017/isprs-archives-XLII-1-W1-1-2017.pdf).
Under such observations, EuroCOW - European Calibration and Orientation Workshop,
collaborating with other meetings (HRIGI - High-Resolution Earth Imaging for Geospatial
Information, CMRT - City Models, Roads and Traffic, ISA - Image Sequence Analysis), coorganised a special event “Hannover workshop 2017”. A total of 30 full papers were accepted
for the ISPRS Annals of the Photogrammetry, Remote Sensing and Spatial Information
Sciences
at
http://www.isprs-ann-photogramm-remote-sens-spatial-inf-sci.net/IV-1W1/index.html; while 99 papers are published in The International Archives of the
Photogrammetry, Remote Sensing and Spatial Information Sciences, Volume XLII-1/W1, 2017
(http://www.int-arch-photogramm-remote-sens-spatial-inf-sci.net/XLII-1-W1/index.html)
The European Calibration and Orientation Workshop, 13-14 June 2019
This one and half-day ‘single-track’ meeting strives to be practical, informative and informal
where the experts with theoretical and hands-on experience discuss in a relax atmosphere. The
workshop will be part of the ISPRS Geospatial Week 2019 and is hosted by the University of
Twente, Enschede, The Netherlands.
About two dozen of publications were reviewed and will be presented. The primary theme
focuses on tighter integration between sensors and platforms that remains an open challenge
both algorithmically and practically for a number of applications that requires higher measures
for reliability, integrity as well as accuracy both in navigation and mapping. Also, calibration
revamped calibration procedures are presented for new (and often small) optical sensors as well
as their integration with navigation devices.
Selected Publications
1. Lin, C.-A.; Chiang, K.-W.; Kuo, C.-Y. Development of INS/GNSS UAV-Borne Vector Gravimetry System, IEEE
Geoscience and Remote Sensing Letters (Volume: 14, Issue: 5, May 2017 ), pp. 759 – 763
2. Chiang, K.-W.; Liao, J.-K.; Huang, S.-H.; Chang, H.-W.; Chu, C.-H. The Performance Analysis of Space
Resection-Aided Pedestrian Dead Reckoning for Smartphone Navigation in a Mapped Indoor Environment. ISPRS
Int. J. Geo-Inf. 2017, 6, 43.
3.Lai, Y.-C.; Chang, C.-C.; Tsai, C.-M.; Huang, S.-C.; Chiang, K.-W. A
Knowledge-Based
Step
Length
Estimation Method Based on Fuzzy Logic and Multi-Sensor Fusion Algorithms for a Pedestrian Dead Reckoning
System. ISPRS Int. J. Geo-Inf. 2016, 5, 70.
4. Liao, J.-K.; Chiang, K.-W.; Zhou, Z.-M. The Performance Analysis of Smartphone-Based Pedestrian Dead
Reckoning and Wireless Locating Technology for Indoor Navigation Application. Inventions 2016, 1, 25.
5. Kai-Wei Chiang, Jhen-Kai Liao, Guang-Je Tsai, Hsiu-Wen Chang (2015, Dec). The Performance Analysis of
the Map aided Fuzzy Decision Tree based on Pedestrian Dead Reckoning Algorithm in Indoor Environment.
Sensors, 16(1), 34. 4.
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6. Chiang, K.-W.; Tsai, M.-L.; Naser, E.-S.; Habib, A.; Chu, C.-H. (2015, Mar). New Calibration Method Using
Low Cost MEM IMUs to Verify the Performance of UAV-Borne MMS Payloads. Sensors, 15, 6560-6585.
7. M. Rehak and J. Skaloud. Time synchronization of consumer cameras on Micro Aerial Vehicles, in Isprs Journal
of Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing, vol. 123, num. 1, p. 114-123, 2017.
8. M. Khaghani and J. Skaloud. Application Of Vehicle Dynamic Modeling In Uavs For Precise Determination Of
Exterior Orientation. 23rd Congress of the International-Society-for-Photogrammetry-and-Remote-Sensing
(ISPRS), Prague, CZECH REPUBLIC, JUL 12-19, 2016. , International Archives of the Photogrammetry Remote
Sensing and Spatial Information Sciences 41.
9. M. Rehak and J. Skaloud. Applicability Of New Approaches Of Sensor Orientation To Micro Aerial
Vehicles. 23rd ISPRS Congress, Prague, Czech Republic, July 12-19, 2016. , International Archives of the
Photogrammetry Remote Sensing and Spatial Information Sciences.
10. M. Khaghani and J. Skaloud. Autonomous Vehicle Dynamic Model-Based Navigation for Small UAVs, in
Navigation-Journal of the Institute of Navigation, vol. 63, num. 3, p. 345-358, 2016.
11. M. Khaghani and J. Skaloud. Autonomous Navigation Of Small Uavs Based On Vehicle Dynamic
Model.European Calibration and Orientation Workshop (EuroCOW), Lausanne, SWITZERLAND, FEB 10-12,
2016. , International Archives of the Photogrammetry Remote Sensing and Spatial Information Sciences.
12. M. Khaghani and J. Skaloud. Evaluation of Wind Effects on UAV Autonomous Navigation Based on Vehicle
Dynamic Model. 29th International Technical Meeting of The Satellite Division of the Institute of Navigation (ION
GNSS+ 2016), Portland, Oregon, USA, September 12-16, 2016.
13. M. Khaghani and J. Skaloud. Evaluation of Wind Effects on UAV Autonomous Navigation Based on Vehicle
Dynamic Model. 29th International Technical Meeting of The Satellite Division of the Institute of Navigation (ION
GNSS+ 2016), Portland, Oregon, USA, September 12-16, 2016.
14. J. Skaloud, I. Colomina, M. E. Parés, M. Blázquez and J. Silva et al. Progress in airborne gravimetry by
combining strapdown inertial and new satellite observations via dynamic networks. 26th IUGG General
Assembly, IAG Symposia, Prague, Czech Republic, June 22 - July 2, 2015.
15. R. Molinari, J. Balamuta, S. Guerrier and J. Skaloud. An inertial sensor calibration platform to estimate and
select error models. IAIN World Congress 2015, Prague, Czech Republic, October 20-23, 2015.
16. S. Guerrier, R. Molinari and J. Skaloud. Automatic Identification and Calibration of Stochastic Parameters in
Inertial Sensors, in Navigation-Journal Of The Institute Of Navigation, vol. 62, num. 4, p. 265-272,2015.
17. Y. Stebler, S. Guerrier and J. Skaloud. An Approach for Observing and Modeling Errors in MEMS-Based
Inertial Sensors Under Vehicle Dynamic, in Ieee Transactions On Instrumentation And Measurement, vol. 64,
num. 11, p. 2926-2936, 2015.
18. P. Clausen, J. Skaloud, P.-Y. Gilliéron, B. Merminod and H. Perakis et al. Position accuracy with redundant
MEMS IMU for road applications, in European Journal of Navigation, vol. 13, num. 2, p. 4-12,2015.
19. M. Rehak and J. Skaloud. Fixed-wing Micro Aerial Vehicle for Accurate Corridor Mapping. UAV-g, Toronto,
Canada, August 30-September 2, 2015.
20. J. Skaloud and D. Willli. Prediction of phase ambiguity resolution based on signal intensity and geometry,in
Gps Solutions, vol. 19, num. 3, p. 467-474, 2015.
21 Skaloud J., Clausen P., Orso; S. and Guerrier S. (2018) Parameter Determination of Sensor Stochastic Models
under Covariate Dependency, IAG Symposia within European Geosciences Union General Assembly, Vienna,
Austria, April 8 - 13, 2018.
22 Tsai G. J., Chiang K-W and El-Sheimy, N. (2018). Kinematic calibration using low-cost LiDAR system for
mapping and autonomous driving applications. ISPRS - International Archives of the Photogrammetry, Remote
Sensing and Spatial Information Sciences. XLII-1. 445-450. 10.5194/isprs-archives-XLII-1-445-2018.
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Working Group 4.2.2 Applications of Geodesy in Mining Engineering
Chair: Jian Wang (China)
Co-Chair: Frederick Cawood (South Africa)
Members
















Abelardo Bethencourt Fernandez (Spain)
Agrim. Diego Alejandro Piñón (Argentina)
Alberto Hernández Moraleda (Spain)
Aiguo Li (China)
Afeni Thomas (Nigeria)
Binghao Li (Australia)
Dai Zhen (Germany)
Fang Yang (China)
Jinyun Guo (China)
Kefei Zhang (Australia)
Luciene Delazari (Brazil)
Nesreen I Ziedan (Egypt)
Vagner G. Ferreira (China)
Vladimir Tikunov (Russia)
Xiaolin Meng (UK)

Activities and publications during the period 2015-2019
This study group aims at providing a platform for communicating the current research of the
geospatial mapping, modern navigation and guidance technologies used in mining operations.
The main focus in the past 4 years has been on several points that include underground/indoor
positioning technology, new generation of positioning system for underground mine
environments and GNSS and its synergized hazard monitoring. The group also aims to boost
education and training of the geospatial technology used in mining operation for backward mine
to increase safety. Hereafter, some of the work completed by individual group members in their
research groups are summarized.
(1) Positioning in degenerated environment
In one study, a method based on the control points is used to determine the coordinates in
advance in roadways of underground mine vehicles is proposed. the method, is necessary to
correct the error state in INS / odometer integrated navigation system, which can increase the
navigation accuracy. This method include three steps: i) to build a system dynamic model and
observation model of INS /odometer integrated navigation system; ii) to propose a position
modification filter equation based on known points; and iii) to produce a Parallel-Kalman filter
to realize the dual filter of integrated navigation and INS/odometer integrated navigation system
based on position modification for underground mine vehicle Overall, the results of the
experiment indicated that the INS /odometer integrated navigation performance increased
substantially by position modification of known points in roadways. Furthermore, the
planimetric precision of real-time navigation increased from dozens of meters to meter scale
which is able to meet the needs of navigation for underground mine vehicles.
In a second study, a tightly-coupled Global Position System (GPS)/Ultra-Wideband
(UWB)/Inertial Navigation System (INS) cooperative positioning scheme using a Robust
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Kalman Filter (RKF) supported by V2I communication was developed and tested in
degenerated environment. The scheme can provide ubiquitous location to be used in open-pit
mine for miner navigation, trucker guidance and machine operating. An adaptive Robust
Kalman Filter(RKF) was developed to further improve the reliability of the solution and the
result proves that the RKF can eliminate the effects of gross errors. Additionally, the internal
and external reliabilities of the system are enhanced when the UWB observables received from
the moving terminals are involved in the positioning algorithm.
In the third study, a method is presented to predict the location using RSS. A study on the effects
of walls and floors on the RSS is provided, and a localization technique that utilizes the finding
of the effects of obstructions on the RSS is investigated. The investigated technique uses multi
walls and floors model in the estimation. The system model showed the major difficulty in
indoor localization algorithm, especially the difficulty of location estimation using the storage
of building layout, the algorithm has been used to estimate location using three or more
reference nodes, and in special cases, by using two reference nodes. Experimental results show
that the position estimation error is less than 2 meters for most locations. It is suitable for indoor
environments with multiple floors and multiple walls.
The fourth method proposes a less environment-dependent and a priori knowledge-independent
NLOS identification and mitigation method for ranging which is able to determine the specific
NLOS channel. Based on the identified channel information, a rule is developed to select
appropriate NLOS ranges for location estimation. Meanwhile, an equality constrained Taylor
series robust least squares (ECTSRLS) technique is proposed to suppress residual NLOS range
errors by introducing robustness to Taylor series least squares method. All these constitute our
FCE-ECTSRLS NLOS mitigation algorithm. The performance of the proposed algorithm is
compared with four existing NLOS mitigation algorithms by both static and mobile localization
experiments in a harsh indoor environment. Experimental results have demonstrated that the
proposed FCE-ECTSRLS algorithm outperforms the other four algorithms significantly.
(2) Map aided underground/indoor positioning
An Improved PDR/ Magnetometers/Floor Map Integration Algorithm for Ubiquitous
Positioning Using Adaptive Unscented Kalman Filter was proposed. Additionally, a scheme
using a foot-mounted Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) and a floor map to provide ubiquitous
positioning in a number of settings, like in a supermarket as a shopping guide, for a fire
emergency service for navigation, or a miner to be tracked was put forward. Firstly, several
Zero-Velocity detection (ZDET) algorithms are compared and discussed when used in static
detection of a pedestrian. By introducing the Zero-Velocity knowledge of the pedestrian, fusing
magnetometers measurement, an improved Pedestrian Dead Reckoning (PDR) model is
developed to constrain the accumulating errors of the PDR positioning. Secondly, the
Correlation Matching Algorithm based on map projection (CMAP) is presented and zone
division of a floor map is demonstrated for fusion of the PDR algorithm. At last, in order to use
the knowledge of dynamic characteristics of a pedestrian trajectory, the Adaptive Unscented
Kalman Filter (A-UKF) is applied to tightly integrate IMU, magnetometers and floor map for
the ubiquitous positioning. The performance observed in a field experiment confirms that the
proposed scheme can reliably achieve meter-level positioning.
Another scheme for indoor positioning by fusing floor map, WiFi and smartphone sensor data
to provide meter-level positioning without additional infrastructure was advanced. A topologyconstrained KNN algorithm based on a floor map layout provides the coordinates required to
integrate WiFi data with pseudo-odometry (P-O) measurements simulated using a pedestrian
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dead reckoning (PDR) approach. One method of further improving the positioning accuracy is
to use a more effective multi-threshold step detection algorithm, as proposed by the authors.
The performance observed in a field experiment performed on the fourth floor of the School of
Environmental Science and Spatial Informatics (SESSI) building on the China University of
Mining and Technology (CUMT) campus confirms that the proposed scheme can reliably
achieve meter-level positioning.
The third research investigates subjective user preference for using Floor Plans and Schematic
Maps in an indoor environment, and how users locate and orient themselves when using these
representations. We sought to verify the efficiency of these two kinds of digital maps and
evaluate which elements found in physical environments and which elements found in the
representations influence the user spatial orientation process. Users answered questions and
performed orientation tasks which indicated their level of familiarity with the area being
studied, their understanding of the symbology used, and their identification of Points of Interest
(POI) in the environment. The initial results indicated a preference for the Schematic Map,
because users thought that the symbology used on the map adopted was easy to understand.
(3) New generation of positioning system for Underground Mine Environments
On 19 April 2017, a meeting on the study of the new generation of positioning system for
Underground Mine Environments was held at Xuzhou, China, experts from the China
University of Mining and Technology, the University of New South Wales and the RMIT
University come to a conclusion that the new generation underground positioning system
should include multi-sensors such as: accelerometer, magnetometer and gyroscope. In which
the fusion algorithm should consider intelligence algorithm. The meeting also discussed a
prototype for meter level accuracy positioning for persons and machines, to locate and manage
the persons and machines, to navigate the persons in emergency in mine environment.

(4) Effort on building an international platform for geoinformatics communications
The chair and vice chair of this working group are working for building an international
platform for communicating in related research and education area. The purpose is to involve
several Universities and research institutes. As a starting point, Wits University and CUMT
sponsored a joint research lab on 27 October 2016 at CUMT Nanhu Campus, Xuzhou, Jiangsu
Province, China.
Eleven African scholars from nine African countries, namely, Liberia, Sudan, Gabon,
Cameroon, Namibia, Madagascar, Togo, Zambia and Mozambique, participated in the opening
ceremon.
For the moment, the core content of the lab include: (i) Geospatial positioning, GNSS system
and equipment use(Including China BeiDou system) indoor positioning systems, real-time
underground positioning systems linked to mine plan, remote sensing and positioning of mine
hazards, hardware and software development and manufacturing of world-first technologies for
underground mining; (ii) mobile and underground platforms, SLAM technology systems,
mobile and underground platforms - Position, Navigate and Time (PNT) ,laser scanning for
ground movement risk monitoring and modelling, autonomous rail systems with robotics; (iii)
digital/smart mining, remote sensing technologies detecting risks, environmental monitoring
and climate control underground, security video analytics, cloud computation, hazard/risk
maps; (iv) education and training for African countries, training and education on GNSS , 21st
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century mining skills, skills to manufacture new technologies, installation and maintenance of
technology systems designed in the joint laboratory, education and skills development for
technicians and professionals of technology systems designed in the joint laboratory, mining
law and policy unit covering African countries. This is only the first step. More efforts should
be made by the members in future to boost the development of the platform.
The Digital Mining research laboratory at Wits University is also collaborating on digital
mining technologies with NUST University in Pakistan on 21st century mining, including some
research on national mineral policy and mining cadastre development.
In 2018, A tunnel for testing coal mine positioning and navigation system is built in WITS
university and BDS coal mine CORS system is provide to get the PNT position by CUMT
(China University of Mining and Technology) and Hi-Target Surveying Instrument Co. Ltd.
To further enhance the reliability and availability of GPS/INS integrated navigation in GPS
challenging environment, range observation through ultra-wideband (UWB) is introduced in
PPP/INS tightly coupled navigation. Comparison of precise point positioning/inertial
navigation system/ultra wideband (PPP/INS/UWB) tightly coupled positioning among different
precise satellite ephemeris and clock products is made and corresponding data analysis is
provided. Rapid and ultra-rapid products are applied in PPP/INS/UWB integrated system to
assess the impact of ephemeris and clock accuracy on tightly coupled positioning.
The ultimate objective is to use technology to put distance between mine workers and the
typical risks they are exposed to on a daily basis. This objective is achieved by transferring
surface digital technologies into the underground environment. Recently completed and
existing research projects include: (i) Extension of surface real-time wireless communication
systems into the underground environment. The challenge is for wireless systems to work
reliably – all the time and for the system to cope with live streaming of data; (ii) On positioning,
mapping and navigation, significant work includes test work that proves that sidewall survey
stations meet the accuracy and other legal geospatial requirements for safe mining; research
and installation of indoor positioning systems that include both relative and absolute (geodetic)
coordinates systems, and a testing facility for scanning and positioning from a moving platform;
(iii) Action recognition and detection of abnormalities through combining positioning, video
analytics and biometric information; (iv) Remote, visual, inspections through the development
of an underground UAV with the capability to position, map, navigate and detect harmful
volatile compounds and gases.
Selected publications
Ashraf, H. and Cawood, F.T. Geospatial Subsidence Hazard Modelling at Sterkfontein Caves. South African
Journal of Geomatics, Vol. 4, No. 3, August 2015 and Position IT Feb 2016 edition.
Bojja, Jayaprasad, et al. "Pedestrian localization in moving platforms using dead reckoning, particle filtering and
map matching." Acoustics, Speech and Signal Processing (ICASSP), 2015 IEEE International Conference on.
IEEE, 2015.
Chen, Yan-Xiu. "Underground Coal Mine Positioning System Based on RSSI Positioning Algorithm Improved
Through the BP Learning Training." Open Energy & Fuels Journal 8 (2015).
Du Y, Li B, Chen M. (2016) Surges induced in building electrical systems during a lightning strike. Electric Power
Systems Research, 139: 68-74.
Grobler, HCI. Spatial positioning of sidewall stations in a narrow tunnel environment: A safe and accurate
alternative to traditional mine survey practice. PhD Thesis, University of the Witwatersrand, South Africa,
2015.
Grobler H. (2016) Azimuth determination by gyroscope, 50 years later, has anything changed? International
society of Mine Surveyors, Brisbane, Australia, September 2016, pp 105-112.
Han H, Wang J, Wang J, et al. (2017) Reliable partial ambiguity resolution for single-frequency GPS/BDS and
INS integration. GPS solutions, 21(1): 251-264.
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Hussain, I. Channel modelling and analysis of Wits Mock-Mine with different antenna parameters. MSc 50:50
Research Report, University of the Witwatersrand, South Africa, 2017.
Hussain, I., Cawood, F.T and Von Olst, R. Effect of Tunnel Geometry and Antenna Parameters on Through-TheAir
Communication Systems in Underground Mines: Survey and Open Research Areas, Physical Communication
(Elsevier), Mar 2017.
Jiang Q, Ferreira V G, Chen J. (2016) Monitoring groundwater changes in the Yangtze River basin using satellite
and model data[J]. Arabian Journal of Geosciences, 9(7): 1-8.
Li Z, Gao J, Wang J, Han H. (2013) INS /Odometer integrated navigation system based on position modification
for underground mine vehicle. Journal of China Coal Society, 2013, 38(11): 2077-2083. (In Chinese)
Liu H, Men X, Chen Z, et al. (2016) A closed-loop EKF and multi-failure diagnosis approach for cooperative
GNSS positioning. GPS solutions, 20(4): 795-805.
Peng D, Zhang K, Sang J, et al. (201) Space-borne pseudo-range reconstruction and its performance analysis in
dynamic orbit determination. Journal of Spatial Science, 60(1): 153-165.
Samkelisiwe. K. Towards a digital mine: A spatial database for accessing historical data on mining and related
activities. MSc Research Report, University of the Witwatersrand, South Africa, 2016.
Sun T, Ferreira V G, He X, et al. (2016) Water availability of São Francisco river basin based on a space-borne
geodetic sensor. Water, 8(5): 213.
Wang G, Turco M, Soler T, Kearns T, Welch J (2017) Comparisons of OPUS and PPP solutions for subsidence
monitoring in the greater Houston area. J. Surv. Eng. (accepted)
Wang J, Gao Y, Li Z, et al. (2016) A tightly-coupled GPS/INS/UWB cooperative positioning sensors system
supported by V2I communication. Sensors, 16(7): 944.
Wang J, Hu A, Liu C, et al. (2015) A floor-map-aided WiFi/pseudo-odometry integration algorithm for an indoor
positioning system. Sensors, 15(4): 7096-7124.
Yu J, Yan B, Meng X, et al. (2016) Measurement of Bridge Dynamic Responses Using Network-Based Real-Time
Kinematic GNSS Technique. Journal of Surveying Engineering, 142(3): 04015013.
Zhang S J, Jian N C, Li J L, et al. (2015) Ionospheric inversion of the Venus Express radio occultation data observed
by Shanghai 25 m and New Norcia 35 m antennas. Research in Astronomy and Astrophysics, 15(9): 1559.
https://www.miningreview.com/news/wits-china-university-mining-technology-sets-joint-research-lab/
http://mqworld.com/2016/12/13/wits-china-boost-mining-research-collaboration/#acceptCookieWarning
Zargoun F, Henawy I M, Ziedan N I. (2016) Effects of walls and floors in indoor localization using tracking
algorithm[J]. Int. J. Adv. Comput. Sci. Appl, 7: 34-39.
Yu, K., Wen, K., Li, Y., Zhang, S., & Zhang, K. (2019). A Novel NLOS Mitigation Algorithm for UWB
Localization in Harsh Indoor Environments. IEEE Transactions on Vehicular Technology, 68(1), 686-699.
SAROT, R. V. and DELAZARI, L. S.(2018) Evaluation of Mobile Device Indoor Maps for Orientation Tasks.
Bulletin of Geodetic Sciences, Vol. 24 (4): 564-584.
Zengke Li, Guobin Chang, Jingxiang Gao, Jian Wang and Alberto Hernandez. GPS/UWB/MEMS-IMU tightly
coupled navigation with improved robust Kalman filter[J]. Advances in Space Research, 2016, 58(11): 24242434.
Zengke Li, Nanshan Zheng, Jian Wang, Jingxiang Gao. Performance comparison among different precise satellite
ephemeris and clock products for PPP/INS/UWB tightly coupled positioning [J]. Journal of Navigation, 2018,
71(3): 585-606.
Zengke Li, Ren Wang, Jian Wang, Jingxiang Gao. An approach to improve the positioning performance of
GPS/INS/UWB integrated system with two-step filter [J]. Remote Sensing, 2018, 10(1): 1-14.
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WG 4.2.3: Mobile Structural Health Monitoring Systems
Chair:
Vice Chair:

Christian Eschmann (Germany)
Johnson Shen (Australia)

Members
Matthias Bartholmai (Germany)
Edouard Burrier (France)
João Caetano (Portugal)
Hui Deng (China)
Fuyang Ke (China)
Patrick Neumann (Germany)
Ralf M. Moryson (Germany)
Björn Schäfer (Germany)
Ali Al-Shaery (Saudi Arabia)
Alexander Velizhev (Switzerland)
Jinling Wang (Australia)
Activities and publications
Working Group 4.2.3 focuses on structural health monitoring (SHM) which is an issue of
increasing importance when looking at more and more aging and critical infrastructure around
the world. Both traditional and emerging geodetic techniques may be considered to carry out
SHM tasks. In order to perform safety-related infrastructure inspections, robotic solutions are
required to allow an automatic and reliable geospatial data acquisition for a comprehensive
building database suitable for SHM analysis. Here the investigation of new mapping and
navigation methods as well as non-destructive testing (NDT) sensors forms the basis for these
mobile SHM systems. To develop such reliable autonomous systems, this working group will
focus on current challenges such as the reproducibility and traceability of mobile NDT sensor
data as well as the precise localization and navigation operations inside and/or in the areas close
to infrastructures. Over the past two years, the working group members have conducted the
following research activities:
(1) Studies on the possible usage of highly automated systems in the field of SHM
Due to the recent technological progress in robotics and sensor engineering, automated remote
sensor systems finally are more and more accepted as an appropriate means even for critical
investigations such as infrastructural inspection and monitoring. Regarding the usage of mobile
– especially unmanned – systems in terms of future structural health monitoring applications,
the requirements for those systems clearly point out important criteria concerning commercial
implementation. Comprehensive studies have shown that both ground vehicle systems and their
flying counterparts can be useful tools when it comes to optimizing monitoring processes. The
automation of those systems is particularly difficult with regard to safe use with less as well as
specially trained personnel. In addition, the integration of applications into common processes,
e.g. in the case of remotely-piloted aircraft systems (RPAS) their integration into national or
sovereign airspace, is still being limited due to national regulations.
Our conclusions are:
a) Redundancy of safety-related functions of unmanned systems (e.g. data link, power supply,
communication) is an important basis for everyday economic use.
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b) High degree of automation is necessary for any kind of SHM system with respect to user
friendliness and safe usage in terms of urban applications.
c) Continuing R&D activities as a kind of lobbying for the establishment of a widespread
acceptance on the official level of mobile systems as a comprehensive means for assessment
purposes.
(2) Cloud Platform for SHM and Warming based on Multiple Sensors
The cloud platform SHM and Warming consists of GNSS and vision sensors, Cloud Service
Center and APP. The GNSS stations can monitor the structure surface deformation at mm level
accuracy in real time. The sensors can acquire the hydrogeological and atmospheric parameters.
The vision sensors can detect the environment around the monitoring objects by image
recognition technology. Then GNSS measurements and images can be sent to cloud service
center via optical fibre or wireless network. And the structural health state parameters will be
obtained in real time based on the multi-sensors and vision fusion on Cloud service center. At
the same time, the cloud service center will forecast the structural health state parameters based
on intelligent forecast model and historical data. The health parameters and warming message
can be achieved and sent to managers by Web, E-mail or App. The GNSS and Sensor Cloud
Platform is developed by the team led by Dr. Fuyang Ke at Nanjing University of Science
Information and Technology and has been applied in many national key projects in China. It
will be continuously improved for an artificial intelligence system in future.

Sensor installation for Cloud Platform for SHM and Warming at engineering sites in China

(3) Conferences, meetings, other WG activities
Since the topic of mobile SHM systems is quite diversified, activities have been carried out in
the field of robotics, automation, flight system dynamics, data fusion as well as remote sensing.
In this context, the working group team members therefor attended a variety of conferences,
e.g. IMAV 2015, MMT2015, CBA-UAS 2016 and 19th WCNDT 2016, as well as related
workshops.
Selected publications
Caetano, J. V., Percin, M., van Oudheusden, B. W., Remes, B., De Wagter, C., de Croon, G. C. H. E., & de Visser,
C. C. (2015). Error analysis and assessment of unsteady forces acting on a flapping wing micro air vehicle:
free flight versus wind-tunnel experimental methods. Bioinspiration & biomimetics, 10(5), 056004.
Engelhardt, T., Konrad, T., Schäfer, B., & Abel, D. (2016). Flatness-based control for a quadrotor camera
helicopter using model predictive control trajectory generation. In Control and Automation (MED), 2016 24th
Mediterranean Conference on (pp. 852-859). IEEE.
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Kurz, J. H., Moryson, R. M., Prybyla, D., Chassard, C., Wundsam, T., Exner, J. P. (2016). CURe MODERNFrench-German Infrastructure Inspection, Urban and Regional Planning. 19th World Conference on NonDestructive Testing, WCNDT 2016 : Munich, Gemany, 13-17 June 2016.
Neumann, P. P., Bennetts, V. H., Lilienthal, A. J., & Bartholmai, M. (2016). From insects to micro air vehicles—
A comparison of reactive plume tracking strategies. In Intelligent Autonomous Systems 13 (pp. 1533-1548).
Springer International Publishing.
Schäfer, B. E., Picchi, D., Engelhardt, T., & Abel, D. (2016). Multicopter unmanned aerial vehicle for automated
inspection of wind turbines. In Control and Automation (MED), 2016 24th Mediterranean Conference on (pp.
244-249). IEE
Eschmann, C., & Wundsam, T. (2017). Web-Based Georeferenced 3D Inspection and Monitoring of Bridges with
Unmanned Aircraft Systems. Journal of Surveying Engineering, 143(3), 04017003.
Deng H., Li H., Cheng S., Jiang Y (2017) Monitoring and analyzing dispalcement of large-span spoke type cable
strcuture roof. Journal of Surveying Engineering, 143(4), 06017001.
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WG 4.2.4: Building Information Modelling
Chair:
Vice Chair:

Mohsen Kalantari (, Australia)
Michael Olsen (USA)

Members









Behnam Atazadeh (Australia)
Craig Hanock (University of Nottingham, China)
Yelda Turkan (Oregon State University, USA)
Josh Plager (BIM Earth Corporation, USA)
Pingbo Tang (Arizona State University, USA)
Shubhi Harbola (Indian Institute of Technology Kanpur, India)
Zita Ultmann
Jingling Wang (Australia)

Committee Activities in 2015-2019
This new working group was formed in December 2015. The focus of our activities have been
to grow membership in the working group, collaborate and develop relationships with similar
working groups in other organizations, and formulate the scope for the committee. The
members have been active in publishing work related to the objectives of the working group
within their individual research groups. They are also participating in organizing several
workshop events in collaboration with other entities. The working group has been an excellent
forum to share these results with one another.
1. Mobile Mapping Technology Conference (December 2015, Sydney Australia). Several
working group members presented publications at this conference. Some of these
publications evolved into peer-reviewed Journal publications that were published in a special
collection of the Journal of Surveying Engineering.
2. FIG Working Week (May 2016, Christchurch, New Zealand). WG members were active
in presenting relevant publications to the WG at this conference. In addition, the working
group had an initial meeting at the conference to begin planning events such as the 2017 FIG
“BIM for Surveyors” workshop as well as the “BIM and GIS Integration” workshop
(described below).
3. IAG Commission 4 Symposium: Positioning and Applications (September 2016,
Wroclaw Poland). Vice-Chair Olsen attended the IAG Commission 4 meeting in Wroclaw
Poland to represent the Working Group as well as present a paper at the symposium.
4. BIM for Surveyors, Joint Workshop with FIG, 28 May 2017. WG Members Kalantari,
Olsen, and Handcock all presented at the workshop. Several additional speakers were
invited to participate.
Scope of the Workshop:
 Teaching theoretical background of the BIM method (concepts, workflows and standards)
 Best practice presentations from large projects and SME (from surveyor’s point of view)
 Presentation of the latest software (surveying, integration and collaboration with BIM,
CAD, GIS)
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Audience:
 International professionals from AEC-companies (engineering surveyors) and land
administration agencies (land surveyors).
 Young professionals interested in this new technology for own projects
 Academics from different countries (just a few universities teach BIM until now)
 Selected students and young professionals from the FIG Young Surveyors Network.
Proceedings were published online at the FIG website: https://www.fig.net/fig2017/bim.htm
5. International Workshop on Computing in Civil Engineering (IWCCE, ASCE
Computing Division) (June 2017, Seattle Washington).
Working group member Pingbo Tang is the Vice Chair of the organizational committee for
this conference and WG members Olsen and Turkan are serving on the Technical
Committee. These WG members will present research related to topics of BIM, 3D
modelling, and structural monitoring. The workshop will be used to connect with and
identify additional members for the IAG working group as well as identify possible
collaborations with the ASCE Computing Division with the working group.
6. BIM and GIS Integration Workshop 25 Oct 2017
This is the first workshop organised by the International Association of Geodesy (IAG) on
Building Information Modelling (BIM) and Geographic Information Systems (GIS)
integration as an emerging area of research and development. Our working group has been
actively planning this workshop.
The effective integration of BIM and GIS provides opportunity for application across many
domains including architecture, urban planning, disaster management, infrastructure
engineering, facilities management, construction, policy and decision making.
This workshop focuses on integration challenges and considers the technical, legal and
institutional barriers in bringing BIM and GIS together. Topics will include, but are not
limited to:













Legal and institutional considerations
Integrated collaborative environments
Standards in BIM and GIS
Level of details and level of development
Interoperability and geo-referencing
Integration for Decision Science and Risks
Automatic change analysis between BIM and GIS models
3D visualisation
Virtual design and construction
Virtual reality and augmented reality
Algorithms to generate BIM/GIS models from point cloud data
BIM and GIS integration with 3D point clouds
Details are available http://3dgeoinfo2017.com

7. BIM for Surveyors, Joint Workshop with FIG, May 2018.
Building Information Modeling (BIM) is changing the way how surveyors work, think,
collaborate and make money. Using and sharing multidimensional digital representations of
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buildings are the driving forces for the digitalization of our work. This affects many tasks
surveyors and GIS professionals perform, e. g. cost estimation, GIS analysis, engineering
surveying, construction work, land management and facilities management.
Scope of the Workshop:
 Teaching theoretical background of the BIM method (concepts, workflows and
standards).
 Best practice presentations from large projects and SME (from surveyor’s point of view).
 Presentation of the latest software (surveying, integration and collaboration with BIM,
CAD, GIS).
Publications are accessible in https://www.fig.net/fig2018/bim.htm
8. Special Issue of Journal of Spatial Sciences on Nexus of BIM and GIS: integrating
building and geospatial data
This special issue focuses on integration challenges and considers the technical, legal and
institutional barriers in bringing BIM and GIS together. The special issue is edited by chair
and co-chair of the working group and will be published in January 2020. Topics will
include, but are not limited to:















Legal and institutional considerations
Integrated collaborative environments
Standards in BIM and GIS
Level of detail and level of development
Interoperability and geo-referencing
Integration for Decision Science and Risks
Automatic change analysis between BIM and GIS models
3D visualisation
Virtual design and construction
Virtual reality and augmented reality
Algorithms to generate BIM/GIS models from point cloud data
BIM and GIS integration with 3D point clouds
Decision making based on BIM and GIS integration
Geospatial data analysis based on BIM and GIS integration

9. BIM and GIS Integration Workshop Sep 2019
This workshop follows from the 1st BIM and GIS Integration workshop organised as part
of the 12th 3D GeoInfo Conference 2017 by the International Association of Geodesy
(IAG) on Building Information Modelling (BIM) and Geographic Information Systems
(GIS) integration. The effective integration of BIM and GIS provides opportunities for
application across many domains including architecture, urban planning, disaster
management, infrastructure engineering, facilities management, construction, policy and
decision making. This workshop focuses on integration challenges and considers the
technical, legal and institutional barriers in bringing BIM and GIS together.
Details are available in https://www.3dgeoinfo2019.com/bim-gis-workshop/
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Selected Publications
1. Kalasapudi, V. S., Tang, P.*, and Turkan, Y. (accepted) “A Computationally Efficient Approach for Automatic
Change Analysis of Large-Scale Building Systems." Elsevier Journal of Automation in Construction. accepted
in March 2017, DOI:10.1016/j.autcon.2017.04.001.
2. Behnam Atazadeh, Mohsen Kalantari, Abbas Rajabifard, Serene Ho (2017). Modelling building ownership
boundaries within BIM environment: A case study in Victoria, Australia 2017
Journal of Computers,
Environment and Urban Systems 61(A), 24-38, http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.compenvurbsys.2016.09.001
3. Aien, A., Rajabifard, A., Kalantari, M., Williamson, I. (2017). Review and Assessment of Current Data Models
for 3D Cadastral Applications, Advances in 3D Geoinformation -Lecture Notes in Geoinformation and
Cartography, DOI 10.1007/978-3-319-25691-7_24
4. Nolan, J., Eckels, R., Olsen, M.J., Yen, K.S., Lasky, T.A., and Rvani, B. (In Press). “Analysis of the multipass approach for collection and processing of mobile laser scan data,” Journal of Surveying Engineering,
Special Issue on Mobile Mapping Technology. http://dx.doi.org/10.1061/(ASCE)SU.1943-5428.0000224
5. Behnam Atazadeh, Mohsen Kalantari, Abbas Rajabifard, Serene Ho, Tom Champion (2016). Extending a
BIM-based data model to support 3D digital management of complex ownership spaces, International Journal
of Geographical Information Science, DOI: 10.1080/13658816.2016.1207775
6. Behnam Atazadeh, Mohsen Kalantari, Abbas Rajabifard (2016). Comparing Three Types of BIM-based
Models for Managing 3D Ownership Interests in Multi-level Buildings, 5th International FIG Workshop on
3D Cadastres, 18-20 October 2016, Athens, Greece.
7. R Jin, C Hancock, L Tang, C Chen, D Wanatowski, L Yang, Empirical Study of BIM Implementation–Based
Perceptions among Chinese Practitioners, Journal of Management in Engineering 33 (5), 04017025, 2017
8. R Jin, L Tang, C Hancock, L Allan, BIM-based Multidisciplinary Building Design Practice-A Case Study, 7th
International Conference on Energy and Environment of Residential Buildings
9. Rahman, R. A., Alsafouri, S., Tang, P., Ayer, S. K. (2016) “Building Information Modeling Skills for Career
Success.” Academic Interoperability Coalition (AIC) 10th BIM Academic Symposium & Job Task Analysis
Review, Gainesville, FL, USA, 4 – 5 April 2016.
10. Rahman, R. A., Alsafouri, S., Tang, P., Ayer, S. K. (2016) “Comprehending Building Information Modeling
Skills of Project Managers based on Social Media Analysis.” International Conference on Sustainable Design,
Engineering and Construction, Tempe, AZ, USA, 18 – 20 May 2016
11. Mahmoudabadi, H., Olsen, M.J., & Todorovic, S., (2016). “Efficient point cloud segmentation utilizing
computer vision algorithms.” Journal of Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing, 119C, 135-150, doi:
10.1016/j.isprsjprs.2016.05.015
12. Roe, G.V., O’Banion, M.S., and Olsen, M.J. (2016). “Mobile Lidar Guidelines to Support Utility Asset
Management Along Highways,” Proc. UESI Pipelines Conference, 2016, Kansas City, Missouri.
13. Alomari, K., Gambatese, J., & Olsen, M.J. (2016). “The role of BIM and 3D laser scanning on jobsites from
the perspective of construction project management personnel.” Construction Research Congress, 2016, Puerto Rico.
14. Guo F., Jahren C.T., Turkan Y., Jeong D. (2016), Civil Integrated Management: An Emerging Paradigm for
Civil Infrastructure Project Delivery and Management, ASCE Journal of Management in Engineering,
04016044.
15. Puri N., Turkan Y. (2016), Fusing 4D BIM and 3D Point Clouds for Dimensional Quality Control of Precast
Concrete Slabs and Walls, Proc. of the 16th International Conference on Construction Applications of Virtual
Reality (CONVR), Hong Kong.
16. Son H., Kim C., Turkan Y. (2015), Scan-to-BIM – An Overview of Current State of the Art and a Look Ahead,
Proc. of 32nd International Symposium on Automation and Robotics in Construction (ISARC), Oulu, Finland.
17. Tang, P., Chen, G., Shen, Z., and Ganapathy, R. (2015). “A Spatial-Context-Based Approach for Automated
Spatial Change Analysis of Piece-Wise Linear Building Elements.” Computer-Aided Civil and Infrastructure
Engineering, in press, DOI: 10.1111/mice.12174.
18. Alsafouri, S., Ayer, S., and Tang, P. (2015). “Mobile VDC Adoption in Practice.” The 15th International
Conference on Construction Applications of Virtual Reality (CONVR), October 5-7, 2015, Banff, Alberta,
Canada.
19. Craig Hancock Llewellyn TangRuoyu Jin, H De Light, Luke Allan, (2016). Building Information Management
and Modelling Teaching in Geospatial Engineering, Civil Engineering and Architecture, FIG Working Week
2016
20. Tashakkori, H., Rajabifard, A., Kalantari, M. (2015). A new 3D indoor/outdoor spatial model for indoor
emergency response facilitation, Journal of Building and Environment
Building and Environment, V. 89,
pp 170-182
21. Sabri, S., Pettit, C. J., Kalantari, M., Rajabifard, A., Lade, O., & Ngo, T. (2015). What are Essential
requirements in Planning for Future Cities using Open Data Infrastructures and 3D Data Models?
14th
International Conference on Computers in Urban Planning and Urban Management, Boston, MA, July 2015,
314.1-314.17
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Sub-commission 4.3: Atmosphere Remote Sensing
Chair:
Vice Chair:
Secretary:

Michael Schmidt (Germany)
Jaroslaw Bosy (Poland)
Mahmut O. Karslioglu (Turkey)

Overview
The SC 4.3 is composed of one Study Group and nine Working Groups. Besides, several SC
4.3 members participate in other IAG Joint Study Groups (JSG) related to atmosphere remote
sensing, for instance, the IAG-ICCT JSG 0.20: “Space weather and ionosphere” chaired by
Klaus Börger (Germany) and the IAG JSG 1.3: “Troposphere Ties” chaired by Robert
Heinkelmann (Germany).
The most important meeting of the SC 4.3 chairs and vice chairs within the reporting period
2015 - 2017 took place on Monday, September 5th, 2016, during at IAG Commission 4
Symposium, at the Wroclaw University of Environmental and Life Sciences. Further SC 4.3
meetings happened during the SGI Workshops at the Technical University of Berlin in 2015
and 2016. Many splinter meetings of the Study and Working Groups took place, for instance,
during the European Geosciences Union General Assemblies (EGU-GA) held in Vienna,
Austria, in the years 2016 to 2019. In addition, members of the SC 4.3 organized and chaired
several sessions within these and other conferences and symposia.
Concerning the SC 4.3 topic “Space Weather” a new Focus Area (FA) was accepted by the
GGOS Coordinating Board Meeting on April 22nd, 2017 in Vienna and installed in the GGOS
structure. This FA is titled “Geodetic Space Weather Research” and is chaired by Michael
Schmidt and Klaus Börger as the vice-chair. Information about the defined objectives of the FA
and the work already performed in the period 2015-2019 will be presented in the GGOS part of
this Final Report.
On the next pages the different (Joint) Study and Working Groups of the SC 4.3 give an
overview about their work within the last four years, i.e. the reporting period 2015 to 2019.
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Study Groups of Sub-commission 4.3: Atmosphere Remote Sensing
SG 4.3.1: Ionospheric and Atmospheric Coupling Processes and Phenomena: Modeling
and Measurements
Chair:
Vice Chair:

Lucie Rolland (France)
Attila Komjathi (USA)

The Study Group was closed in Summer 2017

Working Groups of Sub-commission 4.3: Atmosphere Remote Sensing
WG 4.3.1: Real-time Ionosphere Monitoring
Chair:
Vice Chair:

Alberto Garcia-Rigo (Spain)
David Roma Dollase (Spain)

Members
Manuel Hernández-Pajares (Spain), Zishen Li (China), Ningbo Wang (China), Michael
Terkildsen (Australia), German Olivares (Australia), Reza Ghoddousi-Fard (Canada), Eren
Erdogan (Germany), Denise Dettmering (Germany), Haris Haralambous (Cyprus), Yannick
Béniguel (France), Jens Berdermann (Germany), Martin Kriegel (Germany), Anna Krypiak
Gregorczyk (Poland), Tamara Gulyaeva (Russia), Attila Komjathy (USA), Panagiotis Vergados
(USA), Joachim Feltens (Germany), René Zandbergen (Germany), Tim Fuller-Rowell (USA),
David Altadill (Spain), Estefania Blanch (Spain), Nicolas Bergeot (France), Jean-Marie
Chevalier (France), Andrzej Krankowski (Poland), Loukis Agrotis (Germany), Ivan Galkin
(USA), Raul Orus-Perez (The Netherlands)
Activities and publications during the period 2015-2019
The activities conducted in 2015-2019 within the International Association of Geodesy’s Real
Time Ionosphere Monitoring Working Group (IAG’s RTIM-WG - Sub-Commission 4.3
Atmosphere Remote Sensing), have included multiple research lines/collaborations. In
particular, the following ones have implied the collaboration of multiple entities within RTIMWG or are recent analysis by its members relevant to RTIM-WG:
(1) RT combination/validation of Global Ionospheric Maps (GIMs) from UPC, CAS and CNES
(RTCM message 1264)
A study, definition, implementation and continuous operation of a first version of the real-time
combination of Global Ionospheric Maps (GIMs) of Vertical Total Electron Content (VTEC)
has been conducted in the context of the International GNSS Service (IGS).
Labelled as IRTG, it is being obtained by computing, each 20 minutes, a new global weight for
each one of the three independent RT-GIMs: from CAS (CAS05), CNES (CLK91) and UPC
(URTG). The weights are given by the inverse of the squared RMS of the dSTEC error, taking
as reference observation the first one of each given phase-continuous-transmitter-receiver arc
during the last hour with elevation higher than 10º, and with a difference of at least 25º with the
first one, and a minimum of 50 obs. per arc. The results in Fig. 3.1.1 on dSTEC RMS of common
worldwide receivers in the first Real-Time operative implementation, show that RT runs
CLK91 and URTG show similar results, slightly better than CAS05, similarly to the external
assessment with JASON3.
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Fig. 3.1.1: Common worldwide receivers and first RT dSTEC assessment

The performance of the first RT combinations against external VTEC obtained from altimeter
JASON-3. In this context, the RT combined GIM is performing slightly better (2.85 TECUs
St.Dev. vs JASON3 VTEC) than the three RT-GIMs, and only 0.6 TECU worse than the rapid
UQRG GIM. The weights, derived from the normalized inverse of the dSTEC RMS over the
same measurements of the common receivers (global time-varying weight for each RT-GIM),
each 20 minutes, are shown in Fig. 3.1.2. CLK91 shows typically a similar weight than URTG
during these very first common RT results.

Fig. 3.1.2: RT-GIM weights in the first RT operational implementation

At the moment, a first combination of RT GIMs (IRTG) is continuously and consistently
working at UPC facilities. As for the future, the potential performance improvement after
adding a geographical variability in the weight, including the spectral domain, can be studied.
Also note that NRCan is also interested in joining this IRTG combined product.
(2) Analysis of St. Patrick's Day 2015 storm from complementary ionospheric RT/NRT
parameters
Results on the RT/NRT products for the days surrounding St. Patrick storm (doy 76, 2015) were
merged considering different approaches within the RTIM-WG to have a global overview of
the impact on ionosphere. Additional data (also in post-processing) were also added for further
analysis. As shown in next figures, the following products provided by RTIM-WG members
were considered: Geomagnetic indices (Kp, Dst, SYM-H), Global Electron Content from
UQRG GIMs, global Vertical TEC maps from DGFI-TUM, UPC-IonSAT and regional ones
from ROB, IRI-based RT Assimilative Modeling (IRTAM’s foF2, hmF2, B0 from University
of Massachusetts Lowell, W-index from IZMIRAN, Global RT ROTI from UPC-IonSAT,
Scintillations from IEEA, among others. Some of the corresponding figures can be found below
(also refer to Garcia-Rigo et al. 2017) (Figs. 3.1.3 to 3.1.8)
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Fig. 3.1.3: UPC-IonSAT’s RT ROTI for ZIM2 receiver on days surrounding St. Patrick storm ; SRMTID
RT index on Medium Travelling Ionospheric Disturbances

Fig. 3.1.4: DGFI-TUM’s VTEC global Map on DOY 76, 2017, around 18h00 (on the left) and ROB’s
15-min VTEC RT maps from EUREF Network (on the right).

Fig. 3.1.5: ROB’s relative VTEC (wrt 15 previous days mean) and Variability in TECUs for European
Latitudes close to 35, 50 and 60 degrees (labelled a), b) and c)). March 17, 2015 storm onset is
highlighted in red.

Fig. 3.1.6: Univ. Massachusetts Lowell’s IRTAM - IRI-based RT Assimilative Modeling based on
GIRO (Global Iono. Radio Obs.) + IRI + NECTAR assimilative algorithm. Global nowcasting at 15
min. time resolution.
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Fig. 3.1.7: IEEA’s Scintillations at Sodankylä (left plot) IZMIRAN’s Global maps of W-index based on
JPL GIMs.

Fig. 3.1.8: Frederick University Cyprus. Digisonde measurements obtained in Europe between 75-77,
2017

(3) Comparison of the performance of six different RT/NRT Global VTEC products in IONEX
format
Three RT GIMs from CAS (aoeg), CNES (cnsg) and UPC (urtg); one NRT from DGFI-TUM
and two traditional GIMs for reference, from UPC (UQRG) and IGS (IGSG) have been
considered. Their performance has been assessed against JASON altimeter VTEC data and
GNSS dSTEC test. Results are summarized below in Fig. 3.1.9 and Table 3.1.1 for the period
between day of year 45 to 59 in 2016

Fig. 3.1.9: Relative RMS error (%) for days of year 2016 from 45 to 59
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Table 3.1.1: From left to right: GIM, square root of the arithmetic mean of the RMS for all stations and
days; maximum and minimum RMS for all 35 stations; bias for all stations and days.

CAS members have also validated their RT maps by means of GPS dSTEC assessment and
JASON-3 altimeter data for the period 08/2017 till 12/2018. As shown in next Fig. 3.1.10 Bias
and Std of the differences between RT/final GIMs and GPS dSTECs and JASON VTEC,
respectively, have been plotted.

Fig. 3.1.10: Assessment of CAS RT maps by means of GPS dSTEC (left) and JASON3 VTEC (right).

DGFI-TUM’s members have also performed evaluations of their new Near Real-Time GIMs
(labelled DFRG) based on both dSTEC analysis and Jason-2 altimeter data for test period: 128 March 2015. Regarding dSTEC analysis, the following statistical measures have been
obtained by DGFI-TUM: the average mean values, the average standard deviations and the
average RMS deviations are presented for each of the stations and analysis centres covering the
entire test period. In conclusion, DGFI-TUM product DFRG and UPC product UQRG show
the smallest RMS errors in terms of dSTEC analysis.

Fig. 3.1.11: Low-latitude dSTEC analysis, only for the highlighted test stations on the right-hand map
(instead of all, as in the above plots)
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Fig. 3.1.12: World-wide dSTEC analysis. The average mean values, the average standard deviations and
the average RMS deviations are presented for each of the stations and analysis centres covering the
entire test period. The values in parentheses on the legend show overall average values computed from
all the receivers

Regarding JASON analysis, comparing with altimeter VTEC reveals that the UPC product
UQRG has the smallest RMS deviation compared to VTEC values derived from Jason-2 and
DGFI-TUM product DFRG shows a very close agreement to the UPC product.
(4) A new methodology has been implemented by Observatori de l’Ebre to detect Large Scale
Travelling Ionospheric Disturbances (LSTIDs) for monostatic measurements of a network of
HF sensors, using NRT data from Digisondes within Europe and South Africa
The method (HF Interferometry) detects quasi-periodic oscillations of ionospheric
characteristics, identifies coherent oscillation activity at different measuring sites of the network
and sets bounds to time intervals for which such activity occurs into a given region. It provides
the dominant period of oscillation and amplitude and the vector velocity of propagation of the
LSTID. The HF Interferometry method uses near real time data from the Digisonde sites within
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Fig. 3.1.13: JASON analysis based on the following statistical measures: the daily mean values (top),
the daily standard deviations (middle) and the daily RMS deviations (bottom) are presented for each
analysis centres covering the entire test period. The values in the parentheses show the average values
for the measures

Europe and South Africa and it allows the identification of LSTIDs which are associated with
auroral and geomagnetic activity, directly related to Space Weather. This method is running in
near real time from the TechTIDE project website http://techtide.space.noa.gr/?page_id=3766
since 16th April 2019. Since then, the methodology has detected several periods of activity. As
an example, we show you the TID activity that was detected during the night of 23-24 April
2019. Although no significant auroral activity was detected and kp index reached values of 3,
a clear TID of auroral origin was detected.

Fig. 3.1.14: TID activity beginning at April 22, 2019.

The next Figure shows the velocity, azimuth, period and spectral contribution of the
perturbation for 24 April 2019 over Ebro station. EB040_20190423.png is a similar figure for
23 April. The methodology detected a perturbation that started at about 22:00 UT on 23 April
and ended at 4:00 UT on 24 April. From the figures we can see that it propagates at about
600m/s with an azimuth of 180º with a period of about 110 min.
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Fig. 3.1.15: Velocity, azimuth, period and spectral contribution of the perturbation for 24 April 2019
over Ebro station

(5) CAS’s RT Ionospheric irregularity monitoring and the new ROT change index (RROT)
For ionospheric irregularity monitoring, ROTI (Rate Of ionospheric TEC change Index),
AART (along arc vertical TEC rate) and SRTI (Single Receiver TID Index) are employed to
characterize the irregularity degree of the ionosphere. Additionally, a new ionospheric activity
indicator, rate of ROT change index (RROT), was proposed based on the single-differenced
rate of ionospheric TEC change (ROT). The ionospheric activity indicators ROTI, AART, SRTI
and RROT can be easily computed from dual-frequency GNSS signals (like GPS L1 and L2
carrier phase measurements) in real-time mode. In our analysis, AART and SRTI indicators are
used to generate the station-based ionospheric irregularity monitoring products, while ROTI
and RROT indicators are preferred to reconstruct global maps with a temporal resolution of 15
minutes and a spatial resolution of 5 and 2.5 degrees in longitude and latitude, respectively, and
regional maps with high spatial resolution (2x2 degrees) for European, Australia and North
American regions. These maps are currently provided in an IONEX-like format, and freely
downloadable from CAS ftp (ftp://ftp.gipp.org.cn/product/).

Fig. 3.1.16: Comparison of ROTI, RROT and AATR at high (CHUC), middle (AMC2) and low (BOGT)
latitude stations (March 17-18, 2015)
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Fig. 3.1.17: Global ROTI and RROT maps on 2015-3-17 (stormy day) and 2017-4-20 (quiet day)
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WG 4.3.2: Ionosphere Predictions
Chair:
Vice Chair:

Mainul Hoque (Germany)
Eren Erdogan (Germany)

Members
Claudia Borries (Germany), Nada Ellahony (Egypt), Adria Rovira Garcia (Spain), Abraham
Stern (USA), Mahdi Alizadeh (Iran), Marta Cueto Santamaría (Spain), Aliaa AbdElnasser (Egypt), Alberto Garcia-Rigo (Spain), Manuel Hernandez Pajares (Spain), Norbert
Jakowski (Germany), Jens Berdermann (Germany), Michael Schmidt (Germany), Enric Monte
(Spain), Lung-Chih (Taiwan, China), Wijaya Dudy (Indonesia)
Activities and publications during the period 2015-2019
To realize the WG 4.3.2 objectives and goals, group members accomplished individual
activities as well as worked in cooperation with other group members. The work done during
the period 2015-2019 is briefly described below.
Comparison among different TEC prediction approaches:
As an initiative from the working group WG 4.3.2, Hoque et al. (2017a), Erdogan et al (2018),
Hoque et al. (2019c) compared total electron content (TEC) prediction approaches/results from
different centers contributing to this WG 4.3.2 such as German Aerospace Center (DLR),
Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya (UPC), Technische Universität München (TUM) and
GMV (see Table 3.2.1).
Table 3.2.1: Comparison among different TEC prediction approaches (reprinted from Hoque et al.
2017a)
Center

TEC

TEC prediction approach

TEC prediction performance

DLR

NTCM

model-assisted (27-day median)
TEC forecast algorithm taking
benefit from actual trends of the
TEC behavior at each grid point

over Europe,1 hour forecast, RMS
error is below 4 and 5 TECU during
quiet (20 May – 3 Jun 2015) and
perturbed period (12-26 Mar 2015),
respectively

UPC

TOMION

linear regression to a temporal
window of TEC maps in the
Discrete
Cosine
Transform
(DCT) domain

global, up to 48-hour forecast, RMS
discrepancy of U2PG wrt IGSG below
6 and 8 TECU during quiet &
perturbed period, resp., considering
JASON2 data as reference

DGFITUM

B-splines

Fourier series analysis of the Bspline coefficients using the last 5
days data sets

global, RMS deviations of the
forecasted maps with respect to IGS
final products exhibit around 5 and 7
TECU for the quiet and perturbed
periods, respectively

ionospheric delay estimated from
previous epochs using GNSS data
and the main dependence of
ionospheric delays on solar and
magnetic conditions

over Europe, 0.5 hour forecast, RMS
error below 3 TECU and over Latin
American & Africa, 0.5 & 1 hour
forecast, RMS error below 8 TECU

GMV

--
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The presented work enables the possibility of comparing TEC prediction approaches/results
from different centers. Different TEC prediction approaches outlined in the study will certainly
help to learn about forecasting ionospheric ionization.
Besides above mentioned work, there are other specific tasks accomplished and published by
the group members. These are briefly explained below.
TEC forecasting based on manifold trajectories:
The group members working at UPC-IonSAT developed a forecast method taking into account
the possible deformations of the post-processed and real-time vertical Total Electron Content
(VTEC) Global Ionospheric Maps, as trajectories on a tangent space. The origin of the method
comes from the fact that most of the forecast error of former techniques (see García-Rigo et al.,
2011) is concentrated on the borders of the most ionized regions of the maps, such as it is shown
in Fig. 3.2.1.

Figure 3.2.1: Target TEC map to be forecast (left), the resulting forecast at a horizon of 3 hours (center),
and the forecast square error (right), on 2016-01-19 at 10:30:00

Therefore, the modeling of the time evolution of the maps is considered as trajectories in the
space of pixels. These trajectories are restraint to be on the surface of manifolds, thus each
ionospheric map of NxM pixels is taken as a point in a space R^(NxM), and selected eight local
deformations, such as translation, stretching, diagonal deformations etc. These deformations
were modeled by a first order Taylor series, i.e. a tangent space, which was used as a linear base
that spans the possible points of the time trajectory of the ionospheric maps. Thus, the forecast
was done by combining linearly a set of near past VTEC maps in local-time sun-fixed reference
frame, along with their tangent maps, in order to create the VTEC forecast map. The method is
shown in the diagram of Fig. 3.2.2, where the tangent space corresponds to a slight rotation of
the image, along the direction of rotation in the tangent space.

Figure 3.2.2: Tangent space to
the Manifold of the map at ’201601-19 10:30:00

As an example of the
deformations in the time
trajectory of the maps that are
modeled by means of the
tangent space as shown in Figs.
3.2.3 and 3.2.4, the cases of
scale,
translation
and
hyperbolic deformations.
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Figure 3.2.3: Scale transform (left group) and Y-translation (right group) at ’2016-01-19 0:30:00’

Figure 3.2.4: Diagonal Hyperbolic transform (left group) and Parallel Hyperbolic transform (right
group) at ’2016-01-19 10:30:00’

The forecast consists of a linear combination of previous maps, along with the corresponding
tangent space associated with each map, which is explained in detail in section 4 of MonteMoreno et al. 2018.
As for the performance in Fig. 3.2.5, the comparison of the time evolution of the TEC RMSE
is shown for the case of forecasting, by means of the tangent space method and the case of a
persistive (frozen) map as forecast. The performance is shown at 4 time horizons: 30 minutes,
1 hour, 3 hours, and 1 day, during a one-month period.
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Figure 3.2.5: Time evolution of the TEC RMSE, for the case of forecast with the tangent space method
(red), and persistive map method (blue) for different horizons (see annotation on the upper part of the
figures)

The relative performance is shown as ratio in the following table:

Where it can be seen that there is an improvement of about a 30% over not performing the
forecast. Nevertheless, this hides the fact that most of the forecast errors are concentrated at
very specific moments, as it can be seen in Fig. 3.2.5. In this context, a better comparison is
shown in the box plots of Fig. 3.2.6.

Figure 3.2.6: Box plots of the TEC RMSE, for the case of forecast based on persistive frozen value (left)
and the tangent space forecast (right), for each horizon (1 day, 3 hours, 1 hour and 30 minutes, left to
right; see the tick labels of each figure )

In Fig. 3.2.7, we show the comparison of both forecasting methods during a whole year for the
case of the forecast at a horizon of 3 hours.
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Figure 3.2.7: Time evolution during a whole year of the total RMSE in TECUs for a horizon of 3 hours.
Right, the persistive (frozen) forecast, in red the time series low-pass filtered. Left, the forcast by means
of the tangent space method.

Ionosphere prediction using B-splines in a Kalman filter:
At DGFI-TUM, the focus for VTEC forecasting is on setting up a harmonic analysis based on
Fourier series expansion extended by an Autoregressive Moving Average (ARMA) model as
illustrated in Fig. 3.2 8. To be more specific, the VTEC is represented by a series expansion in
𝐽
𝐽
tensor products of polynomial B-splines 𝑁𝑘11 (𝜑) in latitude and trigonometric B-splines 𝑇𝑘22 (𝜆)
𝐽 ,𝐽

in longitude (Schmidt et al. 2015). The corresponding series coefficients 𝑑𝑘11 ,𝑘22 are estimated
by Kalman filtering running in near-real time (Erdogan et al. 2017). For the forecasting of the
VTEC values the approach is based on the extraction of important signal components by using
a Fourier series representation of the BS coefficients. The approach is extended by an ARMA
model to take into account the stochastic part. The unknown coefficients 𝑎0 , 𝐶𝑖 , 𝑆𝑖 of the Fourier
series and the ARMA model parameters for each BS coefficient are computed at the end of
every hour using a time series in a moving window consisting of estimated BS coefficients from
the last 5 days. Finally, the extrapolated series coefficients provide the forecasted VTEC values.

Figure 3.2.8: Overall concept for the forecasting approach at DGFI-TUM

Figure 3.2.9 shows the comparison of performance of the forecasting approaches based on using
only Fourier series and Fourier series extended with ARMA model. In the current
implementation, effect of ARMA model vanishes after few hours.
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Figure 3.2.9: Two hour ahead performance of the forecast models; left: using Fourier series approach
only; right: Fourier series and ARMA model approach.

In addition to provide forecasted VTEC maps for the next days, the approach was recently used
to provide a background information to a regional real-time ionosphere modelling study
covering the European region (Schmidt et al. 2015). The concept is illustrated in Fig. 3.2.10.
The left section of the image shows the steps of the RT modelling supported by the forecast
approach and the right section shows the corresponding VTEC maps for each step. The realtime modelling approach attempts to generate VTEC products by updating the forecasted
products with GPS data collected in real-time (using RTCM data streams) over European
region.

Figure 3.2.10: DGFI-TUM’s concept for regional RT modelling supported by the forecast model

TEC prediction at a GPS station
An important characteristic of the GPS constellation is that the same satellite appears in the
same part of the sky with a period of approximately 4 minutes less than one day. This brings
the same ray path geometry when looking to the same satellite from a location on Earth. Hoque
et al. (2016a, b) found that this repetition can be successfully used for predicting TEC along a
receiver-satellite link. They proposed a new approach for predicting TEC at a GPS station
assuming that looking to a satellite in the same part of the sky from the same location on Earth
brings nearly the same geophysical conditions for link related TEC estimation. They found that
during quiet ionospheric condition the approach can predict slant TEC at a mid-latitude station
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with mean and standard deviations from reference values of about 0 and 1.5 TECU (1 TECU =
1.e+16 el/m2), respectively. During perturbed condition the mean and standard deviations are
found as about 0 and 3.9 TECU, respectively. They found that the new approach can
successfully predict slant TEC several hours in advance if severe ionospheric storms are
excluded. The following Fig. 3.2.11 shows prediction performance at gope and adis stations
during quiet and perturbed ionospheric condition.

Figure 3.2.11: Prediction performance at gope and adis stations during quiet (left panels) and perturbed
ionospheric period (right panels) (reprinted from Hoque et al. 2016b)

TEC prediction during solar eclipse:
Hoque et al. (2016c) investigated the possibility of modelling the TEC response and subsequent
prediction during a solar eclipse. GNSS users can benefit from TEC depletion modelling during
a solar eclipse. If the TEC depletion can be predicted in advance from such modelling activities,
GNSS operators can either improve their broadcast delay/TEC information or inform users
about the TEC depletion estimate depending on their location with respect to the eclipse path.
Hoque et al. (2016c) found up to 6 TECU depletion in the vertical TEC estimate around the
shadow spot which can be 2-3 times higher in slant TEC estimates at low elevation angles,
indicating range errors of up to 2 – 3 meter in single frequency GNSS positioning.
Improved TEC prediction model for the modernized GPS
Hoque et al. (2017b, 2018) investigated the possibility of driving Neustrelitz TEC Model
(NTCM) by the GPS Klobuchar coefficients. Since Klobuchar model coefficients are estimated
based on GNSS TEC data obtained during previous day, it is indeed a prediction model 24
hours ahead. Therefore, NTCM driven by Klobuchar parameter will predict TEC 24 hours
ahead. They found that the NTCM driven by Klobuchar model parameters can perform
significantly better than the mother Klobuchar model. Using post processed reference total
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electron content (TEC) data from more than one solar cycle, they found that on average the
RMS modelled TEC errors are up to 40% less for the proposed NTCM model compared to the
Klobuchar model during high solar activity period, and about 10% less during low solar activity
period. Such an approach does not require major technology changes for GPS users rather
requires only introducing the NTCM approach a complement to the existing ICA algorithm
while maintaining the simplicity of ionospheric range error mitigation with an improved model
performance.

Figure 3.2.12: Left panel shows yearly average of RMS residual and right panel gives percentage
improvement whereas daily RMS residuals are shown in the background. The RMS TEC errors for
NTCM are up to about 40% and 10% less than the Klobuchar model during high and low solar activity
period, respectively (Hoque et al. 2017b)

Figure 3.2.13: While estimating positioning accuracy, an improvement in the order of 0.5 m and 1.0 m
for unperturbed low solar activity and perturbed medium solar activity conditions, respectively is
obtained (Hoque et al. 2018).

Fast and improved TEC prediction model for the Galileo satellite navigation system:
Very recently Hoque et al. (2019a, 2019b) proposed an alternative ionospheric correction
approach for single frequency Galileo users. In the proposed approach, the broadcast
coefficients are used to drive another ionospheric model called the Neustrelitz Total Electron
Content Model (NTCM) instead of the NeQuickG. The proposed NTCM is driven by Galileo
broadcast parameters and the investigation shows that it performs better than the NeQuickG
when compared with the reference VTEC data. It is found that the RMS and Standard
Deviations (STD) of residuals are approx. 1.6 and 1.2 TECU (1 TECU = 1016 electrons/m2) less
for the NTCM than the NeQuickG. A comparison with the slant TEC reference data shows that
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the STD, mean and RMS residuals are approx. 9.5,
0.6, 10.0 TECU for the NeQuickG whereas for the
NTCM, they are 9.3, 2.5, 10.1 TECU respectively. A
comparison with Jason-2 altimeter datasets reveals
that the NTCM performs better than the NeQuickG
with RMS/STD deviations of approx. 7.5/7.4 and
8.2/7.9 TECU respectively. The investigation shows
that the Galileo broadcast messages can be
effectively used for driving the NTCM.

Figure 3.2.14: Histograms of the NeQuickG and
NTCM residuals with respect to the reference
Jason-2 data showing their performances for
global day and nighttime (top panel) and low
latitude daytime analysis (bottom panel) (Hoque
et al. 2019a).

Figure 3.2.15: A performance comparison of
NeQuickG and NTCM with global STEC
observations. Panels (c), (d), (e) show the daily
STD, mean and RMS of STEC residuals, and
corresponding monthly average values are
plotted in red and blue lines. The number of
samples and a comparison of computation time
are shown in panels (a) and (b) (Hoque et al.
2019a).

When comparing the computation time it is found that the NTCM is in average 65 times faster
than the NeQuickG. This means that the NTCM is very fast running in operational applications
and performs well when fed with the Az parameter. The Safety of Life (SoL) applications would
certainly benefit from the reduced complexity of the algorithm that greatly facilitates
certification for aviation users. The compact NTCM algorithm is also favorable for "standard"
users. It is assumed that most mass market and geodetic receiver manufacturers would favor a
compact algorithm.
TEC prediction model for future GNSS:
Hoque and Jakowski (2015) and Hoque et al. (2015) proposed an alternative ionospheric
correction algorithm called Neustrelitz TEC broadcast model NTCM-BC to be used as an
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ionosphere prediction model in future global satellite navigation systems. Like the GPS ICA or
Galileo NeQuick, the NTCM-BC can be optimized on a daily basis by utilizing GNSS data
obtained at the previous day at monitor stations. Their investigation using GPS data of about
200 worldwide ground stations shows that the 24 hour ahead prediction performance of the
NTCM-BC is better than the GPS ICA and comparable to the Galileo NeQuick model. They
found that the 95 percentiles of the prediction error are about 16.1, 16.1 and 13.4 TECU for the
GPS ICA, Galileo NeQuick and NTCM-BC, respectively, during a selected quiet ionospheric
period whereas the corresponding numbers are found about 40.5, 28.2 and 26.5 TECU during
a selected geomagnetic perturbed period. However, in terms of complexity the NTCM-BC is
easier to handle than the Galileo NeQuick and in this respect comparable to the GPS ICA.

Figure 3.2.16: The top- and bottom-left plots show daily 65% and 95% probability of TEC prediction
error, respectively, during quiet and perturbed days. The top- and bottom-right plots show corresponding
daily mean and std values. The number of samples and corresponding scale are given in the top-left plot.
(Reprinted from Hoque and Jakowski 2015)

Recently Badeke et al. (2016) compared four empirical models such as 27-day median model,
Fourier series based approach, NTCM and NeQuick 2 for a reliable 24 hour ahead forecast of
the TEC over Europe. Their investigation shows that the 27-day median model performs better
than other approaches during geomagnetically quiet conditions.
Rovira-Garcia et al. (2015, 2016) worked on extending ionosphere model to provide a worldWide coverage, showing that it is able to reduce the convergence of Precise Point Positioning
and its agreement with observations from Low Earth Orbit (LEO) satellites.
Atabati and Alizadeh (2018) investigated possibility of predicting ionospheric scintillation
activities. They implemented an Artificial Neural Network (ANN) technique for detecting
ionospheric scintillation. The ANN is a data-dependent method that its performance improves
with the sample size. Due to the advantages of ANN for large datasets and noisy data, the ANN
model has been implemented for predicting the occurrences of amplitude scintillations. In this
paper, the Genetic Algorithm (GA) technique is considered to obtain primary weights of the
ANN model. This procedure is applied to GPS observations at GUAM station in order to predict
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amplitude scintillation index S4. Their investigation shows that the designed model can predict
daily ionospheric scintillation with the accuracy of about 86% for selected days.
Several members of the “WG 4.3.2: Ionosphere Predictions” were actively involved in
organizing the International Workshop on GNSS Ionosphere (IWGI) in 2018 and 2019 in
Shanghai and Neustrelitz, respectively. Special sessions were organized for ionospheric
modelling and prediction activities. The IWGI (https://iwgi2019.besl-eventservice.de) provides
a platform for scientists and engineers to communicate and exchange their views on ionospheric
theory, methods, technologies, applications and future challenges. The workshop is open to all
scientists who are interested to present and discuss latest results and developments in
ionospheric scintillation, reconstruction, modelling, monitoring techniques and prediction
methodologies as well as ionospheric propagation effects on microwave space-based geodetic
techniques such as the GNSS, SLR, VLBI, DORIS etc. and their mitigation using multifrequency, multi-sensors observations.
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M Schmidt, and V Wilken (2017a) Ionosphere monitoring and forecast activities within the IAG working group
“Ionosphere Prediction”, Geophysical Research Abstracts Vol. 19, EGU2017-16551, EGU General Assembly
2017
Hoque M M, N Jakowski, J Berdermann (2017b) Ionospheric correction using NTCM driven by GPS Klobuchar
coefficients for GNSS applications, GPS Solut, published online 10 May 2017, DOI 10.1007/s10291-017-0632-7
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Hoque MM, N Jakowski, and J Berdermann (2017c) Ionospheric effects over Europe during the solar eclipse on
20 March 2015, Geophysical Research Abstracts Vol. 19, EGU2017-4540, EGU General Assembly 2017
Hoque M M, N. Jakowski and J. Berdermann (2016a) Ionospheric TEC prediction at a GPS station, IAG
Commission 4 Symposium, 4-7 September, Wroclaw, Poland
Hoque, M. M. und Jakowski, N. und Jens, B. (2016b) A new approach for ionospheric TEC prediction at a GPS
station, ION GNSS+ 2016, 12.-16. Sep. 2016, Portland, Oregon
Hoque et al. (2016c) Ionospheric response over Europe during the solar eclipse of March 20, 2015, J. Space
Weather Space Clim., 6, A36 (2016), DOI: 10.1051/swsc/2016032
Hoque M. M., Jakowski N. (2015) An Alternative Ionospheric Correction Model for Global Navigation Satellite
Systems, J Geod, 89: 391. doi:10.1007/s00190-014-0783-z
Hoque, M. M. und Jakowski, N. und Jens, B. (2015) An ionosphere broadcast model for next generation GNSS,
ION GNSS+ 2015, 14.-18. Sep. 2015, Tampa, USA
Jakowski N. and M.M. Hoque (2018) A new electron density model of the plasmasphere for operational
applications and services, J. Space Weather Space Clim., 8, A16, Published by EDP Sciences 2018
https://doi.org/10.1051/swsc/2018002
Monte Moreno, Enrique, et al. "TEC forecasting based on manifold trajectories." Remote Sensing 10.7 (2018):
988.
Rovira-Garcia A., Juan J. M., Sanz J., González-Casado G. (2015). "A World-Wide Ionospheric Model for Fast
Precise Point Positioning", IEEE Transactions on Geoscience and Remote Sensing, Volume: 53, Issue: 8, pp 45964604, DOI10.1109/TGRS.2015.2402598 (Open Access)
Rovira-Garcia A., Juan J. M., Sanz J., González-Casado G., D. Ibáñez-Segura (2016). "Accuracy of ionospheric
models used in GNSS and SBAS: methodology and analysis", Journal of Geodesy, Volume 90, Issue 3, pp 229240, March 2016. DOI: 10.1007/s00190-015-0868-3
Schmidt M., Erdogan E., Goss A., Hernández-Pajares M., García Rigo A., Lyu H.: Development and validation
of sequential UBS and NABS models , 2017.
Schmidt M, D Dettmering, and F Seitz, Using B-Spline Expansions for Ionosphere Modeling, in: Handbook of
Geomathematics, edited by: Freeden, W., Nashed, M. Z., and Sonar, T., 939–983, doi:10.1007/978-3-642-545511_80, Springer Berlin Heidelberg, Berlin, Heidelberg, 2015.
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WG 4.3.3: Combination of Observation Techniques for Multi-dimensional Ionosphere
Modelling
Chair:
Vice-Chair:

Mahdi M. Alizadeh (Iran)
Dudy Wijaya (Indonesia)

Members
Claudio Brunini (Argentina), Francisco Azpilicueta (Argentina), Robert Weber (Austria),
Lyubka Pashova (Bulgaria), Mainul Hoque (Germany), Roman Galas (Germany), Jens Wickert
(Germany), Robert Heinkelmann (Germany), Jens Berdermann (Germany), Eren Erdogan
(Germany), Saeed Zare (Iran), Kinga Wezka (Poland), Andrzej Krankowski (Poland), Manuel
Hernandez-Pajares (Spain), Lung-Chih Tsai (Taiwan), Mahmut O. Karslioglu (Turkey),
Anthony Mannucci (USA), Chen Peng (USA), Chinh Nguyen Thai (Germany), T. Seun
Oluwadare (Germany)
Activities during the period 2015-2019
Regional three-dimensional model of electron density
According to Schmidt et al. (2008) a multi-dimensional approach based on Euclidean quadratic
B-spline wavelets can be used for representation of the ionospheric parameters characterized
by an effective numerical algorithm. Due to the fact that these base functions are compactly
supported, they provide a great advantage when used for regional modeling of the ionosphere
or when the observations are unevenly distributed over the globe. In approach the parameters
of the ionosphere, e.g. VTEC is separated into a reference part and a correction part. Following
Dettmering et al. (2011b) ∆VTEC can be expressed by means of spline series expansion. The
unknown coefficients of the expansion and should be estimated through a least-squares
adjustment procedure. More details can be found in Schmidt (2007).
The two panels in Fig. 3.3.1 depict a regional model of maximum electron density (NmF2), and
its corresponding height (hmF2) over Iran’s region for 1st March 2013, 11 UT, using quadratic
B-spline wavelets (Zare et al., 2018).

Figure 3.3.1: regional model of the maximum electron density (NmF2) left, and its corresponding
height (hmF2) right over Iran at 1st March 2013, 11 UT (Zare et al., 2018).
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SGI Workshops
During the past four years the JWG 4.3.3 was actively involved in holding several workshops.
The Satellite Geodesy and Ionosphere Research (SGI) workshops were held yearly at the
Technical University of Berlin, and aimed at bringing geodesists and other scientists dealing
with geodetic sciences related to the ionosphere from all over the world to one meeting. The
SGI Workshop:
•
•
•
•
•

provided a great opportunity for geodetic scientists to meet and share their findings,
provided opportunity for extended discussion about the presented topics,
increased the visibility of space geodesy with respect to ionosphere research,
offer an appropriate platform for further collaborations in the field of ionosphere research,
initiated engagement with international community on data sharing, numerical modeling,
and scientific research,
• tried to make available the possibility of common voice among the geodetic scientists
dealing with the ionosphere, and
• contributed to the objectives of Global Geodetic Observing System (GGOS).
The Satellite Geodesy and Ionosphere research (SGI2015) workshop was held at the Technical
University of Berlin during 7 and 8 July 2015. The workshop initially aimed at bringing together
geodesists and other scientists from all over the world to one meeting, dealing with geodetic
sciences and ionospheric research. The workshop was co-organized by Mahdi Alizadeh from
the Institute of Geodesy and Geoinformation Science of the Technical University of Berlin and
Department 1 'Geodesy and Remote Sensing' of the German Research Centre for the
Geosciences (GFZ). Within this workshop Michael Schmidt, chair of the IAG Sub-Commission
4.3 “Atmosphere Remote Sensing” presented the ToR of the Sub-Commission and the intention
of establishing ionosphere-related working and study groups within the Sub-Commission.
Discussions were carried out about the topics of different study/working groups and the
proposed chairpersons of each group (see IAG Newsletter – July 2015).
The second Satellite Geodesy and Ionosphere research workshop (SGI2016) was held at the
Technical University of Berlin during 8 and 9 August 2016 as an activity of IAG Joint Working
Group 4.3.3 “Combination of Observation Techniques for Multi-dimensional Ionosphere
Modeling”. The SGI2016 was organized by the Institute of Geodesy and Geoinformation
Science of the Technical University of Berlin, K.N.Toosi University of Technology at Tehran,
Iran and Department 1 'Geodesy and Remote Sensing' of the German Research Centre for the
Geosciences (GFZ) Potsdam. The workshop provided a great opportunity for scientists to meet
in a friendly atmosphere and to share their research and latest findings. In the discussion session
Michael Schmidt presented the activities of the IAG Sub-Commission 4.3: "Atmosphere
Remote Sensing” during the last year and explained the study, working, and joint working
groups established during since last year. Some information was given about the GGOS-Days
in Frankfurt in October 2015 and that GGOS has already developed three focus areas.
Discussions were carried out about establishment of a fourth Focus Area related to Atmosphere,
including impact of both troposphere and ionosphere on modern society, long term variations
of the atmosphere, and the role of atmosphere in gravity missions (see IAG Newsletter – August
2016).
Similar activities have been performed for organizing the third Satellite Geodesy and
Ionosphere research workshop (SGI2017) during July 11 and 12, 2017 as well as the fourth
Satellite Geodesy and Ionosphere research workshop (SGI2018) during June 28 and 29 June,
2018, both at Technical University of Berlin.
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WG 4.3.4: Ionosphere and Troposphere Impact on GNSS Positioning
Chair:
Vice Chair:

Tomasz Hadas (Poland)
Simon Banville (Canada)

Members
Mainul Hoque (Germany), Jan Kaplon (Poland), Amir Khodabande (Australia), Thalia
Nikolaidou (Canada / Greece), Junbo Shi (China), Rafal Sieradzki (Poland), Toshiaki Tsujii
(Japan), Pavel Vaclavovic (Czech Republic), Duojie Weng (China), Kinga Wezka (Germany /
Poland), Chaoqian Xu (China / Canada)
Activities during the period 2015-2019
Group members realized the goals of WG 4.3.4 in their individual activities as well as in
cooperation with other group members. WG studies concerned the impact of several
ionosphere-related effects on GNSS positioning and GNSS signal propagation, as well as on
Precise Point Positioning (PPP) supported with numerical weather prediction models.
On the cooperation level, members of WG concentrated on Higher-Order Ionospheric (HOI)
effects (Banville et al. 2017). HOI, if not properly accounted for, can propagate into geodetic
parameter estimates. For this reason, several investigations have led to the development and
refinement of formulas for the correction of second- and third-order ionospheric errors, bending
effects and total electron content (TEC) variations due to excess path length. Standard
procedures for computing HOI terms typically rely on slant TEC computed either from global
ionospheric maps (GIMs) or using GNSS observations corrected using differential code biases
(DCBs) provided by an external process. Since both of these approaches are relying on external
outputs, it was deemed suitable, in the context of the WG, to investigate another approach to
mitigate HOI effects. Members of WG 4.3.4 have therefore investigated the feasibility of
estimating slant ionospheric delay parameters accounting for both first- and second-order
ionospheric effects directly within a PPP solution. The analysis conducted showed that, with a
proper handling of the receiver DCB, the PPP method is able to mitigate HOI effects to the
same level as existing approaches. The approach is however not entirely free from external
inputs since GIMs are required for isolating the receiver DCB, unless the latter is provided to
the PPP filter.
Hoque et al. (2017) investigated HOI propagation effects on trans-ionospheric microwave links
used in the time and frequency transfer applications. Such a metrology link must provide
frequency and time comparison and dissemination with an uncertainty level of 10-18 and
beyond. Their investigation shows that for achieving such an accuracy level the HOI
propagation effects must be corrected for.
In a separate study Hoque et al. (2016) investigated the magnitude of HOI effects using
worldwide ground-based GPS data from both quiet and perturbed ionospheric and geomagnetic
activity periods. They found that the range computation between a satellite and a ground
receiver during perturbed periods is affected by up to 10 cm due to HOI terms and can
significantly degrade the accuracy of PPP especially during times of high TEC values. This
indicates that the dual-frequency range equation should have additional terms for correcting
HOI terms if centimetre level precision is required.
Hoque and Schlüter (2018) developed an over bounding model for ionospheric residuals that
remain after the application of the ionosphere-free linear combination. The model takes into
account the second- and third-order ionospheric refraction effects, excess path and increased
total electron content (TEC) along the signal path due to ray bending. The model is elevation
dependent, easy implementable in the receiver software, and provides a conservative estimate
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of the worse-case residuals with a risk probability beyond 10-7. The model is accepted by the
European Organization for Civil Aviation Equipment (EUROCAE) experts as the dualfrequency multi constellation (DFMC) Minimum Operational Performance Standard (MOPS)
for the next generation dual-frequency SBAS.
Precise orbit determination (POD) for Low Earth Orbiting (LEO) satellites mostly relies on
dual-frequency first-order ionosphere-free GNSS data. However, higher order ionospheric
effects such as the second- and third-order terms and ray path bending effects remain
uncorrected in such approaches. Hoque (2018) conducted a simulation study using a ray-tracing
tool to trace GPS L1 and L5 signals from a transmitting satellite to a receiver on board LEOs
at altitudes of about 400 and 800 km. The results show that during times of high TEC the dualfrequency GPS L1-L5 phase and pseudorange residuals can be up to 20 and 50 cm, respectively
for LEOs at 400 km height whereas the residuals become up to 4 and 9 cm, respectively for
LEOs at 800 km height.
Sieradzki and Paziewski (2015, 2016) proposed to modify undifferenced phase observables
using rate of TEC (ROT) corrections in order to mitigate the dynamic Total Electron Content
(TEC) variations (ionospheric disturbances). The application of these corrections in a
preliminary step of data processing allows leveling of ionospheric delays for particular arc and
consequently treating this parameter as a constant during the entire session. The efficiency of
the proposed algorithm was evaluated using rapid static positioning with the ionosphereweighted model for different latitudes and ionospheric conditions, i.e. mid-latitudes affected by
medium scale travelling disturbances and strongly disturbed high latitudes during space weather
event on 17.03.2013. The results obtained for the modified algorithm have shown significant
improvement of ambiguity success rate (ASR) for European and circumpolar ionosphere. The
performed analysis has also confirmed that the application of the new approach leads to the
continuous increase in ASR depending on session length. Finally, it is worth to notice that the
proposed algorithm does not require any an external modelling of ionospheric conditions and
can be easily implemented in multi-GNSS positioning, including both relative and absolute
methods.
Banville et al. (2018) analysed the impact of three variables on the accuracy of ionospheric
corrections: the input slant ionospheric delays, the mathematical model, and the network
configuration. When the input delays are derived from the precise point positioning (PPP)
methodology, it was shown that ambiguity resolution (PPP-AR) offers a 20-50% reduction in
the RMS error of predicted delays over float ambiguity estimates. Among the models evaluated,
the dual-layer and conical models can reduce RMS errors by more than 50% over the singlelayer model during moderate ionospheric activity. Finally, for the days analysed, increasing
inter-station distances from 75 km to 150 km only deteriorates RMS errors by 10%.
In other ionosphere-related studies, Fujiwara and Tsujii (2016) characterized the effects of
equatorial plasma bubbles on received GNSS signals and derived the model of loss-of-lock
probability. Wezka et al. (2016) were working on reliability monitoring of GNSS positioning
under the influence of strong ionospheric perturbations (scintillations). Finally, Khodabandeh
and Teunissen (2016) made use of S-system (singularity-system) theory and developed an
undifferenced multi-frequency formulation of the GNSS observation equations. Such
formulation enables one to interpret estimable forms of the GNSS parameters, including the
first-order slant ionospheric delays. The estimability and precision of multi-frequency GNSSderived slant Total Electron Content (TEC) was analysed through closed-form expressions of
the ionospheric solutions. The widely used phase-to-code levelling technique was generalized
to its multi-frequency version. In particular, they showed that only certain specific linear
combinations of the GNSS observables, i.e. the time-differenced data, contribute to the TEC
solutions.
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Troposphere-related research was also conducted by several group members. At the Geodetic
Observatory Pecny (GOP), two software applications for tropospheric parameters estimation
have been developed: G-Nut/Shu and G-Nut/Tefnut. While the former is based on
meteorological information from a numerical weather model, the latter exploits GNSS data. In
parallel, GOP have also developed another tool for precise positioning and investigated
backward smoothing for precise GNSS applications in post-processing (Václavovic and Douša,
2015) and also in near real-time (Dousa at al., 2018b). Each of these applications can be used
for individual purposes, however, their combination is also highly valuable. Estimated
tropospheric parameters can be introduced in precise positioning and improve precision and
robustness of estimated station coordinates, particularly high-altitude components. This
approach can be used offline as well as in real-time processing. To show benefits of introducing
external tropospheric parameters in positioning, Václavovic et al. (2017) arranged an
experiment with a hot air balloon, where a GNSS receiver was carried up to 2000 meters above
the earth surface. They have demonstrated that external tropospheric corrections significantly
helped in ZTD-height mutual decorrelation and hence improved the positioning performance.
The improvement was most significant in case of poor satellite constellation. It was also
demonstrated by Wilgan et al. (2017) that a troposphere model combined from GNSS and
NWM data can significantly contribute to real-time PPP, improving the accuracy and precision
of receiver height and reducing the initialization time. An alternative approach for combination
GNSS-based and NWM-based ZTD for achieving precise and robust troposphere model is
presented in Douša et al. (2018a). The optimum correction is achieved when using NWM for
the hydrostatic delay modelling and for vertical scaling, while GNSS products are used for
correcting the non-hydrostatic delay. Such model can be generated in real-time and thus support
precise kinematic positioning.
Research was also conducted towards the improvements in troposphere modelling using GNSS
data. An optimal weighting method based on posterior unit weight variances was developed for
GPS PPP-based troposphere tomography (Jiming et al. 2016). A modified Saastamoinen model
was proposed, in which systematic error were reduced from -3mm to nearly zero, compared
with the benchmark values calculated by meteorological data from 91 radiosonde stations
distributed worldwide (Zhang et. al, 2016). Moreover, Douša et al. (2015) monitored NWM
forecast with near real-time GNSS products. Finally, the impact of real-time satellite clock
errors on GPS PPP-based troposphere delay estimation was investigated by Shi et al., 2015.
The authors found that among available satellite real-time products, those with better satellite
clock precision yield more precise troposphere zenith delay.
The impact of the atmospheric source (NWM) on the tropospheric products was assessed by
comparing the regional UNBVMF1-CMC tropospheric products against the VMF1. GNSS and
VLBI locations were employed in both delay and position analyses. The two delay products
were consistent for the majority of the sites and the positioning analysis showed equivalent
results when a long time series was used (Nikolaidou et al. 2017). A further detailed analysis
with regard to regional versus global NWM was conducted where atmospheric products were
generated on grid and site-wise basis. The latter were able to reduce the height time series bias
by up to 49% compared to the former. Also the use of the regional NWM-derived products
achieved the fastest convergence in a PPP analysis. (Nikolaidou et al. 2017). A study for the
Nigerian GNSS Reference Network accessed the GPS-derived tropospheric delays against the
NCEP NWM. Results showed good agreement but also a vulnerability of the NWM to follow
rapid seasonal phenomena occurring at certain areas. Time series analysis portrayed the local
climatological zones (Mayaki et al. 2017). The tropospheric modelling and its potential
advancements were explored in the frame of “big data” analytics by Santos and Nikolaidou
(2018).
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The launch of the new tropospheric mapping functions from the Technical University of Vienna
(TUW) motivated members of the group to conduct two studies between the former state-ofthe-art, VMF1, and the latest VMF3. The studies, whose results will be presented at the 27th
IUGG General Assembly 2019, concern the delay and position domains respectively for
selected GNSS sites. The production of the UNB-VMF1 tropospheric products, namely zenith
delays and mapping function coefficients on a grid, has been updated and the availability of the
NCEP-NWM products accelerated by 4 days (3days lag instead of 7) (http://unbvmf1.gge.unb.ca/).
Last but not least, the WG 4.3.4 members Hadas and Kaplon represented the group in Local
Organization Committee of the IAG Commission 4 Symposium in Wroclaw. It was a great
opportunity to recruit more members, who have already contributed with their studies to the
goals of this WG.
Publications
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WG 4.3.5: Ionosphere Scintillations
Chair:
Vice Chair:

Lung-Chih Tsai (Taiwan)
Jens Berdermann (Germany)

Members
Suvorova Alla (China-Taipei), Chi-Kuang Chao (China-Taipei), Kai-Chien Cheng (ChinaTaipei), Alexei V. Dmitriev (China-Taipei), Rui Fernandes (Portugal), Yoshihiro Kakinami (Japan),
Chinmaya Kumar Nayak (India), Ernest Macalalad (Philippines), Charles L. Rino (USA),
Michael Schmidt (Germany), Kuo-Hsin Tseng (China-Taipei), Sudarsanam Tulasiram (India)
Activities and publications during the period 2015-2019
In the following an overview is given on selected activities of WG 4.3.5 members:
1st mini-workshop on Ionosphere Scintillations, Taoyuan, Dec. 4, 2015. The workshop
presentations include: Use of GNSS for geophysical applications: from secular to second (Dr.
Rui Manuel da Silva Fernandes), Recent surface deformation of the Himalaya and Adjoining
Piedmont Zone of the Ganga Plain, Uttarakhand, India (Prof. Chung-Pai Chang, Taiwan), Midlatitude ionospheric scintillations over Irkutsk (Dr. Alexei V. Dmitriev), Ionospheric
irregularities in COSMIC data over Pacific and forbidden electrons (Dr. Alla Suvorova,
Russia), Ionospheric observations, Ne specification, modeling, and their applications (Prof.
Lung-Chih Tsai).
Dr. Rui Manuel da Silva Fernandes established a CORS (Continuously Operating Reference
Station) GNSS system in December of 2015 at Chungli, and to support common researches on
scientific and technical applications of GNSS.
2nd mini-workshop on Ionosphere Scintillations, Taoyuan, Feb. 19, 2016. The workshop
presentations include: Space weather and its influence on the Ionosphere (Dr. Jens
Berdermann), Ionospheric propagation of very low frequency radio waves and advances in solar
flare analysis (Dr. Daniela Wenzel, Germany), Equatorial plasma bubbles observed from
Equatorial Atmosphere Radar (EAR) over Indonesia (Dr. Sudarsanam Tulasiram), Advanced
Ionospheric Probe onboard FormoSat-5 Satellite for ionospheric scintillation study (Prof. ChiKuang Chao), Mid-latitude ionospheric scintillations over Irkutsk (Dr. Alexei V. Dmitriev),
H2020 project in Taiwan (Dr. Alla Suvorova), Ionospheric observations, Ne specification,
modeling, and their applications (Prof. Lung-Chih Tsai).
Daniela Wenzel and Dr. Jens Berdermann established a station of the Global Ionospheric Flare
Detection System (GIFDS) in February of 2016 at Chungli, Taiwan to receive very low frequency
(VLF) radio signals transmitted from India, Australia, Hawaii, Japan, etc. The fifth station at
the National Central University in Taiwan completed the flare detection network GIFDS.
GIFDS can analyse VLF signals to identify solar flare events and their temporal progression.
In addition GIFDS is able to measure and analyse sudden ionospheric disturbances (SIDs) in
the D-layer Ionosphere caused by solar flares. Finally GIFDS can be used to study the impact
of solar flare events on the occurrence and strength of ionospheric scintillations; see Fig. 3.5.1.
3rd mini-workshop on Ionosphere Scintillations, Taoyuan, Dec. 2, 2016. The workshop
presentations include: A configuration space model for stochastic ionospheric structure (Dr.
Charles L. Rino, USA), The International Reference Ionosphere: from climate to real-time
weather predictions for Earth's Ionosphere (Dr. Dieter Bilitza, USA), Recurrent ionospheric
storms (Dr. Alexei V. Dmitriev), Atmospheric ionization by energetic electrons at the low
latitudes (Dr. Alla Suvorova), Suppression of ionospheric scintillation during St. Patrick's Day
geomagnetic super storm as observed over the anomaly crest region station Pingtung, Taiwan:
A case study (Dr. Chinmaya Nayak, India).
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Figure 3.5.1: The GIFDS network and associated radio propagation paths (left panel) and comparison
of the compound VLF measurement with the GOES X-ray during solar flare activities (right panel).

Setup and first analysis of a small scale ionospheric disturbances using a high-rate GNSS network
in Bahir Dar. Small scale ionospheric disturbances may cause severe radio scintillations of signals
transmitted from global navigation satellite systems (GNSS). Consequently, small scale plasma
irregularities may heavily degrade the performance of current GNSS such as GPS, GLONASS or
Galileo. Ionosphere modeling and monitoring over the African and South American sector is of great
interest due to spread of the so called equatorial anomaly region over it. This region experiences
equatorial plasma bubbles, blobs, irregularities which may cause scintillation especially during
evening and nighttime hours. DLR installed and operates in Bahir Dar together with the partner
institutions TUB and IEEA a small scale high rate GNSS receiver network (50 Hz) in order to
estimate the drift velocity and the size of the so called “Plasma Bubbles”; see Fig. 3.5.2.
The DFG joint 3-year research project titled as ‘Development and application of GNSS remote
sensing techniques for Earth Observation’ (PIs: Lung-Chih Tsai (Taiwan), Harald Schuh
(Germany) is focusing on GNSS remote sensing in the atmosphere, ionosphere, ocean altimetry
and sea state as well as on new opportunities for the future FS7/COSMIC2 mission. Both
participants, GPSARC-NCU Taiwan and IGG-TUB Germany (in cooperation with GFZ) have
long-term experiences in GNSS radio occultation and reflectometry and also published
numerous scientific papers. We could summarize all proposed objectives here: (1) using
GPS/GNSS RO atmosphere data and developing advanced algorithms for the lower troposphere
and climatological investigations, (2) retrieving and monitoring sporadic E (Es) layer,
scintillations and related effects including vertical couplings, and (3) developing real-time
FPGA based and/or software GPS/GNSS reflectometer for applications on ocean altimetry and
sea state observations.
The mini-workshop on “oblique ionospheric sounding/ observations using the Vertical
Incidence Pulsed Ionospheric Radar (VIPIR) systems in Japan, Korea, and Taiwan” participated
persons: Dr. Young-Sil Kwak (KSSS, Korea), Dr. Han Jinwook (KSWC, Korea), Dr. I. S. Park
(WIBTEL, Korea), CEO K. M. Song (WIBTEL, Korea), Dr. W. H. Yeh (NSPO, Taiwan), Dr.
Alexei V. Dmitriev (NCU, Taiwan), Dr. S. Alla Vasiljevna (NCU, Taiwan), Dr. Lung-Chih
Tsai (NCU, Taiwan), Taoyuan, Oct. 30, 2018.
5th mini-workshop on Ionosphere Scintillations, Taoyuan, April 15 & 16, 2019. The workshop
presentations include: “Development of GNU Radio Beacon Receiver 2 for TBEx & F7/C2
satellites” (Prof. Mamoru Yamamoto, RISH, Kyoto University), “Ionospheric Es layer
scintillation characteristics studied with Hilbert-Huang Transform” (Prof. Shin-Yi Su, CSRSR,
National Central Univ), “How can we trace the mid- and low-latitude aurora?” (Dr. Alexei V.
Dmitriev, ISS, NCU), “The observations of low latitude ionospheric scintillation events” (Dr.
Tung-Yuan Hsiao, National Tsing-Hua Univ), “Space weather studies at Ionospheric Sounding
Lab. (ISL), CSRSR/GPSARC, NCU” (Prof. Lung-Chih Tsai, GPSARC/CSRSR, NCU), “On
understanding equatorial spread F” (invited seminar) (Prof. Roland Tsunoda, SRI, USA),
“Near-equatorial ionization by energetic electrons a protons injected to the ionosphere from the
inner radiation belt” (Dr. Alla Suvorova, GPSARC, NCU), “Variability of ionospheric
irregularities over Taiwan” (Dr. Lalit Mohan Joshi, CSRSR, NCU)
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Figure 3.5.2: Small scale high-rate GNSS network of DLR,TUB and IEEA in Bahir Dar (left panel).
The right panel shows the signature of S4 indices calculated for satellite G24 using different scintillation
receivers and processors in comparison to the averaged elevation (below) [Kriegel at al 2017].

1st VIPIR Group/User Meeting on April 17 (Wednesday) 2019 at Howard Civil Service
International House (Room #205), Taipei, Taiwan. Participants: Alla Suvorova (GPSARC,
NCU, Taiwan), Alexei V. Dmitriev (ISS, NCU, Taiwan), Alexander Karpachev (IZMIRAN,
Russia), Bob Livingston (SCION, USA), Brett Isham (Inter American Univ of Puerto Rico
Bayamon Campus, USA), Jong-Yeon Yun (Korea Space Weather Center, Korea), Lung-Chih
Tsai (GPSARC/CSRSR, NCU, Taiwan), Roland Tsunoda (SRI, USA), Shin-Yi Su (CSRSR,
NCU, Taiwan), Terry Bullett (NOAA, USA), Trang Thu Nguyen (VAST, Vietnam), Takuya
Tsugawa (NICT, Japan). Young-Sil Kwak (Korea Astronomy and Space Science Institute,
Korea), Program includes “Welcome words and introductions” (Prof. Lung-Chih Tsai, NCU),
“VIPIR Technology for Future Science” (Dr. Brett Isham, Inter American Univ of Puerto Rico
Bayamon Campus, USA), “Open source ionogram scaler programs”, (Dr. Terry Bullett,
NOAA, USA), “Joint observations using VIPIRs” (Dr. Bob Livingston, SCION, USA; Dr.
Takuya Tsugawa, NICT, Japan), “Next VIPIR User/Group Meeting in Korea” (Mr. Jong-Yeon
Yun, Korea Space Weather Center, Korea).
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WG 4.3.6: Troposphere Tomography
Chair:

Witold Rohm (Poland)

Members
Hugues Brenot (Belgium), Michael Bender (Germany), Michal Kacmarik,(Czech Republic),
Toby Manning (Australia), Alain Gaiger (Switzerland), Zhizhao (George) Liu (Hong Kong
China), Zohre Adavi (Iran), Laurent Morel (France), Gregor Moeller (Austria), Krzysztof
Kroszczynski (Poland), Cédric Champollion (France), Yan Xin (Austria), Andre Sa (Portugal),
Eric Pottiaux (Belgium), Estera Trzcina (Poland), Natalia Hanna (Austria)
Activities and publications during the period 2015-2019
Working group is currently looking into three major topics:
Quality assurance factors in GNSS tomography processing, [QUALITY]
One of the most important factor that limits the accuracy of GNSS tomography is related to
neglected bending effects in the construction of tomography design matrix. In the study by
Moeller and Landskron (2019) authors demonstrated that all signals below 15 degrees elevation
angle are affected by bending effects, introducing 1-2ppm systematic bias in the retrieval.
Introducing raytracing in the bottom part of the troposphere and iterative retrieval method can
greatly reduce the impact of bending effects and tomography solution for country size model,
can still be provided within 2 minutes.
Another study showing impact of using different signal parameterisation algorithms on
tomography retrieval was also performed by Adavi et al., (2019). Following results were
obtained:
 Considering topography of study area in tomography model can increase the number of rays
which are crossed through model elements.
 Using ray tracing method increase solution accuracy.
 Applying low elevation angles observations enhance the differences between the raytracing
method with straight line methods.
Use of tomography retrievals in severe weather investigation, [SEVERE]
The study of application of GNSS observation is base of two distinct cases:
1. Australian severe weather that involved testing of multiple tomography model settings and
multiple models (TOMO2, BIRA, TUW, VUT, SWART) validating using data from
radiosondes, Numerical Weather Model (analysis step) and Radio Occultation (Fig. 3.6.1)
The study involved 21 steps in total; testing use of apriori data (step1 to step4 – major work in
previous ToR), data stacking (step7 to step9), pseudo-slant solution (step10 to step13), data
uncertainty on the solution (step14 to step17), as well as verifying the impact of more realistic
uncertainty on the solutions (step18 to step21).
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Fig. 3.6.1: Location of CORS GPS stations, RS sites, RO profiles and the tomographic grid (in black).

The major outcomes are as follows:
 The GNSS tomography results are comparable to the NWM ACCESS-R, retrieved from the
analysis step and containing assimilated observations from: ATVOS, radiosondes, buoys,
ship, etc.. Moreover tomography solution is similar to the model in the location of
radiosonde, which has largest weights in the assimilation system. This means that the model
might have accuracy of analysis step of NWM, across the whole domain.
 In the case of stacked data, especially for 5 observation epochs every 30 minutes solved in
one combined set of normal equations, tomography solution is better than ACCESS-R field
in the bottom part of the troposphere below 2000m (Fig. 3.6.2).
 Pseudo-observations introduced as an additional input to the observation matrix does not
improve solution,
 Adding more uncertainty to a priori data only cause the solution to stick less to the a priori,
which cause to improve slightly solution around 2000m. Combination of data stacking and
loosing constraints is optimal solution that stick to the a priori in the ground part and
improves solution around 2000m.
 RO profile 2010_063_1639 located over Alpine region has strong inversion reproduced
tomography models but not visible in the ACCESS-R model, this might mean that ACCESSR model have not resolved complex orography weather.
2. Poland, widespread precipitation. Another aspect of tomography monitoring for severe
weather is linked with widespread precipitation. The applied tomography model (TOMO2)
allows to get full picture of troposphere at all locations covered by GNSS network. In this study
we investigate: 1) the meteorological correctness of the tomography retrieval, 2) whether the
15 new temporal and spatial resolution of the troposphere water vapour content will provide
new information regarding these well studied events. Two events were investigated one in May
2014 and one in August/September 2014, the tomography retrievals compared with radiosonde
profiles and numerical weather prediction (NWP) model. Currently, the retrieved data are
analysed and prepared for presentation at EMS Annual Meeting: European Conference for
Applied Meteorology and Climatology 2017. The results are also available, on the website:
http://www.igig.up.wroc.pl/igg/
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Fig. 3.6.2. Statistics for wet refractivity computed as a mean, standard deviation and RMS of residuals between
radiosonde and ACCESS-R, BIRA, TOMO2 and TUW.

Use of tomography retrieval in weather system assimilation. [ASSIMILATION]
Two initial studies in 2015 were launched to investigate use of tomography retrievals in the
numerical weather models: 1) Over part of Austria to study use of tomography retrieved relative
humidity in generation of weather forecasts (Moeller et al., 2016) for intense rain, 2) Over Poland in
standard weather conditions (Kryza et al., 2016). Both shows impact of GNSS tomography
retrievals on weather parameters such as rain intensity, rain location, humidity and temperature.
Further study by Trzcina and Rohm, (2019), run for two weather cases in Poland (summer
storms and autumn rainfalls). The following model settings were tested: 1) assimilation of
tomography based (wet refractivity) and model based (dry refractivity) total refractivity using
gpsref operator in WRFDA, 2) assimilation of radiosonde profiles as refractivity profiles.
Simulations were verified using ground-based and radiosonde observations i.e.: integrated
water vapour, relative humidity, temperature, wind speed. Following results were obtained:
 Increased accuracy in the top tropospheric layers in both scatter and bias,
 Improved mid troposphere in the summer case,
 The lead time 6-18h humidity forecasts were visibly improved for humidity in the autumn
case but had no or negative impact in the summer cases,
 Most of the observations were not assimilated as it did not pass the quality test in the obsproc
routine.
In the further study TUW and WUELS team (Hanna et al., 2019) investigated a case in East
Germany and the western part of Czech Republic (Fig. 3), considered time period is between
29 May - 14 June 2013, the study is based on slant delays from benchmark campaign of the
COST Action. Results of two tomography models, namely TOMO2 and Atom, were
assimilated in WRF model with gpsref operator (radio occultation operator). Following results
comparing simulations to the reference ground-based data were found:
 Improvement in the relative humidity forecasts in both bias and standard deviation,
 Improvement in the temperature field.
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Figure 3.6.3. Location of tomography domain for investigated case of strong precipitation over Central
Europe.

Towards end of June 2019 another publication describing development, validation and
application of the tomoref operator, will be submitted to Weather Research and Forecasting.
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WG 4.3.7: Real-time Troposphere Monitoring
Chair:
Vice Chair:

Jan Dousa (Poland)
Eric Pottiaux (Belgium)

Members
Kefei Zhang, (Australia), Xiaoming Wang (Australia), Fabian Hinterberger (Austria), Thalia
Nikolaidou (Canada), Junping Chen (China), Min Li (China), Pavel Václavovic (Czech
Republic), Henrik Vedel (Denmark), Galina Dick (Germany), Xingxing Li (Germany), Rosa
Pacione (Italy), Yoshinory Shoji (Japan), Felix Norman Teferle (Luxembourg), Siebren de
Haan (Netherlands), Tomasz Hadaś (Poland), Jonathan Jones (United Kingdom), John Braun
(USA)
Activities and publications during the period 2015-2019
Providing new real-time or ultra-fast tropospheric products, such as Zenith Total Delays (ZTD),
horizontal tropospheric GRaDients (GRD), Slant Total Delays (STD), Integrated Water Vapour
(IWV) maps or other derived products estimated using data from GNSS permanent networks,
is a prerequisite for numerical and non-numerical weather nowcasting and severe weather event
monitoring (Guerova et al, 2016). The Precise Point Positioning (PPP) processing strategy plays
a key role in the production of real-time tropospheric products because of its high processing
efficiency, and sensitivity to the absolute value of the tropospheric delay. It enables to exploit
optimally data from all available GNSS multi-constellations, and supports the production of all
interesting GNSS parameters such as ZTDs, GRDs or STDs. Most importantly, the PPP is
supported with the global orbit and clock products provided by the Real-Time Service (RTS,
Caissy et al., 2012) of the International GNSS Service, IGS (Dow et al., 2009).
The main objectives of the IAG WG 4.3.7 ‘Real-Time troposphere monitoring’ are:
Objective 1. : Stimulate the development of software that enable routine production of
real-time/ultra-fast tropospheric products.
Objective 2. : Develop optimal strategies suitable for numerical or non-numerical
weather nowcasting applications, and severe weather event monitoring.
Objective 3. : Demonstrate reliable high-temporal resolution real-time/ultra-fast
production, assess applied method, software and precise real-time orbit and
clock products.
Objective 4. : Evaluate real-time/ultra-fast tropospheric parameters and their potential for
applications in meteorology.
Objective 5. : Setting up a link to the users, review product format and requirements.
The COST Action ES1206 “Advanced Global Navigation Satellite Systems tropospheric
products for monitoring severe weather events and climate” (GNSS4SWEC, http:
//gnss4swec.knmi.nl) played an initiative and significant role in the coordination of the
development and the evaluation of GNSS real-time (RT) tropospheric products. The main
achievements focused on the development of the RT multi-GNSS PPP software, the design and
operation of the GNSS4SWEC Real-Time Demonstration campaign by the Working Group 1
„Advanced GNSS processing Techniques“ (Douša and Dick, 2017), and various the product
evaluations and validations.
Developing real-time/ultra-fast application software
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Several working group members continued developing their software to produce reliable realtime/ultra-fast tropospheric products. These include the G-Nut/Tefnut software (Douša and
Václavovic et al. 2013) developed by Geodetic Observatory Pecny (GOP), the EPOS-RT
Software (Lit et al., 2014) from GFZ, GNSS-WARP from Wroclaw University of
Environmental and Life Science (WUELS, Hadaś, 2015), BKG Ntrip Client from BKG (Weber
et al, 2016). Besides developments of real-time ZTDs productions only, GOP developed and
assessed methods of real-time STDs retrievals (Kačmařík et al. 2017) and carefully analysed
resulting tropospheric gradients (Kačmařík et al. 2018). The benefit of multi-GNSS for
meteorological applications was investigated by several other groups including impact of all
available systems (GPS+GLO+GAL+BDS) in post-processing as well as simulated real-time
solutions (Hadaś, 2015, Li at al., 2015a, 2015b, 2015c, Lu et al., 2015, 2016a, 2016b,
Václavovic et al. 2013, Douša et al. 2018).
The Real-Time Demonstration campaign
From April 2015 eight agencies contributed routinely to the GNSS4SWEC Real-Time
Demonstration Campaign (Dousa and Dick, 2017). They provided real-time/ultra-fast solutions
using six different software and using various flavours of processing options (Table 3.7.1).
Seven contributors provided solutions from truly real-time processing engine. Additional
contributors are still preparing their submissions to the Real-Time Demonstration Campaign.
Table 3.7.1: Contributions to GNSS4SWEC Real-Time Demonstration campaign
AC
Running agency
Software
Start
GOP Geodetic Observatory Pecný, RIGTC G-Nut/Tefnut
9.4. 2015
TUW
ROB

Technical University Vienna
Royal Observatory of Belgium

TUW software
G-Nut/Tefnut

15.4. 2015
23.4. 2015

real-time
real-time

ASI

Agenzia Spaziale Italiana/Centro di
Geodesia Spaziale , Matera
University of Luxembourg
Technical University of Ostrava
Bundesamt für Kartographie und
Geodäsie
Deutsches GeoForschungsZentrum

Gipsy-Oasis

5.5. 2015

hourly

Solutions
GPS, GLO,
gradients
GPS
GPS, GLO,
gradients
GPS, gradients

BNC
RTKLib
BNC

15.6. 2015
5.11.2015
1.3.2016

real-time
real-time
real-time

GPS
GPS
GPS, GLO

EPOS-RT

16.2.1017

real-time

GPS, GLO

ULX
TUO
BKG
GFZ

Update
real-time

In a spirit of workload sharing, several members focused on different objectives of the
campaign. As an example, ROB has collaborated with GOP to contribute to the Real-Time
Demonstration campaign using their G-Nut/Tefnut software (Václavovic et al. 2013) but with
a particular focus on 1) a larger set of GNSS stations with various equipment (for assessment
purposes), and 2) on the high spatial and temporal estimation of the parameters (aiming at a
nowcasting exploitation in the Benelux region). To this aim, in addition to the standard network
of (~30) stations proposed to participate to the Real-time Demonstration Campaign, ROB realtime solutions includes in total 185 GNSS stations (Figure 3.7.), of which 76 belongs to the
Belgian dense network.
Another example is ASI/CGS which contributed to the GNSS4SWEC Real-Time
Demonstration Campaign by focusing on testing the IGS Real-Time orbit and clock corrections
in more conventional Near-Real-Time PPP using the Gipsy-Oasis software. Pacione and
Shoene (2013) describes the processing scheme (Figure ). GOP also contributed by estimating
ZTDs from numerical weather forecasts in Europe using the G-Nut/Shu software (Douša and
Eliaš, 2014) to enable comparisons of real-time GNSS and Numerical Weather forecasted
ZTDs, which also suggests an exploitation of external tropospheric corrections from the
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forecasts for real-time GNSS kinematic positioning. It also showed an overall accuracy of 1012 mm, i.e. by a factor of 2 worse than GNSS real-time ZTDs and its degrading by about 1-2
mm in ZTD per 6 hours (Douša et al., 2015).
Another example is ASI/CGS which contributed to the GNSS4SWEC Real-Time
Demonstration Campaign by focusing on testing the IGS Real-Time orbit and clock corrections
in more conventional Near-Real-Time PPP using the Gipsy-Oasis software. Pacione and
Shoene (2013) describes the processing scheme (Fig. 3.7.2). GOP also contributed by
estimating ZTDs from numerical weather forecasts in Europe using the G-Nut/Shu software
(Douša and Eliaš, 2014) to enable comparisons of real-time GNSS and Numerical Weather
forecasted ZTDs, which also suggests an exploitation of external tropospheric corrections from
the forecasts for real-time GNSS kinematic positioning. It also showed an overall accuracy of
10-12 mm, i.e. by a factor of 2 worse than GNSS real-time ZTDs and its degrading by about 12 mm in ZTD per 6 hours (Douša et al., 2015).
Real-time monitoring
GOP developed a dedicated web service for an easy monitoring and comparison of individual
contributions to the Real-time Demonstration campaign (Fig. 3.7.4). It is publicly accessible at
http://www.pecny.cz/COST/RT-TROPO and enables visualising station time-series (ZTD and
GRD components) from real-time solutions over past two months together with operational
near real-time regional and global solutions from GOP contributing routinely to the EIG
EUMETNET GNSS Water Vapour Programme, E-GVAP (http://egvap.dmi.dk).
A long-term evaluation over more than a year demonstrated a feasibility of a stable provision
of ZTD with the precision of 5-10 mm for real-time ZTDs when estimated at a 5-minute
sampling interval and a maximum latency of ~1 minute. Initially, significant station-dependent
biases were observed with an overall mean values within 0-5 mm in ZTD and some extreme
values up to 10 mm, which were continuously reducing along with software developments and
precise products improvements. As an example, Fig. 3.7.2 shows a one-year monthly statistics
for the GOP solution.
In parallel to this centralized web service, several members developed their own monitoring
and automatic validation procedures, focusing on their contributions and specific needs.
WUELS developed an automatic assessment of real-time ZTDs by comparison with their near
real-time solution and developed an online tool to present the results graphically. Similarly,
ROB carry out automatic validations of its real-time products w.r.t. to its near real-time solution
for E-GVAP and w.r.t. to a post-processing PPP solution using the Bernese GNSS software 5.2.
These comparisons reported similar precision/accuracy as mentioned by GOP is achieved
(Pottiaux et al. 2015). ROB also developed a web interface that allows the monitoring of its
real-time solutions and to represent the results of its validation procedures.
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Figure 3.7.1: Left: network of 185 GNSS stations used in the operational real-time processing at ROB.
Right: Zoom over Belgium showing the Belgian dense network.

Figure 3.7.2: ASI/CGS Processing Scheme.

Figure 3.7.3: Web service for the monitoring of the GNSS4SWEC Real-Time Demonstration campaign.
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Figure 3.7.4: Long-term assessment of GOP real-time product: monthly mean biases and standard
deviations over 38 European and global stations of the Real-Time Demonstration campaign.

Product optimisation and validation
Existing operational real-time ZTD productions at GOP and University of Luxembourg have
been evaluated in European and global scopes (Douša and Václavovic, 2014; Ahmed et al.,
2016), and comparing to the standard near real-time regional and global products officially
contributing to E-GVAP (Douša and Václavovic, 2016). In addition to the Real-Time
Demonstration campaign, monitoring and validation, several members carried out offline
studies to optimize their strategy/software. Indeed, fine-tuning processing methodologies (i.e.
comparing various processing schemes over the same dataset and period) and assessing their
results could barely be done in a true real-time operation setup. Offline studies based on
simulating real-time processing overcome this problem. To this aim, GOP and ROB used the
dense network of the GNSS4SWEC WG1 Benchmark campaign (Douša et al., 2016), together
with archived real-time IGS global orbit and clock products, for optimizing their real-time
strategy using simulated real-time mode.
Using the offline studies, GOP has developed a hybrid scenario providing a new all-in-one or
flexible solutions optimally mixing features of real-time (RT), and near real-time (NRT)
processing modes (Douša et al. 2018), the latter using Kalman filter supported with a backward
smoother (Václavovic and Douša, 2016) and both using RT and NRT data and products. GOP
also assessed three different IGS global precise orbit and clock products, and showed that it
resulted in small impacts on differences in real-time ZTD estimates, but indicated an overall
systematic error of 2 mm for ZTD compared to (Douša et al., 2017). Similarly, ROB has used
its real-time simulated setup and the benchmark to produce 320 ZTD/gradient dataset flavours
(based on different constraints, constellation, orbit and clock products...), that was intercompared and studied to define an optimized processing strategy. The evaluation of the realtime gradients has been performed by Kačmařík et al. (2018). WUELS worked on a strategy
optimization (Hadaś et al., 2017) and proper GNSS weighting, due to the quality of real-time
products for various systems, satellite blocks and types (Kaźmierski et al., 2017). GFZ validated
real-time products including precise orbit/clock corrections, tropospheric parameters (Li et al.,
2015b).
Other related activities
In addition to the main objectives of this working group mentioned in the introduction, several
members have worked on the link between empirical tropospheric models, Numerical Weather
Models (NWM) and GNSS real-time processing software. In that context, the GNSS workgroup
at the Shanghai Astronomical Observatory has developed the SHAtrop empirical tropospheric
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model. The model improves the accuracy of real-time tropospheric modelling by ~30% over
China continent. The SHAtrop model provides real-time ZTDs and enables the capabilities of
decimetre-level real-time PPP (Chen et al. 2015, 2017). GFZ also investigated the use of realtime NMM data to augment the real-time GNSS precise positioning (Lu et al., 2016c, 2016d).
GOP demonstrated high-rate ZTD estimates and the use of NWM augmentation tropospheric
corrections in GNSS high-rate observations carried out on board of a vertically flying hot-air
balloon platform (Václavovic et al. 2017). Similarly, UNB used high-resolution NWM to
augment their PPP processing (not yet in real-time) and investigated cases where the NWM
information helps to stabilize solution and bring it to a sooner convergence.
As a first step towards developing true real-time tropospheric estimates and, thanks to the
operation of Australian national positioning infrastructure (NPI) and GPSnet in the Victorian
region, NRT ZTD information can be obtained with a very high spatial and temporal resolution
for Victoria, Australia. Since 2015 a new Near Real-Time NRT ZTD monitoring platform has
been established at SPACE Research Centre, RMIT. The platform can automatically retrieve
GPS data from both NPI and the Victorian GPSnet and then determine NRT hourly ZTDs across
about 154 stations. The ZTDs obtained are then converted to PWV by using surface
meteorological observations (i.e. pressure and temperature). All the obtained NRT ZTDs are
stored at the SPACE server with a delay of about half an hour, which provides valuable data
source for the forecasting and study of severe weather events. At the moment, only the
researchers at RMIT and the Australian Bureau of Meteorology can access the ZTD data, but
we plan to make it accessible to the scientific community in the near future.
Link to the users, review product format and requirements
Initial link with the user community (meteorologists, forecasters, nowcasters) has been
established via the Working Group 2 “Use of GNSS tropospheric products for high resolution
NWM and sever weather forecasting” of the COST Action ES1206 (GNSS4SWEC) and via EGVAP (objective 5). The use of real-time/ultra-fast tropospheric products for nowcasting and
severe weather monitoring was advertised, and the user requirements and product format
exchange was discussed (see also below). The impact of assimilation of GNSS high-resolution
tropospheric horizontal delay gradients was estimated in a variational data assimilation in
NWM (Zus et al., 2019). Improving GNSS ZWD interpolation by utilizing tropospheric
gradients with a dense station network in central Europe in the warm season was demonstrated
by Zus et al. (2019). In Belgium, ROB established a first link with the forecasters of the Royal
Meteorological Institute (RMI) to advertise this activity and its potential use in their day-to-day
forecast operation. In January 2019, GOP has started an operational real-time processing of all
available EUREF real-time streams (150) for a continuous contribution to the E-GVAP.
Working group meeting and outreach
The first IAG WG 4.3.7 working group meeting took place in Wroclaw (September 5-7, 2016),
along with the IAG Commission 4 Positioning and Applications Symposium. Six members
participated, discussing individual developments and future goals. Actually, these discussions
were started already a week before during the COST Action ES1206 Working Group meeting
in Potsdam (September 1-2, 2016) by several group members. Related presentations and
important discussions between provider and user communities took place during several EGVAP annual meetings and IGS Workshop in Wuhan (2018), which included also completing
the standardization of SINEX_TRO v2.0 format. The GNSS4SWEC Real-Time Demonstration
campaign, related developments and product assessment were presented at the IAG C4
Symposium and the COST ES1206 Final Workshop in ESTEC, Noordwijk.
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WG 4.3.8: GNSS tropospheric products for Climate
Chair:
Vice Chair:

Rosa Pacione (Italy)
Eric Pottiaux (Belgium)

Members
Full Members: A. Araszkiewicz (Poland), F. Alshawaf (Germany), O. Bock (France), J. Dousa
(Czech Republic), G. Dick (Germany), G. Halloran (United Kingdom), R. Heinkelmann
(Germany), G. Liu Zhizhao (Hong Kong), T. Ning (Sweden), M. Santos (Canada), Y. Shoji
(Japan), K. Stepniak (Poland), R. Van Malderen (Belgium), S. Vey (Germany), F. N. Teferle
(Luxembourg), J. Wang (United States)
Corresponding Members: A. Klos (Poland), S. Zengin Kazanci (Turkey)
Activities and publications during the period 2015-2019
The Joint Working Group was established in 2015 with the approval of the terms of reference
and objectives The main objectives targeted by the working group are: to assess existing
reprocessed GNSS tropospheric products, foster the development of forthcoming reprocessing
activities, test different homogenization methodologies to setup a common long-term
homogenized dataset to be re-used for climate trends and variability studies, review and update
GNSS-based product requirements and exchange formats for climate, and promote their use for
climate research, including a possible data assimilation of GNSS troposphere products in
climate reanalysis. The main targeted results and deliverables are datasets, reports and scientific
papers, which have been elaborated in collaboration among the participants.
The activities of this working group continued within the main lines sketched by the WG3
during the COST Action ES1206 “Advanced Global Navigation Satellite Systems tropospheric
products for monitoring severe weather events and climate” (GNSS4SWEC:
http://gnss4swec.knmi.nl/).

Figure 3.8.1: Timeline and Achievements.

The main objectives of this working group are: to assess existing reprocessed GNSS
tropospheric products, foster the development of forthcoming reprocessing activities, test
different homogenization methodologies to setup a common long-term homogenized data set
to be re-used for climate trends and variability studies, review and update GNSS-based product
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requirements and exchange formats for climate, and promote their use for climate research,
including a possible data assimilation of GNSS troposphere products in climate reanalysis.
The main targeted results and deliverables are data sets, reports and scientific papers, which
will be elaborated in collaboration between the participants. During the period 2015-2017, the
activities has followed the timeline reported in Fig. 3.8.1.
A dedicated website was set-up (http://iag-gnssclimate.oma.be/index.php, Figure 7) in order to
disseminate the main outcomes for each of the five scientific objectives, and a dedicated mailing
list (http://mailman-as.oma.be/mailman/listinfo/iag.gnssclimate) was established for the
communication among the members. After an inquiry sent out to the members about their
individual contribution(s), a work plan has been prepared and distributed. The work plan is also
publicly available on the website at http://iag-gnssclimate.oma.be/Outreach/Documents.php.

Figure 3.8.2: Screenshot of the main page of the website

Below are listed the main activities carried out during the 4-year period for each of the five
scientific objectives.
Objective 1 REPRO:
Assess existing reprocessed troposphere solutions and provide recommendations for the
forthcoming reprocessing activities.
International Reprocessing Activities:
• EUREF Tropospheric 2nd Reprocessing Campaign (Pacione, 2016, Pacione et al. 2017)
http://www.epncb.oma.be/_productsservices/troposphere/
A reference tropospheric dataset over Europe has been generated in the framework of the
second EPN (EUREF Permanent Network) Reprocessing campaign, hereafter EPN-Repro2.
A huge effort has been made by five EPN AC to homogenously reprocess the EPN network
for the period 1996-2014 (from GPS week 0834 to 1824) for providing solutions that are the
basis for deriving new coordinates, velocities, and troposphere parameters for the entire
EPN. The individual contributions are then combined in order to provide the official EPN
reprocessed products. The EPN-Repro2 tropospheric dataset is open to the user community.
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Solutions (eu0wwww7.tro.Z, where wwww is the GPS week) in SINEX-TRO format along
with a summary file (eu0wwww7.tsu.Z) with some statistics about it, can be downloaded at
the EPN-Repro2 product directory at the BKG data center. For each EPN stations time series
files are available here. The dataset has been evaluated against radiosonde data and European
Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) reanalysis (ERA-Interim) data.
• TIGA Reprocessing Campaign http://adsc.gfz-potsdam.de/tiga/index_TIGA.html
The consortium of the British Isles continuous GNSS Facility (BIGF) and the University of
Luxembourg TIGA Analysis Centre (BLT), as one of the ACs contributing to the IGS Tide
Gauge Benchmark Monitoring (TIGA) Working Group, completed a new solution using up
to 750 GPS stations with global distribution and observation time spans of 6 to 21 years. The
selected station network included all IGb08 core stations and more or less the complete
archive of TIGA, which encompasses a large number of GPS stations at or near the global
network of tide gauges. The GPS data was re-processed using the Centre for Orbit
Determination in Europe (CODE) final precise orbits and Earth orientation parameters. The
IGS08 satellites and receiver antenna phase center models were employed and an elevation
cut-off angle of 3° was adopted. In the reprocessing, the Vienna Mapping Function 1
(VMF1) was used. It allows the mapping function to describe the atmosphere with the finest
detail, leading to the highest precision in the derived tropospheric parameters. We also
modelled the azimuthal asymmetry in the troposphere using gradient (tilt) corrections in
North-South direction (GN) and in East-West direction (GE), following Chen and Herring
[1997]. In BSW52 the ZHD is parameterized as a piece-wise function variation of the delay
using a piecewise linear interpolation between temporal nodes. Observations of atmospheric
pressure at the GPS station offer high precision for the ZHD estimates and minimize station
height errors. However, many of the TIGA and IGS stations do not possess integrated
meteorological sensors. Thus, ZHD in units of meters was a priori obtained reliably from
surface pressure data from the gridded output of the ECMWF NWP model, and is provided
by VMF1 using the modified Saastamoinen model, which assumes that the atmosphere is in
hydrostatic equilibrium. The ZTD parameters were estimated in an interval of 1 hour with a
loose constraint of 5 meters. In addition, horizontal gradients in the North-South and EastWest directions are estimated in a 24 hour interval with the same 5 meters loose relative
constraint.
• GRUAN Reprocessing Campaign http://www.gfz-potsdam.de/en/section/space-geodetictechniques/projects/gruan/
The Global Climate Observing System (GCOS) Reference Upper Air Network (GRUAN)
of the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) is an international observing network,
designed to meet climate requirements. Upper air observations within the GRUAN network
will provide long-term high-quality climate records. The data will be used to constrain and
validate data from space based remote sensors, and for scientific studies of atmospheric
processes.
National Reprocessing Activities
• CORDEX.be Reprocessing Campaign (Belgium) http://cordex.meteo.be/
The CORDEX.be project brought together the Belgian climate and impact modelling
research groups into one network as the first step towards the realization of climate services.
It is based on the international CORDEX ("COordinated Regional Climate Downscaling
Experiment") project but the ".be" indicates that it goes beyond for Belgium. Within
CORDEX.be, a specific task is dedicated to the validation of the high-resolution (3 to 5 km
spatial resolution) climate simulations using GNSS-derived products. Therefore, a careful
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reprocessing of the historical observations at about 320 world-wide GNSS stations has been
carried out for the period 2000-2010 (period of assessment for the models). First results show
that the 4 climate models participating in this project correlate well with the GNSS-derived
products.
• Historical Reprocessing of the German Network (SAPOS).
• Reprocessing of the Japanese nationwide GNSS network (established mid-90’s) to derive
GNSS-based PWV (Precipitable Water vapour) using IGS’s 2nd reprocessed ephemerides
(IG2).
• IPGP-IGN (former IGN/LAREG) prepared a new enhanced global IWV dataset (436
stations over the 1994-2018 period) built up from CODE REPRO_2015 solution for the
period 1994-2014 and CODE operational solution for the period 2015-2018 (Bock, 2019).
Consistency between the two data streams has been checked on the common year 2014. The
ZTD data are based on long-arc (3-days) solutions produced by AIUB (University of Berne)
with a time sampling of 2 hours. The ZTD data have been screened based on a range-check
and outlier check, and converted to IWV using ERA-Interim pressure level data (one every
6 hours) with bi-linear horizontal interpolation from four surrounding grid points. Daily and
monthly IWV values are available from AERIS data portal (https://en.aeris-data.fr/)..
Objective 2 HOMO
Set-up a common GNSS climate dataset on which different homogenisation methodologies
can be tested. The homogenised common long-term dataset can then be re-used for climate
trends and variability studies within the community.
In the last years, several groups studied the homogeneity of the re-processed GNSS ZTD time
series. They clearly showed evidence that these time series, even if carefully reprocessed, still
suffer from inhomogeneity which e.g. may impact the calculation of the long-term water vapour
trend (and its associated error), hence preventing a correct and precise interpretation in terms
of climate change and time variabilities. Consequently during the COST Action ES1206
(GNSS4SWEC), a sub-WG was formed with the aim to inter-compare different statistical
methods that detects change points in time series, identify their capability, advantages and
drawbacks in identifying these change points, with the final goal to come up with a
homogenised dataset for further climate trends and variability studies within the community.
These activities have been a follow-up of the GNSS4SWEC sub-WG3 on data homogenisation.
In that context a specific attention will be given to the available meta-data necessary for the
homogenization, process and their exchange format (see also objective 4 on product
requirements and exchange formats). The ultimate objective if this activity is to use the
homogenized long-term datasets for further studies, e.g. determination of the long-term trends
of the water vapour, and/or investigation the temporal and spatial variability of the water vapour
To assess the performance of the different statistical methods synthetic datasets with increasing
complexity level and mimicking the characteristic of the actual dataset (i.e. the dataset that we
wanted to homogenise) have been created. It was then asked to run each statistical method on
each synthetic dataset and on daily and monthly aggregated time series, when possible. The
performance was then assessed in terms of statistical and probabilistic scores and skills, but
also in terms of CRMSEs and trend bias. In total 13 break detection methods (from 8 operators)
have been evaluated. The statistical methods includes 1) t-test with cutting algorithms, 2) t-test
with cutting algorithms, 3) t-test with cutting algorithm, and 4) t-test with cutting algorithms.
Recently, a new R-package dedicated to the homogenization of daily differenced GNSS IWV
series (candidate minus reference series) was developed at IPGP-IGN (former IGN/LAREG).
The segmentation algorithm is based on the classical model of a Gaussian random process with
the unknown means and multiple breakpoints, modified to account for specific characteristics
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of the GNSS – ERAI differences: a monthly varying variance (Bock et al., 2018) and a seasonal
bias represented by a Fourier series of order 4 (Quarello et al., in preparation). A penalized
maximum likelihood approach is used with several different penalty criteria implemented. The
R-package provides diagnostics such as the sum of squares, estimated parameters, their formal
errors, etc., to select the best solution. A fully automatic mode is also implemented. The Rpackage “GNSSseg” is available on the Comprehensive R Archive Network (https://cran.rproject.org/).
A review of the homogenization activity has been presented at EGU General Assembly 2019
(Pottiaux et al., 2019). The assessment of the performance of the different contributing
homogenization algorithms on the break identification for three different sets of benchmark
time series (with different complexity on the used noise model, the presence of gaps and trends)
will be submitted to JGR – Atmospheres in 2019.
Objective 3 ASSIM:
Advocate the data assimilation of GNSS troposphere products in Climate Re-Analysis.
Activities carried out during the period 2015-2019:
• At University at Albany: use GNSS PW (Precipitable Water) data to develop PW diurnal
matrices and validate weather and climate models, and plan to deploy a GNSS receiver in a
fix or mobile mode for New York State Mesonet validation and calibration.
• At the Met Office: As part of the European FP7 UERRA (Uncertainties in Ensembles of
Regional Re-analysis, http://www.uerra.eu/) project, EPN-Repro2 reprocessed Zenith Total
Delay observations were assimilated into a European regional climate model, which
produced a climate reanalysis for 1979 to 2014. Zenith Total Delay observations were bias
corrected using an online bias correction to account for any evolution of systematic bias. The
regional reanalysis data is available through the UERRA website.
• At Hong Kong Polytechnic University: collaboration with the China Meteorological
Administration (CMA) scientists to evaluate PW accuracy of CMA’s weather satellites’
various PW products, using GNSS-derived and other PW data (such as WVR) as a reference.
• At GFZ: In recent publications (Alshawaf et al. 2016 and Alshawaf et al. 2018) the temporal
trends estimated from GNSS time series are compared with those estimated from European
Center for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts Reanalysis (ERA-Interim) data and
meteorological measurements to evaluate climate evolution in Germany by monitoring
different atmospheric variables such as temperature and PWV (Precipitable Water vapour).
PWV time series were obtained by three methods: 1) estimated from ground-based GNSS
observations using the method of Precise Point Positioning (PPP), 2) inferred from ERAInterim reanalysis data, and 3) determined based on daily in situ measurements of
temperature and relative humidity. The other relevant atmospheric parameters are available
from surface measurements of meteorological stations or derived from ERA-Interim. The
trends are estimated using two methods; the first applies least squares to seasonally adjusted
time series and the second using the Theil-Sen estimator. The trends estimated at 113 GNSS
sites, with 10 and 19-year temporal coverage varies between −1.5 and 2 mm/decade with
standard deviations below 0.25 mm/decade. These values depend on the length and the
variations of the time series. Therefore, we estimated the PWV trends using ERA-Interim
and surface measurements spanning from 1991 to 2016 (26 years) at synoptic 227 stations
over Germany. The former shows positive PWV trends below 0.5 mm/decade while the latter
shows positive trends below 0.9 mm/decade with standard deviations below
0.03 mm/decade. The estimated PWV trends correlate with the temperature trends.
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We have determined linear trends of IWV from synchronized time series of VLBI and GNSS
atmospheric parameters as well as from ECMWF ERA-Interim at co-located sites. The three
solutions were all determined at GFZ. The GNSS solution was part of the second TIGA
reprocessing solution that included 840 stations in total (Deng et al., 2016) and the numerical
weather model was exploited applying the Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) software
(Zus et al. 2012; 2014; 2015). The VLBI solution was determined by the VLBI group at GFZ
with the software VieVS@GFZ (Nilsson et al. 2015). The linear IWV trends show a range
of values below 1 kg/m^2 / yr magnitude with positive and negative signs. The linear trends
significantly vary depending on the start and end date of the time series what is probably
caused by the large seasonal signals that show inter-annual variations. Some linear trends
are quite small or even insignificant. The agreement between the techniques is rather low
and sometimes the trends show different signs. As an explanation for the disagreement, we
suppose several data analysis aspects that affect the determination of atmospheric
parameters.
VLBI for Climate: As part of the assessment we investigated the sensitivity of linear trends
determined by VLBI w.r.t. various analysis options. One possibility for the trend differences
might be the usage of different delay and gradient mapping functions. We tested three
mapping functions: GPT2w (Böhm et al. 2015), Potsdam Mapping Function (PMF), and
VMF1 (Böhm et al. 2006), but did not find significant different IWV trends. The largest
effect on the trends was found to be the usage of atmospheric pressure in the analysis of
space geodetic techniques. The atmospheric pressure enters the a priori hydrostatic zenith
delay models in VLBI and GNSS analyses. A trend in the a priori hydrostatic zenith delays
in the sequel propagates into the trend of the non-hydrostatic zenith delays that is directly
proportional to the IWV trend. In contrast to other space geodetic techniques, VLBI data
have been recorded together with atmospheric pressure records from nearby meteorological
sensors. As any longer time series of meteorological data, these recordings need to be
homogenized. This has been done in the past and was recently repeated (Balidakis et al.
2016). The usage of different atmospheric pressure data for the analysis of space geodetic
techniques results in significantly different IWV trends (Balidakis et al. 2017).
• IPGP-IGN and LATMOS analysed IWV from GPS observations and two modern
atmospheric reanalyses (ERA-Interim and MERRA-2) for the period 1995–2010. Means,
variability and trend signs were in general good agreement. Regions and GPS stations with
poor agreement were investigated further. Representativeness issues, uncertainties in
reanalyses, and inhomogeneities in GPS were evidenced. Reanalyses were compared for an
extended period, and a focus on North Africa and Australia highlighted the impact of
dynamics on water vapour trends (Parracho et al., 2018). Consistency and representativeness
differences between GPS IWV data and ERA-Interim reanalysis were further investigated.
It was shown that both average and extreme representativeness differences exhibit a strong
location dependence (due to station specific geographic, topographic, and climatic features).
A methodology for reducing the representativeness errors and detecting the extreme,
outlying, cases was proposed (Bock and Parracho, 2019).
• Berckmans et al. (2018) used the EPN-Repro2 IWV dataset to evaluate the regional climate
model ALARO running at 20 km horizontal resolution and coupled to the land surface model
SURFEX, driven by the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF)
Interim Re-Analysis (ERA-Interim) data.
• SMHI (Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute) is contracted to provide the
Regional Reanalysis for Europe by the EU Copernicus Climate Change Service (C3S_322
Lot 1). A high-resolution (5 km grid) reanalysis from the early 1980's up to today will be
delivered. It uses state-of-the-art data assimilation and a wide range of observations
including many remote sensing instruments. GNSS Zenith Total Delay observations are
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planned to be used in the HARMONIE-ALADIN modelling system. There is several years
operational experience of using near real-time data at SMHI and its partner institutes. There
is a variational bias correction used and a white list of stations to be considered reliable. The
EPN-Repro2 data (Pacione et al. 2017) from 1997-2014 have been retrieved, resorted and
re-formatted for assimilation. A 4-week test assimilation has shown that it works and the
data give a reasonable and small positive impact. In addition, the operational EPN product
will be accessed after 2014.
• Van Malderen et al. (2018) compare and investigate different aspects of the Integrated Water
Vapour (IWV) variability for the period 1995/96-2010 at 118 globally distributed Global
Positioning System (GPS) sites, using additionally UV/VIS satellite retrievals by GOME,
SCIAMACHY and GOME-2 (denoted as GOMESCIA below), and ERA-Interim reanalysis
output at these site locations: the geographical distribution of the frequency distributions of
the IWV time series, the seasonal cycle and linear trend differences among the three different
datasets. Finally, we reconstruct the monthly mean IWV time series by means of a stepwise
multiple linear regression from the mean annual cycle, the linear trend, and a selection of
regionally dependent candidate explanatory variables.
Objective 4 FORMAT:
Review and update GNSS-based product requirements and exchange format for climate. An
effort on SINEX-TRO standardization is on-going in collaboration with the GNSS4SWEC
WG3, E-GVAP, IGS, EUREF, and GRUAN. The collection, exchange format, and usage of
meta-data information (particularly important for the processing and for the homogenisation)
might be revisited in this context.
Interaction with other research programmes
Collaboration/cooperation is on-going with researchers from national, European and
international organisations through participation of experts to the working group activities:
1. IGS (The International GNSS Service, http://www.igs.org), including the IGS Troposphere
and the TIGA (The GPS Tide Gauge Benchmark Monitoring, http://adsc.gfzpotsdam.de/tiga/index_TIGA.html) working groups.
2. EUREF (The Reference Frame Sub-Commission for Europe, http://www.euref.eu).
3. GRUAN (The GRUAN GNSS-PW Task Team,
http://www.dwd.de/EN/research/international_ programme/gruan/tt_gnss-pw.html).
4. E-GVAP (The EUMETNET EIG GNSS water VApour Program, http://egvap.dmi.dk).
5. European FP7 project UERRA (Uncertainties in Ensembles of Regional Re-analysis,
http://www.uerra.eu/).
6. GEWEX water vapor assessment (G-VAP, http://gewex-vap.org).
7. IAG JWG 1.3: Tropospheric ties.
Outreach Presentations
The activities of the working group have been presented at the following conferences:
• IAG JWG 4.3.8: GNSS tropospheric products for Climate, R. Pacione, E. Pottiaux and JWG
members, COST ES1206 Workshop, 8-10 March 2016, Reykjavik, Island.
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• IAG JWG 4.3.8: GNSS tropospheric products for Climate, E. Pottiaux, R. Pacione and JWG
members, IAG Commission 4 Symposium Wroclaw, Poland, 4-7 September 2016
http://www.igig.up.wroc.pl/IAG2016/.
• IAG JWG 4.3.8: GNSS tropospheric products for Climate: Objectives and Future Plans, R.
Pacione, E. Pottiaux, and JWG members, EGU GA, Vienna 23-28 April 2017,
http://meetingorganizer.copernicus.org/EGU2017/EGU2017-8332.pdf.
An IAG workshop on ‘Satellite Geodesy for Climate’ was organized in September 19-21, 2017,
in Bonn, Germany. This was a joint workshop between the IAG SC 2.6: ‘Gravity and Mass
Transport in the Earth System’, the IAG JWG 2.6.1: ‘Geodetic Observations for Climate Model
Evaluation’, and the IAG JWG 4.3.8: ‘GNSS Tropospheric Products for Climate’.
These two JWGs are the pillars for the foundation of the IAG Inter-Commission Committee on
‘Geodesy for Climate Research’ (ICCC). It will be proposed, and most likely accepted, during
the next IUGG conference in Montreal in July 2019, and will continue the roadmap initiated at
the successful workshop ‘Satellite Geodesy for Climate Studies’, which, for the first time,
brought together geodesists representing all different observation techniques and climate
scientists in a dedicated framework.
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WG 4.3.9: GNSS-R
Chair:
Vice Chair:

Felipe Nievinski (Brazil)
Thomas Hobiger (Sweden)

Members
Karen Boniface (France), Estel Cardellach (Spain), Rüdiger Haas (Sweden), Kosuke Heki
(Japan), Yukihito Kitazawa (Japan), Kristine Larson (USA), Wei Liu (Germany), Manuel
Martín-Neira (Europe), Miguel Ribot (Switzerland), Nicolas Roussel (France), Maximilian
Semmling (Germany), Joakim Strandberg (Sweden), Sajad Tabibi (Luxembourg), Sibylle Vey
(Germany), Kegen Yu (China), Wei Wan (China), Jens Wickert (Germany), Simon Williams
(UK)
Activities and publications during the period 2015-2017
A kick-off meeting was organized during the European Geophysical Union General Assembly
on 20 April 2016. It was attended by Thomas Hobiger, Estel Cardellach, Maximilian
Semmling, Yukihito Kitazawa, and Nicolas Roussel on site and Felipe Nievinski remotely.
Felipe prepared and sent slides to the whole IAG WG prior to the meeting. Simon Williams
provided comments via email. During the meeting, the ten objectives of the WG were reviewed
and revised. Minutes of the meeting were prepared and circulated among WG members on 25
May 2016; a copy is provided in Annex II.
We established liaisons with neighboring organizations, such as the Permanent Service for
Mean Sea Level (PSMSL) and the IEEE Geosciences and Remote Sensing Society (GRSS). It
should be noted that IEEEE GRSS has its own GNSS-R working group, though it has a broader
scope than WG 4.3.9.
The WG scope has been clarified so as to contemplate two types of geodetic GNSS-R. It now
includes both the retrieval of GNSS-R environmental parameters by means of geodetic
instrumentation and the utilization of generic GNSS-R information to aid in geodetic
positioning. Ground-based soil moisture retrievals derived from IGS tracking station data
would be an example of the former type of geodetic GNSS-R. Airborne GNSS-R soil moisture
retrievals, later used to correct for seasonal loading at co-located ITRF sites, would be an
example of the latter type. It was proposed that GNSS-R tide gauges for sea level monitoring
be the IAG WG flagship data product, as it is perceived as the most mature target for geodetic
GNSS-R.
In June 2016 an abstract titled "Current status and future activities of the IAG/GGOS joint
working group 4.3.9 on GNSS reflectometry" was submitted to the IAG Commission 4
Symposium. The poster was later presented, on 4-7 September 2016, by Jens Wickert in
Wroclaw, Poland. An inter-comparison campaign on GNSS-R for sea level monitoring was
announced on 16 August 2016. It was planned as an opportunity to validate retrieval solutions
from independent research groups under comparable conditions. Results will also serve to
showcase the level of maturity attained with this technique as a potential GGOS data product.
Measurements collected at a sea-facing location having a conventional tide gauge nearby were
made available to the WG members. We have started with station GTGU at the Onsala Space
Observatory for the one-year period from 1st July 2015 to 31 June 2016. The 1-Hz GNSS data
(8 GB size) was generously provided by the team at Chalmers University (Rüdiger Haas,
Thomas Hobiger, and Joakim Strandberg).
Five groups submitted retrieval solutions for the inter-comparison campaign: Chalmers
University, Sweden; University of Luxembourg, Luxembourg and Federal University RGS,
Brazil; GFZ Potsdam, Germany; University of Toulouse, France; and the National
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Oceanography Centre, UK. Initial comparison between GNSS-R and the conventional tide
gauge indicate very high correlation (0.99), centimeter-level error (2-3 cm), and few-percent
bias regression slope bias (1-4% overestimation) in sea level height for some solutions. Figure
1 and 2 illustrate the conditions.
In January 2017 the campaign goals and preliminary results were summarized and submitted
as an abstract for the session "Geodetic remote sensing", part of the Joint Scientific Assembly
of the International Association of Geodesy and the International Association of Seismology
and Physics of the Earth's Interior. The event is to be held in Kobe, Japan, from July 30 to
August 4, 2017 and the session is convened by Michael Schmidt and co-convened by WG
members Jens Wickert and Felipe Nievinski. The WG was well represented at the GNSS+R
2017 – Specialist Meeting on Reflectometry using GNSS and other Signals of Opportunity (2325 May 2017, in Ann Arbor, U.S.), with 15 presentations as listed in Annex I. For the next
edition of the event, GNSS+R 2019 (20-22 May 2019, in Benevento, Italy), again several
abstracts have been submitted by WG members and selected for presentation, as listed in Annex
III.
In the year 2018 the WG suffered a hiatus period, although members remained active in their
individual efforts related to GNSS-R. Annex IV lists all publications related to GNSS-R by WG
members during the 2015-2019 term.
In early 2019 activities resumed, with the finalization of a 15-page manuscript reporting results
from the first inter-comparison campaign, to be submitted to the Journal of Geodesy. A
summary was submitted and accepted for presentation at the 27th IUGG General Assembly (0818 July 2019, Montreal, Canada).
The rest of the term was spent on pending objectives. We have started an inventory of GNSS
stations demonstrated in the literature for reflectometry purposes, focusing on sea-level sensing;
Table 3.9.1 indicates the stations that have been used in multiple studies, while Annex VI lists
these instances in more detail. Finally, tentative GNSS-R site guidelines for multi-purpose
GNSS stations were drafted but have not reached final form (Annex VII).
In summary, the WG objectives were met as follows:
1. Identify GNSS-R products which have a strong relation to IAG services and goals: relevant
GNSS-R products were identified during kick-off meeting.
2. Foster and establish interactions with neighboring societies (such as the IEEE Geoscience
and Remote Sensing Society, GRSS) and cooperate with technological, engineering, and
operational entities related to GNSS (e.g., the International GNSS Service, IGS), identifying
common goals and detecting potential synergies: implemented in the first year.
3. Provide an online inventory of GNSS-R products relevant to geodesy and point to
corresponding data archives: not developed.
4. Evaluate the possibility to obtain formal errors for GNSS-R products in order to enable
better combination with other data-sets: an initial uncertainty evaluation was performed
and reported as part of the first inter-comparison campaign.
5. Provide guidelines and define formats for GNSS-R products being used for geodetic
purposes: not developed.
6. Organize working meetings with GNSS-R experts, while also inviting stakeholders from
the geodetic community to participate in such events: WG members took part in the
organizing committee for the IEEE GNSS+R meetings.
7. Extend IGS Site Guidelines so as to maximize the shared usefulness of new GNSS site
installations for reflectometry applications: a tentative version was provided.
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8. Supplement the GNSS-R Campaign Spreadsheet (initiated by the IEEE GRSS) so as to list
existing GNSS tracking stations that can be leveraged for reflectometry purposes: an initial
version was provided.
9. Evaluate the feasibility of a pilot project on GNSS-R for coastal sea level monitoring,
demonstrating its current level of maturity towards an operational service; possibly in
cooperation with the IGS Tide Gauge WG (IGS-TIGA): a first inter-comparison campaign
was successfully accomplished.
10. Plan future inter-comparison campaigns for the cross-validation of theoretical model
simulations and measurement parameter retrievals: future campaigns were outlined at the
end of the manuscript.
Table 3.9.2: Number of articles reporting on each GNSS station.
Station
Occurrences
SC02
5
GTGU
5
BRST
4
SPBY
3
BUR2
3
PBAY
2

Figure 3.9.1: Two representative solutions of the GNSS-R sea level inter-comparison campaign.

Figure 3.9.2: Photograph of the first inter-comparison site at Onsala Space Observatory, Sweden.
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Annex I: Presentations by WG members at the GNSS+R 2017 Workshop
• "IAG/GGOS inter-comparison campaign on SNR-based GNSS reflectometry for sea level
monitoring" by Felipe Nievinski, Thomas Hobiger, Karen Boniface, Rüdiger Haas, Wei Liu,
Nicolas Roussel, Joakim Strandberg, Sajad Tabibi, Sibylle Vey, Jens Wickert, and Simon
Williams;
• "Tropospheric delays in ground-based GNSS multipath reflectometry – Towards a unified
angular/linear refraction model using ray-tracing simulations" by Felipe Nievinski and
Simon Williams;
• "GNSS multipath reflectometry for coastal sea level monitoring: Extended dynamic model
based on the sea vertical acceleration" by Sajad Tabibi and Felipe Nievinski;
• "Troposphere self-calibration in ground-based GNSS-R" by Thomas Hobiger, Joakim
Strandberg, and Rüdiger Haas;
• "Retrieving sea surface heights by inverse modeling of GNSS SNR data" by Joakim
Strandberg, Thomas Hobiger, and Rüdiger Haas;
• "GNSS as a sea ice sensor – detecting coastal freeze states with ground-based GNSS-R" by
Joakim Strandberg, Thomas Hobiger, and Rüdiger Haas;
• "Synoptic iGNSS-R altimetry from aircraft using SPIR" by Estel Cardelach et al.;
• "The Bi-Band Software PARIS Interferometric Receiver" by Estel Cardelach et al.;
• "Wavpy: an open-source tool for the GNSS+R community" by Estel Cardelach et al.;
• "The GRAIS project: one year of GNSS reflectometry in Antarctica" by Estel Cardelach et al.;
• "A Fram Strait Experiment: Sensing Sea Ice Conditions using Shipborne GNSS
Reflectometry" by Maximilian Semmling, Jens Wickert, et al.;
• "A new era in space-borne GNSS Reflectometry: Potentials in near real time storm scale
predictions" by Jens Wickert et al.
• "GNSS Reflectometry onboard the International Space Station with GEROS-ISS: Review of
activities and current status" by Jens Wickert, Manuel Martin-Neira, Estel Cardelach, et al.;
• "Reduced GEROS-ISS Mission" by Manuel Martin-Neira, Jens Wickert, Estel Cardelach, et al.;
• "Snow Depth Estimation Based on Multipath Phase Combination of BDS Triple-Frequency
Signals" by Kegen Yu et al.;
• "PBO H2O 2012-2017: Environmental Products from GPS Reflections" by Kristine Larson
et al.
Annex II: Minutes of the kick-off meeting
The kick-off meeting started at 3 pm local time and lasted for 90 minutes. It was attended by
Thomas Hobiger, Estel Cardellach, Maximilian Semmling, and Nicolas Roussel on site and
Felipe Nievinski remotely. FN sent slides to the whole IAG WG prior to the meeting. Simon
Williams (UK) provided comments via email. FN started reviewing the ten objectives as given
in the terms of reference.
Objective #1, “Identify GNSS-R products which have a strong relationship to IAG services and
goals,” lead to two forms of geodetic GNSS-R products: internal ones, with the IAG as a
consumer (i.e., GNSS-R providing ancillary products for geodetic purposes); and external
products, with the IAG as a producer (e.g., environmental by-products of geodetic instruments
enabled by GNSS-R). The following possibilities of geodetic GNSS-R products were raised:
sea level, snow depth, soil moisture, vegetation, and sea state. FN suggested that sea level could
serve internally for ocean tidal loading and externally for coastal altimetry; SW found the
internal contribution non-significant as it could only improve current tidal models at locations
where no tide gauges exist. FN remarked that ground-based snow depth and soil moisture could
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serve internally as input for hydrological loading corrections in GNSS positioning and
externally for weather/climate monitoring. MS mentioned that air- and space-borne platforms
should be considered in addition to ground-based networks, especially for sea altimetry. FN
remarked that retrievals of vegetation (biomass, greenness, etc.) and sea state (wind waves)
were less well developed, and proposed GNSS-R tide gauges as the IAG WG flagship product,
as it is perceived as the most mature target for geodetic GNSS-R.
Objective #2 was titled “Foster and establish interactions with neighboring societies (e.g.,
IEEE GRSS) and cooperate with entities related to GNSS (e.g., the IGS), identifying common
goals and detecting potential synergies.” FN added on the geodetic side the IGS Tide Gauge
Benchmark Monitoring WG (IGS TIGA) and the Global Geodetic Observing System (GGOS);
and on the oceanographic side the Global Sea Level Observing System (GLOSS), the
Permanent Service for Mean Sea Level (PSMSL), and the Système d'Observation du Niveau
des Eaux Littorales (SONEL). FN indicated the IAG WG could benefit from having liaisons
with these organizations. EC had offered to bridge efforts with the IEEE WG, which she cochairs. SW volunteered to serve as liaison with the PSMSL and IGS-TIGA, of which he is
already a member. FN identified as shared goals with the IEEE WG two of its resources that
had been recently publicized within the IAG WG: the GNSS-R discussion list, hosted by
NASA/JPL, and which has a wider scope compared to the IAG WG mailing list; and the
campaign spreadsheet, initiated by EC and recently augmented by MS, which could be further
extended so as to include geodetic networks – EC advised to create a separate sheet in the IEEE
WG spreadsheet for that. As for the IGS, common goals could include: mass loading
corrections, improved site guidelines, and tide gauge leveling. With regard to oceanographic
organizations, shared interests would be, again, tide gauge leveling and also shared GNSS data.
At this point EC was kindly invited to present an overview of GNSS-R opportunities, based on
the technical report "State of the Art Description Document," prepared as a deliverable of the
ongoing E-GEM project (available at <www.e-gem.eu>). EC first discussed the applicability
of various GNSS-R retrieval algorithms in three platform altitudes (ground, air, and space) for
a number of products: altimetry (sea level), scatterometry (sea wind and waves), sea surface
salinity, soil moisture, vegetation/biomass, and the cryosphere (snow, sea-ice, and glaciers).
Then she summarized how the GNSS-R spatial resolution varied with receiver altitude as well
as transmitter elevation angle; and illustrated the global coverage for multiple GNSS
constellations. Finally, EC described the latest and upcoming spaceborne GNSS-R missions,
including UK-TDS1, 3Cat-2, CYGNSS, and GEROS-ISS. TH and MS asked about the data
availability of the first ongoing mission; EC responded that vast quantities of delay-Doppler
maps as well as a few raw data sets are freely available.
Discussion resumed on the objectives, with #3 reading “Provide an online inventory of GNSSR products relevant to geodesy and point to corresponding data archives.” FN pointed out the
current scientific debate on reproducibility and open science in general, emphasizing that open
data – including output retrievals, input measurements, and in situ validation – could help
protect against unwarranted claims in the literature and serve as a solid foundation for further
development in retrieval algorithms. FN indicated that geodetic GNSS-R products can be a
result of a near operational service, one-off efforts, or can be periodically updated and extended
for longer time series. It was proposed that the IAG WG could host a webpage linking to
geodetic GNSS-R products, such as the PBO-H2O portal (University of Colorado Boulder) and
eventually similar efforts by other research groups worldwide.
Objective 8 was considered next, as it was closely related to #3: “Supplement the GNSS-R
Campaign Spreadsheet (initiated by the IEEE GRSS) so as to list existing GNSS tracking
stations that can be leveraged for reflectometry purposes.” FN rephrased it as “build a list of
publicly-known GNSS stations demonstrated for GNSS-R purposes in the literature.” It could
include both temporary campaigns and continuously-operating reference stations. While the
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previous objective #3 focused on products or output retrievals, the current objective #8
considered input measurements (#8). At least metadata should be provided in case any dataset
is too large. Volunteers would be needed so as to draft such a listing; NR suggested that PhD
students could be appropriate candidates.
Straddling the two previous objectives, #3 and #8, FN volunteered to curate a topical geodetic
GNSS-R data repository, for researchers interested in publicizing their article’s data (input,
output, and validation) in machine-readable format. He envisioned leveraging existing
software-as-a-service infrastructure – such as figshare, Dryad, and Dataverse – to facilitate
citations and track usage (via, e.g., DataCite Digital Object Identifiers). Potential contributing
authors would get credit for their data collection efforts and be allowed to impose preferred
usage policies at their discretion.
Objective #5 is connected to both #3 and #8: “Provide guidelines and define [data and
metadata] formats for GNSS-R products being used for geodetic purposes [as well as geodetic
measurements being used for GNSS-R purposes]” [portions in brackets are absent in the official
terms of reference]. FN argued that the format of output products may be left up to their
respective data producers to specify, but the IAG WG could issue recommendations for input
measurement formats. Possibilities include RINEX version 3 (which supports modernized and
multi-GNSS SNR better than version 2), the software-defined radio format sponsored by the
Institute of Navigation (<sdr.ion.org>), and an undetermined open format for delay-Doppler
maps (DDM) as well as correlation-vs-delay waveforms. Finally, formats could be established
for data elements at intermediate processing levels in a typical GNSS-R data workflow, linking
instrument-oriented measurements on the one end to geophysical products on the other end.
(For example, reflector heights are an intermediate quantity between signal-to-noise ratio and
snow depth.) A more pressing need currently is the definition of a metadata format to support
objectives #3 and #8, encompassing aspects such as temporal coverage (extent: start/end
epochs; resolution: sampling rate, duty cycle, etc.), spatial coverage (extent: latitude/longitude
limits; resolution: Fresnel or glistening zones), equipment (antenna: model, orientation, height;
receiver: model, firmware, settings), retrieval (observable, algorithm), validation (coverage in
time and space; error statistics), etc. Again, a call for volunteers was issued.
Objective #6 is “Organize working meetings with GNSS-R experts, while also inviting
stakeholders from the geodetic community to participate in such events,” to which FN added:
“present posters to update various communities (GNSS at large, non-geodetic GNSS-R,
oceanographic, etc.) about our progress. The IAG WG is part of the IAG Commission 4, which
will hold a symposium next September in Poland, and has abstracts due June 15; this would be
a first opportunity to publicize our objectives and future plans. Another upcoming opportunity
in is the AGU Fall Meeting in December, which has abstracts due around August 5. TH
reminded about IGARSS 20116, July in Beijing, although abstracts were due last January.
Besides these recurring annual events, other pertinent events are the GNSS+R Workshop in
2017, the IGS Workshop in 2018, and the IUGG Assembly in 2019. It was agreed that any
attending member could represent the IAG WG in a poster presentation.
Objective #7 reads “Extend IGS Site Guidelines [SG] so as to maximize the shared usefulness
of new GNSS site installations for reflectometry applications.” FN recalled that the SG were
last update in July 2015 by the IGS Central Bureau and that it contains several elements
pertinent to GNSS-R, such as section 6, “TIGA Stations” and section 2, “General Station
Guidelines” (with subsection 2.1, Strict general guidelines, and 2.2, Recommended general
guidelines). A number of proposals were made. TH mentioned the usefulness of having a sky
visibility mask, i.e., a profile of elevation angle-vs-azimuth corresponding to the highest
obstructions (or the lowest uninterrupted clearance) around a GNSS station. FN listed as
additional proposal that station operators consider maximizing the potential of new sites for
reflectometry purposes (e.g., by guaranteeing clearance/visibility at negative elevation angles
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to natural surfaces such as soil and sea and avoiding the built environment). TH asked if
recommendations could be made about the proximity to surfaces, in terms of ideal horizontal
distance and vertical height as well as their minimum and maximum limiting values. FN
recalled the interplay between the height of the antenna above the surface on the one hand and
both height and distance of obstructions such as trees. Further proposals were: operators to
give preference to antennas with publicly available gain patterns; to provide additional photos
(including panoramic); to indicate the existence of in situ measurements (tide gauges, soil
moisture probes, snow depth sensors) and where their detailed metadata can be found. As with
other objectives, the IAG WG needs volunteers to draft these proposals and study the existing
site guidelines (e.g., section items 2.1.12, 2.1.37, 2.2.22, 2.2.8, 6.*, etc.).
The last remaining objectives were grouped together: #4, “Evaluate the possibility to obtain
formal errors for GNSS-R products in order to enable better combination with other data-sets;”
#9, “Evaluate the feasibility of a pilot project on GNSS-R for coastal sea level monitoring,
demonstrating its current level of maturity towards an operational service;” and #10, “Plan
future inter-comparison campaigns for the cross-validation of theoretical model simulations
and measurement parameter retrievals.” Preliminary planning between the chair and vicechair led to the idea of a sea level monitoring demonstration campaign with 3 sites for 3 months.
If successful, it could serve as a model for future demonstrations for other environmental
targets, such as snow depth, soil moisture, etc. Although many studies have been published
about this topic, it would be the first time that a coordinated effort is made to compare and
cross-validate solutions from different groups for a given common dataset. Making an analogy
with the IGS, many groups worldwide perform GNSS satellite orbit determination, and their
ephemerides solutions are routinely combined in a weighted average under the umbrella of the
IGS analysis center. It was envisioned that an international GNSS-R sea-level service could be
setup in a few years, and that the IAG WG should relay such a level of maturity to the geodetic
and the oceanographic communities. TH offered Onsala, Sweden, as one of the three sites;
there is in situ validation (conventional tide gauge) nearby. Any GNSS equipment, observable,
and algorithm would be allowed; there would be an opportunity for setting up experimental
receivers/antennas if any research group so desired. NR mentioned the Cordouan site in France.
There was a call for other sites. Preliminary results are to be presented in a poster and final
results would be submitted for publication in a journal.
Finally, a summary of current needs is:
• compile list of GNSS stations demonstrated for GNSS-R purposes in the literature;
• compile metadata documenting input measurements, output retrievals, and in situ data used
in each study listed above
• define an initial metadata format;
• create webpage linking to GNSS-R products (routine or near operational rather than
temporary or one-off efforts);
• create prototype of open science data curation platform for GNSS-R;
• draft proposed changes for IGS Site Guidelines;
• obtain sea-facing GNSS sites (with tide gauge nearby) for the demonstration.
Annex III: WG member presentations at the GNSS+R 2019 Meeting
• PRETTY: Cubesat for precise altimetry using navigation satellites (Jens Wickert et al.)
• Spaceborne carrier phase altimetry using gnss reflected signals at grazing angles of
observation over open sea water (Estel Cardellach et al.)
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• An overview of tropospheric delays in ground-based GNSS reflectometry (Thalia
Nikolaidou et al.)
• Motivation for dense coastal ground-based GNSS-R networks (Joakim Strandberg et al.)
• Forward and inverse modeling of SNR-based GNSS reflectometry for soil moisture retrieval
in Luxembourg (Sajad Tabibi et al.)
• Open-source hardware options for SNR-based GPS/GNSS reflectometry: Proof-of-concept
and initial validation (Manuella Fagundes et al.)
• Towards a vertical sensor array for sub-hourly sea level retrieval in SNR-based GNSS
reflectometry (Mauricio Yamawaki et al.)
• Impact of sea surface temperature on GNSS-R observations over mesoscale ocean eddies;
preliminary results from CYGNSS (Mostafa Hoseini et al.)
• Recent advances and prospects in spaceborne GNSS-R: Can machine learning help in data
modeling and analysis? (Milad Asgarimehr et al.)
• Estimation of Soil Moisture and Sea Ice Concentration A GNSS Reflectometry Concept
(Maximilian Semmling et al.)
• GNSS-based remote sensing: Innovative observation of key hydrological parameters in the
Central Andes (Nikolaos Antonoglou)
• GNSS derived soil moisture from the global IGS permanent network (Tzvetan Simeonov et
al.)
• Kepler observing Earth - A reflectometry concept for ocean altimetry (Kyriakos Balidakis)
• GNSS Reflectometry for sea ice detection using differential delay waveform from UK
TechDemoSat-1 data (Yongchao Zhu et al.)
• Investigating the altimetric sensitivity of grazing elevation data - A case study at
Kongsfjorden, Svalbard (Saman Khajeh et al.)
• Cycle ambiguity resolution in GNSS-R carrier phase altimetry (Manuel Martin-Neira et al.)
Annex IV: WG member publications
(Note: we have included only journal publications, excluding conference proceedings.)
Aparicio, J. M., Cardellach, E., & Rodríguez, H. (2018). Information content in reflected signals during GPS Radio
Occultation observations. Atmospheric Measurement Techniques, 11(4), 1883–1900. https://doi.org/10.5194/amt11-1883-2018
Asgarimehr, M., Zavorotny, V., Wickert, J., & Reich, S. (2018). Can GNSS Reflectometry Detect Precipitation
Over Oceans? Geophysical Research Letters, 45(22), 12,585-12,592. https://doi.org/10.1029/2018GL079708
Asgarimehr, M., Wickert, J., & Reich, S. (2018). TDS-1 GNSS Reflectometry: Development and Validation of
Forward Scattering Winds. IEEE Journal of Selected Topics in Applied Earth Observations and Remote Sensing,
11(11), 4534–4541. https://doi.org/10.1109/ JSTARS.2018.2873241
Ban, W., Yu, K., & Zhang, X. (2018). GEO-Satellite-Based Reflectometry for Soil Moisture Estimation: Signal
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JWG 1.3: Troposphere ties
Chair:
Vice Chair:

Robert Heinkelmann (Germany)
Jan Douša (Czech Republic)

Members
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Krzysztof Sośnica (Poland), Peter Steigenberger (Germany), Kamil Teke (Turkey), Daniela
Thaller (Germany), Xiaoya Wang (China), Pascal Willis (France), Florian Zus (Austria)
Activities and publications during the period 2015-2019
The Joint Working Group was established in 2015 with the approval of the terms of reference
and objectives. The JWG chair gave the first presentation about the objectives at the IAG
Commission 4 Meeting at the Wroclaw University of Environmental and Life Sciences,
Wroclaw, Poland, on 5th of September 2016, see http://www.igig.up.wroc.pl/
IAG2016/?page=2. The first regular JWG Meeting was held on the 26th of April 2017 aside
the EGU General Assembly at Vienna University of Technology, Vienna, Austria. Following
that, two more meetings were held in conjunction with EGU General Assemblies 2018 and
2019. We thank the Vienna University of Technology, namely Johannes Böhm, Gregor Möller
and Daniel Landskron, for kindly providing meeting rooms and hosting our JWG meetings
during EGU.
Tropospheric ties are the way to compare or combine tropospheric slant delays or tropospheric
parameters obtained from various stations and / or space geodetic techniques. The state of the
art is working with tropospheric parameters, however, in principle the tie between slant delays
should be more direct. Typically, the tropospheric parameters considered for tropospheric ties
are obtained synchronously at co-location sites. One of the largest systematic component of the
tropospheric tie is the tropospheric parameter difference caused by different physical heights of
stations. For this time-variable vertical scaling either hypsometric propagation of
meteorological quantities and corresponding zenith delays (Teke et al. 2011) or ray tracing
differences (Heinkelmann et al. 2016) can be used. Besides this major systematic effect, the
different sampling of atmosphere through the individual observation geometry and the earlier
effects through refraction in the ionosphere were identified as potential systematics for ground
based space geodetic techniques. Both remain to be investigated in more detail.
During the 2015 – 2019 term, the working group primarily progressed on the derivation and
comparison of refraction of optical and radio signals through the neutral atmosphere. This is a
crucial requirement, when optical techniques, such as SLR, are to be included in a combination
of tropospheric parameters together with space geodetic techniques at radio wavelength (GNSS,
DORIS, and VLBI). Most of the Working Group Members were concerned with tropospheric
parameter determination and / or theoretical atmospheric modelling or ray tracing and hence,
the assessment of the effects of tropospheric parameter combination on the reference frame or
station coordinates determination did not progress at the same level. It remains to be studied in
full detail. Hopefully, this objective can be reached in the upcoming term with a slightly revised
group of members.
Of course a number of additional techniques are available and provide or require atmospheric
refraction corrections, such as SAR and InSAR, Altimetry, water vapor radiometers etc. If the
working group can involve scientists from these and other disciplines, comparison with those
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techniques apart from the four ITRF techniques (GNSS, SLR, DORIS and VLBI), might
provide very interesting insights as well.
During past years, Geodetic Observatory Pecny (GOP) has developed a powerful database,
GOP-TropDB (Gyori and Dousa, 2017), for the intra-/inter-technique comparisons for
tropospheric parameters stemming from data analyses of space geodetic techniques. The
database was completed with a web-gui service for interactive exploration of site/pair metadata
and comparison statistics. It is under construction within the IGS Tropospheric WG (Hackman
et al, 2016). The current database is ready to accommodate tropospheric path delays in zenith
and horizontal gradients estimated using data of GNSS, VLBI and DORIS, Numerical Weather
Model (NWM) re-analysis and radiosondes at least. For inter-technique comparisons of nearby
stations, tropospheric parameters usually refer to different locations and thus require vertical,
time-dependent correction between site reference altitudes. We developed and assessed several
models for calculating tropospheric ties/corrections and vertical scaling with support of
different parametrization, vertical approximations and different meteorological data. With the
help of the IGS Tropospheric WG a letter of endorsement was created and sent to IVS in order
to increase the awareness of the tropospheric products and to improve the IVS tropospheric
parameter combination. We thank S. Bayram, Chair of the IGS TWG, for her invaluable help
in that regard.
The tropospheric ties are optimally separated into two components - zenith dry and wet delays
- and we thus focused on developing new model particularly for the wet scaling (Dousa and
Elias, 2014). Different strategies for both wet and dry scaling were evaluated in the scenario
using numerical weather data fields only, i.e. by approximating NWM differences in vertical
profile by using new models for parameter scaling. Additionally, the impact of tropospheric ties
was assessed in a comparison of GNSS and radiosonde tropospheric parameters and it will be
finally evaluated by applying tropospheric ties specifically for GNSS and VLBI intra/intertechnique site collocations.
The online service has been developed for calculating tropospheric parameters from NWM
reanalysis which can be directly used for several scenarios of calculating tropospheric ties. The
web
is
currently
available
at
http://www.pecny.cz/Joomla25/index.php/goptropdb/tropomodel-service and it is under preparation to become a part of the IGS Tropospheric
WG webpages (http://www.igs.org).
swisstopo is since years active in generating information which allow to extract tie information.
With the enhancement from GPS to GPS/GLO in 2008, 9 from 30 site antennas and receivers
were not switched to the new technology: parallel to the continued GPS-only station double
stations were build. Furthermore, local tie measurement linked these double stations on a
precision of a millimeter (baselines of some 10 meters).
In May 2015, all permanent stations (with the exception of the old GPS-only stations) were
enhanced to GPS/GLO/GAL/BDS and a data flow based on RINEX3 was established in
summer 2015. Since summer 2016 the complete processing chain is switched to Multi-GNSS
using a special development version of the Bernese Software and using CODES MGEX orbit
products. The tie information is extremely helpful, because the antennas were "only" calibrated
on GPS/GLO.
Routinely, so-called inter system transformation parameters are calculated on a daily basis,
showing the differences of coordinates and troposphere parameters between GPS and the
satellite systems GLO/GAL/BDS. Troposphere biases are extremely sensitive to analysis
models (especially the antenna PCVs for receiver and satellite antennas). These parameters are
made available online.
Example ZIM2: http://pnac.swisstopo.admin.ch/pages/en/qsumzim2.html#TRA_LONG
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Local refraction effects in space geodetic techniques are normally investigated by small scale
GNSS networks. However, with the new pair of radio telescopes at the Geodetic Observatory
Wettzell in Germany, the Institute of Geodesy and Geoinformation, University of Bonn, is now
able to carry out similar investigations with geodetic VLBI observations, which are affected by
the same refraction phenomena. The main objective is to analyze systematic effects between
the tropospheric parameters in space and time. In a further step, this scenario is augmented by
a local GNSS network set up on the Wettzell area in order to investigate the systematics between
different measurement techniques.
The Vienna University of Technology contribution to JWG 1.3 aimed at improving the
understanding of systematic effects in tropospheric delay modelling between various satellite
techniques. First action is related to the modelling of hydrostatic effects. Comparisons between
in-situ measurements of pressure (TAWES) and global HRES weather model data (as provided
by ECMWF) reveal in general high accuracy in pressure within 0.5 +/- 1 hPa. Slightly worse
agreement was found between in-situ data (TAWES) and regional weather model data
(ALARO) with 60% larger standard deviation, see Fig. 1.3.1.
Independent from the pressure sources high consistency can only be guaranteed if comparable
data processing methods are applied. In particular vertical interpolation methods and distance
dependent pressure variations were further investigated and compared at co-located sites.
Figure 2 and 3 show the pressure extrapolation error as function of station distance and height
difference, respectively.
From the analysed pressure values a regression line was computed which describes the increase
in standard deviation for Central Europe as follows:
stddev(p) [hPa] = 0.60 [hPa] + 0.0068 dist [km]
By means of this equation, the expected pressure extrapolation error can be assessed. In order
to keep the extrapolation error smaller than +/-2 hPa in 95% of the cases, the extrapolation
distance should be smaller than 60 km.
Further activity was related to the modelling of wet delays. GNSS tomography techniques allow
for the estimation of accurate wet refractivity fields in the lower atmosphere, see Moeller
(2017). By vertical integration or ray-tracing through these fields, accurate tropospheric wet
delays can be derived and introduced into the parameter estimation process of various space
geodetic techniques - either treated as a priori information or as replacement of the tropospheric
parameters. Within the term of this working group (2015-2019) the tomography software ATom
has been developed (see https://github.com/GregorMoeller/ATom), the test network and
preprocessing of the GNSS observations has been carried out. Until 2019, unfortunately the
study could not be finished but thanks to the good cooperation established within the working
group, the analysis will be continued within the new term or outside the JWG.
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Figure 1.3.1 Top: Pressure values at GNSS site Dalaas in Western Austria, extrapolated from
various pressure sources. Bottom: Differences in pressure between in-situ (TAWES) and NWM
(ECMWF and ALARO) data.

Figure 1.3.2: Pressure extrapolation error as function of station distance in the Central Europe
area. A dot drawn in black indicates that both stations are located on the same height level +/100m
Ideally, a common parameter at the co-located sites can be regarded as a single parameter.
However, if one technique has non-negligible errors, the errors can easily propagate to the other
techniques and contaminate the solutions. Therefore, as an interim strategy, we estimate
parameters separately and apply additional inter-technique constraints between common
parameters, i.e., troposphere gradients, ZWD and clock parameters.
EGRGNSS − EGRVLB I= 0 ± σEGR
where EGRGNSS and EGRVLBI are total horizontal east troposphere gradients of GNSS and
VLBI, respectively. σEGR is a constraint uncertainty.
NGRGNSS − NGRVLBI = 0 ± σNGR
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where NGRGNSS and NGRVLBI are total horizontal north troposphere gradients of GNSS and
VLBI, respectively. σNGR is a constraint uncertainty.
ZWDGNSS − ZWDVLBI = ΔZWD ± σZWD
where ZWDGNSS and ZWDVLBI are ZWDs of GNSS and VLBI, respectively. ΔZWD is the
modeled ZWD difference between two co-located instrument reference points according to the
height difference. σZWD is a constraint uncertainty.

Figure 1.3.3: Pressure extrapolation error as function of height difference. The black dots
highlight station pairs closer than 100 km
In this study, we integrated VLBI data (CONT11 and CONT14) and single differenced GNSS
data into a single file and implemented common parameter constraints for ZWDs and
troposphere gradients in VieVS for the combination of two space geodetic techniques. We
introduced common parameter constraints to ZWDs and troposphere gradients for all the sites.
To find optimal constraint values, we evaluated the combination results applying various
constraints on common parameters. The troposphere gradients hardly contribute to improve or
degrade the combination results in any cases. The 1 cm-constraint of ZWD improves both
techniques within our data set. Eventually, with optimal constraints for common parameters,
the combination solutions are improved in terms of station position repeatability compared to
single technique solutions by 6–10 % in horizontal components and by 13–16 % in vertical
components (Fig. 1.3.4). Better sky coverage of GNSS observations due to multiple radio
sources at one epoch is expected to improve the VLBI solution. However, we should confine
the fact that GNSS benefits from the combination with VLBI to our data set in this study
because we have a cm-level accuracy of the GNSS observation model implemented in VieVS.

Figure 1.3.4 Impact of ZWD constraint on combination solutions (left: GNSS, right: VLBI).
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The analysis strategy of common parameter constraints can be easily adopted for enhancing not
only for inter-technique tie but also intra-technique tie at the co-located sites with twin and/or
sibling telescopes. In the future VLBI Global Observing System (VGOS) network, there will
be a lot of twin and/or sibling telescopes (a legacy antenna + a brand new small VGOS antenna)
and several observing scenarios with them. For instance, a VGOS antenna observes a VGOS
session with very well determined ZWD while the co-located legacy antenna runs a celestial
reference frame (CRF) session and struggles to properly estimate the troposphere. Common
parameter constraints will support such type of observations and enhance the VLBI results.
In 2018, TU Wien launched their new VMF webserver for the provision of troposphere delay
models, accessible at vmf.geo.tuwien.ac.at. There, all discrete and empirical troposphere delay
products are published, such as the Vienna Mapping Functions 1 & 3, the horizontal gradients
model GRAD or empirical models such as Global Pressure and Temperature 3. The coefficients
for the models are available for different numerical weather models of the ECMWF from 1980
on and are updated on a daily basis. In addition, the ray-tracing software RADIATE is freely
available via GitHub (https://github.com/) and can thus be used by everyone in order to perform
ray tracing through arbitrary NWMs. In future, the VMF server will be complemented by
troposphere delay models for SLR. Hopefully, all these troposphere products constitute a
helpful tool for the JWG, in particular for the upcoming term.
ASI/CGS is going to contribute to objective 1 through VLBI and GNSS inter-technique
comparison of atmospheric parameters at the eight European co-located sites. These sites are
associated with the European Reference Frame (EUREF) and the European part of the
International VLBI Service for Geodesy and Astrometry (IVS), called European VLBI group
for Geodesy and Astrometry (EVGA). We plan to compute long-term time series of the
differences between the EPN-Repro2 (Pacione et al. 2017) for the period 1996-2014 completed
with the EPN operational products afterwards and the EVGA combined solutions. With the help
of the EUREF Tropospheric Analysis Center at ASI a letter of endorsement was created and
sent to IVS in order to increase the awareness of the tropospheric products and to improve the
IVS tropospheric parameter combination. We thank the ASI/CGS group for their invaluable
help in that matter.
The issue of troposphere delay modeling for SLR is addressed in the project OPUS NCN
“Innovative Methods of the Troposphere Delay Modeling for Satellite Laser Ranging
Observations” led by Krzysztof Sośnica from the Wroclaw University of Environmental and
Life Sciences (WUELS), Poland. In the frame of the OPUS project, a doctoral thesis is being
prepared by Mateusz Drożdżewski, under the title “Troposphere delay modeling for Satellite
Laser Ranging observations”. The susceptibility of laser observations to tropospheric
asymmetry has been first verified by Drożdżewski & Sośnica (2018), in which the horizontal
gradients were calculated on the basis of long-term measurements to LAGEOS satellites. It
turned out that SLR observations allow determining horizontal gradients that are similar in
direction and amplitude to gradients determined on the basis of hydrostatic delay from
numerical weather models, while GNSS gradients are similar to the sum of hydrostatic and wet
delays for most SLR-GNSS co-locations (see Fig. 1.3.5).
One of the factor limiting the consistency between the SLR and GNSS solutions is the
difference in the tropospheric delay modeling. The vulnerability of SLR measurements to
tropospheric delay is different from the sensitivity of microwave observations (GNSS, VLBI,
DORIS) to the tropospheric delay. The hydrostatic delay is similar in magnitude, as it is
associated with the distribution of atmospheric pressure in both optical and microwave
wavelengths. In contrast, the wet delay associated with the distribution of water vapor content
in the atmosphere is about by a factor of 70 smaller in laser observations in relation to
microwaves.
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Models of the tropospheric delay dedicated to laser observations do not currently take into
account horizontal gradients, which means that they assume that the atmospheric zenith (i.e.
the direction of the minimal tropospheric delay) coincides with the geometric zenith (normal to
the ellipsoid at a given point). In SLR measurements, both the zenith delay and the parameters
of the mapping function are calculated on the basis of meteorological observations conducted
simultaneously with laser measurements.
In order to improve modeling of the tropospheric delay in laser observations and to improve the
consistency between SLR and GNSS, we proposed extending the currently used model by
including horizontal gradients that account for the asymmetry of the tropospheric state above
laser stations. Hence, the tropospheric delay in the SLR technique can be modeled in a similar
way to that in the GNSS technique.

Fig. 1.3.5. Horizontal gradients of the tropospheric delay determined from SLR and GNSS
observations and from hydrostatic and total tropospheric delays determined using numerical
weather models projected onto 10 degrees of the elevation angle.
Works in this field are developed in a cooperation between WUELS (K. Sosnica, M.
Drozdzewski), GFZ Potsdam (F. Zus, K. Balidakis), and TU Vienna (J. Boisits, J. Böhm, D.
Landskron). In GFZ Potsdam, a computationally efficient method for determining tropospheric
delay parameters based on numerical weather models has been developed. The method allowed
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determining gradients and an improved mapping function for all laser stations for over a 20year period. Then, delays and mapping functions were used in SLR solutions employing laser
observation for LAGEOS-1/2 geodetic satellites and for the Sentinel-3A remote sensing
satellite. The influence of first and second order horizontal gradients on global geodetic
parameters was investigated. The research allowed us to conclude that the current approach to
modeling laser observations causes systematic errors reaching up to 3 mm in the geocenter
position and 20 μas in the pole position due to the neglecting of horizontal gradients. The results
were summarized in the articles and conference proceedings: Drożdżewski et al. (submitted),
Drożdżewski et al. (2019a), Drożdżewski et al. (2019b), Boisits et al. (2018), Sośnica et al.
(2018a), and Sośnica et al. (2018b).
The further activities will include the comparison between Vienna Mapping Function for optical
frequencies (VMFo http://vmf.geo.tuwien.ac.at/trop_products/SLR_prelim/) and the Potsdam
Mapping Function for SLR (PMF ftp://ftp.gfz-potsdam.de/pub/home/kg/ zusflo/TRO/SLR/), as
well as the analysis of the impact of the separation between the hydrostatic and wet mapping
functions and horizontal gradients and the consistency improvement between SLR solutions
and other space geodetic techniques.
The German Space Operations Center (GSOC) of the German Aerospace Center (DLR)
performs precise orbit and clock determination for satellites of the global and regional
navigation systems GPS, GLONASS, Galileo, BeiDou, and QZSS on a routine basis. A global
network of about 150 stations is processed with the NAPEOS software to solve for station
coordinates, troposphere and Earth rotation parameters, receiver and satellite clocks as well as
satellite orbit parameters. DLR/GSOC provides normal equations obtained from the multiGNSS analysis in SINEX format including station coordinates, troposphere, and Earth rotation
parameters for analysis and combination studies of the joint working group.
In last years Xiaoya Wang, Fan Shao and Qunhe Zhao at Shanghai Astronomical Observatory,
Chinese Academy of Sciences, studied the possibility of common tropospheric parameters as
another ‘local ties’ of TRF. The work mainly includes the following:
1) We compared the tropospheric parameters obtained by different techniques at co-located
sites and found the VLBI tropospheric zenith delay is approximately consistent with that of
GNSS. But there exists a big constant term and a long period (about 1 year) term in the
tropospheric zenith delay difference between SLR and GNSS.
2) We compared the mapping function used in SLR (FCULa mapping function) and GNSS
(GMF) at all co-located sites, we found the difference is very small.
3) Compared with the strategy used in GNSS, our SLR orbit determination didn’t consider
estimating the ZTD parameters. So, we change our software to estimate the ZTD parameters
in SLR. The results show that there are big differences between the dry zenith delay models
of SLR and GNSS. We analyzed the difference and found that it is almost approximately a
scaling factor between the two kinds of dry zenith delays. The factor is equal
1.061392746364195.
4) Then we compare the wet delays obtain by SLR and GNSS. And there was still a big offset
exiting in SLR and GNSS zenith wet delay because the radio wavelength technique is more
sensitive to water vapor in troposphere than optical wavelength technique. The SLR zenith
wet delay is very small.
5) We also consider the effect of the horizontal gradients of atmosphere on tropospheric delay
in SLR, which is described by Hulley (2007). We adopt the parameterization used in GNSS
to our SLR data processing and estimate the horizontal gradient parameters GN and GE. It
shows too much parameters are estimated for SLR data processing. It is maybe a good
method for SLR to import the horizontal gradients of atmosphere estimated by other ways.
In future it will be tested.
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6) Projects:
 Construction techniques for the millimeter global Epoch Terrestrial Reference Frame
(ETRF), the National Key Research and Development Program of China
(2016YFB0501405), 2016.07-2021.06
 Specifications for laser ranging data and related geodetic references, the Ministry of Science
and Technology of China (2015FY310200), 2015.07-2018.06
The German Federal Agency for Cartography and Geodesy (BKG) performs analysis of global
VLBI and SLR data on a routine basis by operating an IVS and ILRS Analysis Center,
respectively. Troposphere products (zenith delays and horizontal gradients) based on the global
VLBI analysis are regularly estimated and provided as products within the IVS.
Additionally, combination studies are carried out in the framework of research projects. Based
on earlier work on establishing tropospheric ties documented in Thaller (2008) and Krügel et
al. (2007), funding could be acquired in 2018 for a dedicated research project on combining
VLBI and GNSS normal equations including troposphere parameters. The project work will
start in 2019 so that reporting on the scientific achievements will be during the next term of this
working group or any follow-up working group on a similar topic.
At GFZ Potsdam we installed a service which provides Numerical Weather Model (NWM)
based tropospheric parameters valid for radio frequencies. The station specific values (zenith
delays, mapping function coefficients and gradient components) are available for ~800 GNSS
stations. Recently we updated our ray-trace algorithm (Zus et. al 2014) in order to derive
tropospheric parameters valid for optical frequencies. Therefore, station specific values (zenith
delays, mapping function coefficients and gradient components) are available for ~100 SLR
stations as well. The tropospheric parameters are derived from short range forecasts and are
available with no latency. The underlying NWM is the NCEP Global Forecast System (0.5 deg
resolution, 31 pressure levels). The epochs 0, 6, 12 and 18UTC are based on 6h forecasts
whereas the epochs 3, 9, 15, 21 UTC are based on 9h forecasts. The data and a short description
(how to use) are available at ftp://ftp.gfz-potsdam.de/pub/home/kg/zusflo/TRO/. Currently we
do not fully exploit the information from NWMs. For example, we use model level (or pressure
level) fields but we do not take into account the near surface fields. Within this working group
we will update our algorithms to extract the near surface pressure, temperature and humidity.
We will derive the corresponding lapse rates which can then be used as tropospheric ties.
Employing ray-tracing (Zus et al., 2012; 2014) in state-of-the-art NWMs we studied intra- and
inter-system atmospheric ties. The techniques we considered are those currently contributing to
the realization of ITRS, that is GNSS, VLBI, SLR, and DORIS. In essence, there are three
reasons why atmospheric parameters, that is zenith delays and gradient vector components,
differ across e.g., two co-located stations:
a. frequency differences (microwave, optical),
b. position differences (mainly in height component),
c. observing system differences (technique, geometry, and hardware).
Brief summary of the results
a. Zenith hydrostatic delays at optical frequencies (532nm) are 6% larger than those at
microwave frequencies;
b. Zenith non-hydrostatic delays at optical frequencies (532nm) are 66 times smaller than
those at microwave frequencies;
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c. Gradient components for SLR are spatially and temporally smoother than those estimated
from GNSS/VLBI/DORIS;
d. Inter-frequency atmospheric ties vary with time;
e. Given a direction and the weather conditions aloft a station, it is always mf_SLR <
mf_VLBI < mf_GNSS < mf_DORIS. This ranking is due to a combination of frequencyand orbital-altitude-induced reasons;
f. Non-hydrostatic mapping factors and gradients should be adjusted for height differences;
and
g. Additional discrepancies in the slant delays between microwave-based space geodetic
techniques observing at different frequencies are induced by the fact that the ray-path is
slightly different due to ionospheric refraction.
A more detailed report of our investigations can be found in Balidakis (2019).
At GFZ we further simulated GNSS, VLBI, SLR, and DORIS observations, analyzed the
related observations, and performed the inter-technique combination employing local (LT) and
atmospheric (AT) ties (residual zenith delays and gradient components) at the normal equation
(NEQ) level. Some of our findings follow (Balidakis et al., 2018b; 2019):
a. ATs are not sufficient to replace LTs;
b. ATs improve tropospheric estimates, especially under poor observation geometry (e.g.,
SLR and VLBI);
c. ATs slightly mitigate the "damage" induced by failing to identify and remove biased LTs;
and
d. ATs are very useful to detect systematic errors in LTs.
In addition to our work directly related to NWMs, we have successfully applied some of the
atmospheric refraction models we developed in the analysis of real VLBI (Balidakis et al.,
2018a) and SLR (e.g., Koenig et al., 2018; Drożdżewski et al., 2019) data.
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Overview
Multi-GNSS Constellation is rapidly growing extending the number of satellites and available
signals/frequencies. In addition to two already operational GPS and GLONASS systems, the
new Galileo and BDS systems offer initial services. Both GPS and GLONASS are currently
undergoing a significant modernization, which adds more capacity, more signals, better
accuracy and interoperability. These new developments in GNSS provided opportunities to
create new high-precision GNSS technologies and applications and also to open new research
areas. This, however, results in new challenges in multi-GNSS data processing. Recognizing
the central role of GNSS in providing high accuracy positioning information, the SC4.4 foster
research that address standards, theory and applications of Multi-GNSS Constellation.
SC 4.4 is composed of two Study Groups and two Working Groups. Besides, several of SC 4.4
members participate in other IAG Joint Study Groups related to GNSS methods, i.e., IAG-ICCT
JSG 0.10 “High-rate GNSS” and IAG ICCT JSG 0.17: “Multi-GNSS theory and algorithms”.
The main meetings of the SC 4.4. took place during European Geoscience Union General
Assemblies (EGU GA) that are held every year in April in Vienna, Austria. The SC 4.4.
organizes dedicated session at EGU, recently session G.1.3 “High-precision GNSS: methods,
open problems and Geoscience applications”:
https://meetingorganizer.copernicus.org/EGU2019/session/30380.
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Study Groups of Sub-commission 4.4:
SG 4.4.1: Integrity Monitoring for Precise Positioning
Chair:
Ahmed El-Mowafy (Australia)
Vice Chair: Aboelmagd Noureldin (Canada)
Members
 Ilaria Martini (Germany)
 Samer Khanafseh (USA)
 Jinling Wang (Australia)
 Nobuaki Kubo (Japan)
 Allison Kelley (Australia)
 Per Enge (USA)
 Naser El-Sheimy (Canada)
 Slawomir Cellmer (Poland)
 Pedro Francisco Navarro Madrid (Spain)

Overall activities during the period of 2015-2019
The study group addresses integrity monitoring (IM) for precise positioning, where several
sensors can be used including GNSS, Inertial Measurement Units (IMU), Lidar, cameras and
odometers. The focus was mainly on Precise GNSS positioning techniques include Precis Point
Positioning (PPP), Real-Time Kinematic (RTK) or Network RTK. For a real-time user,
integrity and performance-based monitoring is important for protection from faults. These
faults are likely to occur and those which may present a threat or degrade quality of precise
positioning, the nature of each threat, and its source, possible magnitude, duration and
likelihood are considered. For GNSS, these faults may be present in: i) all GNSS constellations
navigation data; ii) their measurements; iii) augmentation systems (e.g. precise orbits and clock
corrections or atmospheric corrections); and iv) user work environment (in open sky, urban
environment, etc). Different algorithms were presented for integrity monitoring in precise
positioning with new models, addressing particular issues in the precise positioning mode both
in the open sky and in the urban environment. Case studies of vehicle positioning in intelligent
transport systems have been selected as a future application of great interest.
During the period 2015-2019, the study group had face to face meetings during:
 The 31st International Technical Meeting of The Satellite Division of the Institute of
Navigation (ION GNSS+ 2018), Sep 20-24, 2018, Miami, Florida
 ION Pacific PNT-2017 Honolulu, Hawaii, 1 – 4 May 2017.
 The 29th International Technical Meeting of The Satellite Division of the Institute of
Navigation (ION GNSS+ 2016) September 12 - 16, 2016, Portland, Oregon.
In addition, the group had a few online video conference meetings. During these meetings the
group discussed challenges of IM for Precise positioning in land applications, possible
algorithms and collaboration between the group members. The group members have
collaborated in several research articles, as listed in the following list of publications related to
our activity in the interest of this study group. In addition, we are currently together working
in several follow on research papers.
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Over the past 4 years, the group members have contributed in several journal and conference
publications that address integrity monitoring. The following sections summarizes some of the
research being carried out, including the research question, approach and key findings.
In the second period of our SG term (2017-2019) our research work includes the following
work:
While IM was considered until recently only in aviation, it is currently a key performance
parameter in land applications, such as Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS). In one study the
IM concepts, models and methods developed so far are compared. In particular, Fault Detection
and Exclusion (FDE) and bounding of positioning errors methods borrowed from aviation (i.e.
ARAIM) are discussed in detail, in view of their possible adoption for land applications. Their
strengths and limitations, and the modifications needed for application in the different context
are highlighted. A practical demonstration of IM in ITS is presented.

Fig. 1 ARAIM baseline architecture
In order to develop efficient models and methods that can provide high levels of integrity, it is
necessary to study the vulnerabilities of the GNSS-based positioning systems intended for
applications such as ITS, in particular those which require positioning accuracy at the sub-metre
level. This was carried out in one study, where these vulnerabilities are attributed to several
sources and include biases and errors in the GNSS measurements, and in the corrections applied
to the measurements for augmented performance, as well as those induced by the operating
environment. The vulnerabilities also comprise possible anomalies that may affect each
component of the system, including disturbances or disruption in the communications between
the service provider and users, data latency, to name a few. A detailed overview of possible
vulnerabilities is presented for two widely-used GNSS positioning techniques for precise
positioning applications: the Satellite-Based Augmentation System (SBAS) and low-cost RTK.
Some examples are given, including the source of these errors, e.g. satellite or receiver
hardware, environment, external communications, the error magnitude, temporal and spatial
behaviour, their deterministic and stochastic characteristics, and their impact on estimated
positions. Furthermore, some of the corresponding mathematical models that can be used to
describe these vulnerabilities in the integrity monitoring algorithms are presented.
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Fig. 2 GNSS vulnerabilities
In another contribution we address the problem of assuming that positioning errors are
normally distributed in modelling of the FDE and protection level. While this assumption
might hold in open sky, in urban environments, this traditional assumption may no longer be
valid. The study investigates characterization of positioning errors using GNSS when the
Australian satellite-based augmentation system (SBAS) test-bed is used, which comprised
different positioning modes, including single point Positioning (SPP) employing the L1 GPS
legacy SBAS, the second-generation dual-frequency multi-constellation (DFMC) SBAS
service, and finally precise point positioning (PPP) using GPS and Galileo observations.
Statistical analyses are carried out to study the position error distributions over different
possible operational environments including open sky, low-density urban environment, and
high-density urban environment. Significant autocorrelation values are also found over all
areas. This, however, is more evident for PPP solution. Furthermore, based on the various
distribution analyses applied such as the goodness of fit test, it is found that along Normal
distribution, a few popular distribution functions including Logistic, Weibull, and Gamma can
also be a good candidate to fit the position error data. These can be utilised in building more
representative FDE models according to the work environment.

Fig. 3 Models for describing distribution of positioning errors
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In another study, we studied integrity monitoring at the level of the network that provide
corrections to the user. High- care must therefore be exercised to continuously check the quality
of the corrections and to detect the possible presence of mis-modeled biases in the network data.
In network-RTK or its state-space implementation, PPP-RTK, quality control of the solutions
is executed in two separate phases: the network-component and the user-component. Once
confidence in the network-derived solutions is declared, a subset of the solutions as corrections
are sent to a single-receiver user, thereby allowing the user to separately check the integrity of
his network-aided model. In such a two-step integrity monitoring procedure, an intermediate
step is missing, the integrity monitoring of the corrections themselves. Therefore, in this
contribution a quality control procedure for GNSS parameter solutions at the correction level
is developed, and to measure the impact a missed detection bias has on the (ambiguity resolved)
user position. New detection test statistics are derived with which the single receiver user can
check the overall validity of the corrections even before applying them to his data. A smallscale network of receivers is utilized to provide numerical insights into the detectability of mismodeled biases using the proposed detectors and to analyze the impact of such biases on the
user positioning performance.

Fig. 4 User single-epoch horizontal positioning scatter-plots when a missed detection L1
phase-slip corresponding to the MDBs
In another study, the focus was on accurate detection of GPS jammers in the frequency domain
where fast Fourier transform (FFT) is predominantly used. An innovative high-resolution
frequency estimation method to accurately detect single and multiple in-band continuous-wave
jamming signals transmitted at very close-by frequencies is proposed. The proposed method
utilizes orthogonal search that provides robust nonlinear spectral estimation to detect dominant
jammer frequencies. The Spirent GSS 6700 GPS simulator was utilized in this study to generate
several cases for the GPS L1 signal. The output of the GSS 6700 was acquired using the Novatel
FireHose GPS frontend receiver that digitizes and down-converts the signal into in-phase (I)
and quadrature (Q) samples. The results demonstrated its capabilities of simultaneously
detecting more than one GPS jammer existing at close-by frequencies. It is also shown that
jammer frequency estimates obtained for a single jammer are more accurate than those obtained
by FFT. Furthermore, FOS yields more accurate results than FFT at considerably smaller
window sizes.
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In a novel contribution, new models for fault detection in the position domain are presented that
are tailored for Intelligent Transport systems. The fault detection tests are parameterized for the
track frame of the vehicle, and in a combined single test form. Another new form is presented
where the detection testing is parameterized in the direction of the maximum possible error.
The tests are formed where position errors are assumed to have a zero-mean Gaussian
distribution, which is a working hypothesis in the open environment. The case of positioning
in the urban environment is also addressed using two approaches. The first is by using a Logistic
distribution that is found to empirically better fit a very large sample of position errors
compared to the normal distribution in this environment. The second approach is to use of an
overbounding Gaussian distribution. The protection levels (PL) in the track frame are presented,
and the advantage of expressing PL along the maximum direction is shown. The presented
methods are experimentally demonstrated in practice through a kinematic test.

Position errors and PL for AT and CT

Fig. 5 Position errors and PL for max error
In another article, the derivation, analysis and evaluation of a new sequential integrity
monitoring for Kalman filter (KF) applications is described. The monitor uses innovation
sequence obtained from a single Kalman filter for fault detection. Unlike multiple hypothesis
solution separation monitors, it does not require running sub-filters to detect and exclude the
fault. The main contributions of this paper is an analytical recursive expression of the worst
case failure mode slopes, which is direct means of computing protection levels in real-time.
The performance of the monitor is evaluated and verified against single satellite faults through
a tightly-coupled INS/GNSS integrated navigation systems in aircraft approach and en route
operations. However, the methodology developed in this paper is not limited to INS/GNSS
systems but applicable to any other multi-sensor systems using KF estimators.
In another work, GNSS multipath error models for automotive applications is presented by
leveraging methods used in aviation applications. These error models are intended for
navigation integrity and continuity risk evaluation. Error models for code and carrier phase
GNSS measurements under both static and dynamic multipath environments are presented. The
dynamic dataset was collected in realistic driving conditions for a vehicle traveling in an urban
canyon and on a highway with overpasses and road signs. The static test was conducted in a
more controlled environment, first, to precisely evaluate measurement errors under open sky,
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and then, to quantify the effect on multipath error of a semi-truck next to a car equipped with a
commercial GNSS antenna. the errors were characterized by the mean and standard deviation
of a bounding Gaussian distribution and by the autocorrelation time constant of the
measurement errors.
The challenge of robust indoor positioning using integrated UWB and Wi-Fi measurements is
discussed in another study. Comparisons of ranges from the UWB sensors and the Wi-Fi built
into the smartphone to true ranges obtained from a robotic total station is presented.
In one study, we studied continuous and trustworthy positioning for advanced driver assistance
systems (ADAS). GNSS RTK, Doppler-based positioning, and low-cost inertial measurement
unit (IMU) with car odometer data are combined in this study. To ensure reliable positioning,
the system target integrity monitoring above 99%. Achieving this level, when combining
different types of measurements that have different characteristics and different types of errors,
is a challenge. A novel integrity monitoring approach is presented. A threat model of the
measurements of the system components is discussed, which includes both the nominal
performance and possible fault modes. A new protection level is presented to bound the
maximum directional position error. The proposed approach was evaluated through a kinematic
test in an urban area in Japan with a focus on horizontal positioning. Test results show that by
integrating RTK, Doppler with IMU/odometer, 100% positioning availability was achieved.
The integrity monitoring availability was assessed and found to meet the target value where the
position errors were bounded by the protection level, which was also less than an alert level,
indicating the effectiveness of the proposed approach. Figure 1 illustrates the horizontal
protection level (HPL) bounding the Horizontal Positioning Error HPE for the integrated
positioning systems.
In the second period of our SG term (2015-2017) our research work includes the following
work:
Another study discusses the use of triple frequency data in Advanced Receiver Autonomous
Integrity Monitoring (ARAIM). Currently, most ARAIM methods are designed to use dualfrequency ionosphere-free observations. These methods assume that receiver bias is absorbed
in the common receiver clock offset and bound satellite biases by nominal values. However,
most multi-constellation Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) can offer triple
frequency data, which can improve observation redundancy, solution precision and detection
of faults. In this contribution, we explore the use of this type of observations from GPS, Galileo
and BeiDou in ARAIM. Nevertheless, the use of triple frequency data introduces receiver
differential biases that have to be taken into consideration. To demonstrate the significance of
these additional biases we first present a method to quantify them at stations of known
coordinates and using available products from the International GNSS service (IGS). To deal
with the additional receiver biases, we use a between-satellite single difference (BSSD)
observation model that eliminates their effect. A pilot test was performed to evaluate ARAIM
availability when using the triple-frequency observations. Real data were collected for one
month at stations of known coordinates located in regions of different satellite coverage
characteristics. The position error was always found to be bounded by the protection level
proven initial validity of the proposed integrity model. Figure 2 shows some of the triplefrequency results demonstrating the vertical Protection level (VPL), vertical alert limit (VAL)
and vertical position error (VPE) for airborne applications.
In another study, the current availability of ARAIM is experimentally investigated using real
navigation data and GPS measurements collected at 60 stations across Australia. Sensitivity
analysis of ARAIM availability due to changes in the elevation mask angle and the error model
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parameters URA, URE, and nominal biases for integrity and accuracy used for computation of
the protection level is presented. It is shown that incorporation of other GNSS constellation
with GPS in ARAIM is needed to achieve 99.9% Australia wide. The inclusion of BeiDou with
GPS at two tests sites in Western and Eastern Australia demonstrated the promising potential
of achieving this goal.

Fig. 6 HPL and HPE linear 2D error for the integrated positioning systems - combined (top
panel), RTK (2nd panel), Doppler Positioning (3rd panel), and IMU/SS positioning (bottom
panel), = 1×10-4.
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Fig. 7 Time series of VPL (1m URA) and VPE with VAL using triple-frequency observations;
GPS +Galileo +BeiDou (top panel); GPS and BeiDou (middle panel) and GPS with Galileo
(bottom panel) on 19th June 2016 at IGS stations CUT0 (a), ZIM3 (b), and CPVG (C).
In another pilot study, availability of the Advanced Receiver Autonomous Integrity Monitoring
(ARAIM) when integrating various combinations of satellite constellations including; Galileo,
GLONASS and BeiDou with GPS is investigated. The Multiple Hypothesis Solution Separation
method was applied using one month of real data. The data was collected at stations of known
positions, located in regions that have different coverage levels by the tested constellations.
While most previous studies used simulated data, the importance of using real data is twofold.
It allows for the use of actual User Range Accuracy (URA) received within the satellite
navigation message, which is a fundamental component for computation of the integrity
protection level; and the computation of vertical position errors to validate the integrity
approach. Results show that the vertical position error was always bounded by the protection
level during the test period and the ARAIM availability can reach 100% of the time when using
all constellations even though some constellations are yet incomplete.
The Precise Point Positioning (PPP) is a popular positioning technique that is dependent on the
use of precise orbits and clock corrections. One serious problem for real-time PPP applications
such as natural hazard early warning systems and hydrographic surveying is when a sudden
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communication break takes place resulting in a discontinuity in receiving these orbit and clock
corrections for a period that may extend from a few minutes to hours. A method is presented to
maintain real-time PPP with 3D accuracy less than a decimeter when such a break takes place.
We focus on the open-access International GNSS Service (IGS) Real-time Service (RTS)
products and propose predicting the precise orbit and clock corrections as time series. For a
short corrections outage of a few minutes we predict the IGS-RTS orbits using a fourth order
polynomial, and for longer outages up to 3 hrs, the most recent IGS ultra-rapid orbits are used.
The IGS-RTS clock corrections are predicted using a second order polynomial and sinusoidal
terms. The models parameters are estimated sequentially using a sliding time window such that
they are available when needed. The prediction model of the clock correction is built based on
the analysis of their properties, including their temporal behavior and stability. Evaluation of
the proposed method in static and kinematic testing shows that positioning precision of less
than 10 cm can be maintained for up to two hours after the break. When PPP re-initialization is
needed during the break, the solution convergence time increases; however, positioning
precision remains less than a decimeter after convergence. Figure 3 shows the PPP results of
kinematic tests in sea and on land using the proposed method.

Fig. 8 PPP results of the kinematic tests; shipborne (left) and vehicle (right).
Another study addressed the fact that detecting and repairing cycle slips and clock jumps is a
crucial data pre-processing step needed in fault detection and exclusion (FDE) procedure when
performing Precise Point Positioning (PPP). If left unrepaired, cycle slips and clock jumps can
adversely affect PPP convergence time, accuracy and precision. Algorithms are proposed for
detection and repair of cycle slips and clock jumps using multi-constellation and multifrequency (MCMF) GNSS data. It is shown that availability of a third frequency enables
reliable validation of detected cycle slips. This is because triple frequency analysis can identify
the frequency on which the cycle slip occurred as part of the detection process. A clock jump
detection and repair procedure is also proposed for a receiver with both carrier phase and code
measurements showing jumps. The proposed method uses the average code and phase linear
combination and applies to static data. A spline function is used to approximate the data for a
pre-defined time window prior to each measuring epoch and a test is performed for detecting
presence of a clock jump by comparing the interpolated value to measured value. The algorithm
can effectively determine clock jumps for single frequency data from a single constellation as
well as MCMF GNSS data. However, MCMF GNSS data adds redundancy, hence improves
the reliability of the clock jump detection algorithm. It is recommended to detect and repair
clock jumps when using PPP to allow improved modelling of the receiver clock offset in the
dynamic model.
A method to compute the minimum HPL using the test statistic of normal distribution, which
exploits advances in computational power to meet the requirement of Time to Alert (TTA), was
proposed in one article to improve service availability. To obtain the minimum solution, two
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approximations used in traditional algorithms need exact solutions: the distribution of the
horizontal position error and the determination of the worst case to ensure that the resulted HPL
is able to accommodate all possible bias. This was validated where the optimal solution was
achieved with a pre-defined accuracy and sufficient computational efficiency. Furthermore, the
new HPL is used to determine if current approximated methods are conservative, where one of
the methods does not meet the integrity requirement with given test statistic, error model and
integrity risk definition.
The performance of online fault detection and isolation (FDI) algorithm under multiple fault
scenarios was evaluated e.g., for two, three and four faults in the GNSS and GNSS/INS
measurements under different conditions of visible satellites and satellite geometry. Besides,
the reliability (expressed in terms of the minimal detectable bias - MDB) and separatebility
(correlation coefficients between faults detection statistics) measures are also investigated to
measure the capability of the FDI method. A performance analysis of the FDI method is
conducted under the geometric constraints to show the importance of the FDI in terms of fault
detectability and separability for robust positioning and navigation for real time applications.
For efficient IM, the focus in one study was on the quality assessment of precise orbit and clock
products for the emerging Galileo, BeiDou, and QZSS systems. Products provided by MultiGNSS Experiment (MGEX) over 2 years were used for evaluation. First, the products were
assessed by orbit and clock comparisons among individual analysis centers (ACs), which give
us an objective impression of their consistency. In addition, the precise orbits were verified by
satellite laser ranging (SLR) residuals, which can be regarded as indicators of orbit accuracy.
Moreover, precise point positioning (PPP) tests were conducted to further verify the quality of
MGEX precise orbits and clocks. Orbit comparisons showed agreements of about 0.1–0.25 m
for Galileo, 0.1–0.2 m for BeiDou MEOs, 0.2–0.3 m for BeiDou IGSOs, and 0.2–0.4 m for
QZSS. The BeiDou GEO orbits, however, have the worst agreements having a few meters
differences. Clock comparisons of individual ACs have a consistency of 0.2–0.4 ns for Galileo,
0.2–0.3 ns for BeiDou IGSOs, 0.15–0.2 ns for BeiDou MEOs, 0.5–0.8 ns for BeiDou GEOs,
and 0.4–0.8 ns for QZSS in general. The SLR validations demonstrated an accuracy of about
0.1 m for the current Galileo, BeiDou IGSO/MEO orbits, and about 0.2 m for QZSS orbits.
However, the SLR residuals of BeiDou GEO orbits showed a systematic bias of about −0.5 m
together with a standard deviation of 0.3 m. Solutions of PPP with different products mostly
agree well with each other, which further confirms the good consistency of orbits and clocks
among ACs. After convergence, an accuracy of 1 mm to 1 cm for static PPP and a few
centimeters for kinematic PPP was achieved using multi-GNSS observations and MGEX orbit
and clock products. However, it should be noted that a few exceptions may exist throughout the
evaluations due to the insufficient models, different processing strategies, and ongoing updates
applied by individual ACs.
The scope of another study is on the evaluation of the performance of Galileo from the user
point of view, such as Rail Transportation Management System (ERTMS), by using public data,
mostly made available by the IGS and its MGEX. The analysis focuses on the open service for
dual and single frequency users and covers the satellite orbit and clock errors, the signal-inspace availability, the positioning accuracy, the ranging bounding parameters, the integrity risk
and the continuity risk. The Galileo satellite orbit errors are evaluated for the F-NAV messages
on E5a frequency and for the I-NAV message on E1 and E5b frequencies. The broadcast
ephemerides are generated from real-time streams of about 30 IGS multi-GNSS stations.
Precise orbit and clock parameters as well as differential code biases are also estimated by the
German Aerospace Canter (DLR). The Signal In Space Ranging Error (SISRE) as 95% in
nominal condition is described and selected anomalies are identified. Outlier's exclusion
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approaches are used in order to assess nominal performance also in presence of anomalies. The
satellite clock stability is analyzed using various GNSS stations connected to Hydrogen masers
and some to the UTC network. The clock error is evaluated over arcs of 3 days based on the
overlapping Allan deviation.
The second part of the study focuses on the user performance in the position domain with a
particular focus on future integrity service for aviation and other applications. Signal-in-space
parameters which are relevant for the Advanced RAIM concept and the generation of the
Integrity Support Message are monitored and analyzed. The study focuses on two aspects, for
which novel monitoring methodologies are described and used. Firstly, the bounding of the
ranging error is addressed. Several bounding definitions and methods can be used for the
generation of the User Range Accuracy (URA) each of them solves differently the problem of
assessing statistic characteristics of the SISRE distribution tails with a limited sample size. The
strict aviation integrity requirements (even stricter for rail applications) require extrapolation
strategies in the online ground monitoring. On the other side the ARAIM ground monitoring
can take advantage of the fact that it has to perform a bounding monitoring rather than a
bounding estimation, which allows reaching confidence on higher percentiles with smaller
sample size. This method will be used on the real Galileo data and results are presented and
compared to state of art techniques. Secondly, the study discussed the continuity and integrity
risk of the user. So far, most integrity and continuity requirements have been tailored to the
aviation user needs. The risks are interpreted in an average sense, by computing probabilities
of events over a certain period of time and scaling them to the duration of the specific operation.
These approaches don't take into account that the continuity risk has per definition an evolution
over time. The extension of ARAIM to other applications (rail, automotive, UAVs) with longer
operation durations and higher level of criticism of the continuity requirements need more
accurate methods. The study presents a model for the computation of the continuity risk where
each satellite health status is modelled with a Markov process using the GPS Mean Time
Between Failures (MTBF) and the Mean Time To Repair (MTTR). The user continuity risk
resulting from the ARAIM FDE is then computed propagating over time of the user healthy
status.
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Activities and publications during the period 2015-2019
1. Study Group Meeting at AGU Fall Meeting 2016
We had a joint study group meeting with READI (Real-time Earthquake Analysis for Disaster
Mitigation Network) at AGU Fall Meeting in San Francisco in 2016. We discussed how we can
use GNSS data in addition to seismic data to detect minor ground motions and identify real
seismic signals. Dr. Yoaz Bar-Sever from JPL discussed their GREAT alert system in support
of earthquake disaster mitigation. This system is composed of about 250 stations on a global
scale, and is processing the GPS/GLONASS data with a latency of less than 10 s. Dr. Yehuda
Bock from Scripps talked about the real-time integration of GPS data and MEMS accelerometer
data. They have installed about 20 such units in southern California, and successfully captured
two Mw4~5 earthquakes and identified P-wave arrivals, which cannot be achieved when only
high-rate GPS is available. Dr. Brendan Crowell from University of Washington introduced
their latest development on GPS-based early warning module, that is G-FAST. They used highprecision GPS data to calculate the peak ground displacements (PGD) and successfully
determined the magnitude of large earthquake within a minute. Dr. Y Tony Song from JPL
showed that they use static offsets derived from high-rate GPS to contribute to tsunami early
warning. Dr. Geng from Wuhan University discussed how high-rate GLONASS data can
augment high-rate GPS data to improve the noise spectrum over a wide band from 2 s to 0.5
days. They concluded that high-rate multi-GNSS can reduce more than the noise from multipath
effects while sidereal filtering techniques only work on a narrowband from 50 to 2000 s (Geng
et al. 2017).
2. International Seismogeodesy Workshop 2018 in Wuhan
We held International Seismogeodesy Workshop 2018 in Wuhan, China. More than 30
geodesists and seismologists from China, America and Hong Kong, China attended the
meeting. This meeting aimed at engaging geodesists to know seismologists more for
earthquakes, and focused on four issues: First, what observations do seismologists require to
advance earthquake studies? Second, what can geodesists do to relieve the headaches of
seismologists? Third, how can the headaches of seismologists be resolved by geodesists?
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Fourth, can seismologists help to explain new geodetic observations? Around these issues,
twelve reports were presented, and the experts and scholars attending the meeting had
heated discussions and exchanges. This meeting had a positive meaning for international
seismogeodesy research.

Fig. 1 Group photo of the seismogeodesy workshop
3. Science Application Session at IGS Workshop 2018
Dr. Geng chaired the session of Science Application at IGS Workshop 2018 in Wuhan, China.
The session focused on scientific applications that benefit from IGS, including reference frame
realization, Earth rotation, plate tectonics, plate boundary deformation, the earthquake cycle,
seismology, glacial isostatic adjustment, sea level monitoring, low Earth orbiter positioning,
time transfer, weather forecasting, climate monitoring, ionospheric science, atmospheric
sounding, tsunami early warning, terrestrial water storage, snow depths, soil moisture,
vegetation monitoring, and fundamental physics experiments. Six selected reports were
presented in the plenary meeting: Dr. Zheng from Wuhan University talked about crustal
deformation in the Kunlun Fault region from long-term GPS measurements; Dr. Kawamoto
from Geospatial Information Authority of Japan introduced real-time coseismic fault model
estimation based on RTK-GNSS analysis in Japan; Dr. Fernandes from SEGAL (UBI/IDL),
Covilhã discussed the effect of colored noise on automatic offset detection in GNSS time series;
Dr. Wickert from GFZ introduced GNSS-Reflectometry for Earth Observation, including
history, results and prospects; Dr. Kuang from JPL talked about observing geocenter motion
from LEO POD using onboard GPS tracking data; Dr. Ge from GFZ showed validating
precipitable water vapor from shipborne GNSS observation using ground-based and spaceborne
data.
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4. A special issue at Remote Sensing on GNSS for Earth Observing System
Dr. Geng started a special issue at Remote Sensing on GNSS for Earth Observing System in
December, 2018. This special issue calls for original researches and case studies focusing on
recent developments in GNSS theories and algorithms and GNSS earth science applications.
We encourage submissions that may include but are not limited to: High-precision GNSS and
relevant algorithms; New methods and relevant challenging issues for retrieving troposphere
and ionosphere delays; Co-/inter-/post-seismic crustal deformation, slow-deformation, and slip
models of large earthquakes from GNSS or with other types of data (leveling data, InSAR,
GRACE, etc.); Volcano, subsidence and landslide monitoring using GNSS; GNSS meteorology
and its implications for large-scale climate phenomena, such as ESNO and East Asian
Monsoon; Terrestrial-water-storage variation from GNSS and its effect on global sea-level
change; GNSS reflectometry for ocean and land applications; Earthquake and tsunami early
warning using real-time GNSS; Challenging issues and future directions. The website of this
special issue is https://www.mdpi.com/journal/remotesensing/special_issues/GNSS_EOS.
5. An open-source software for PPP-AR
PRIDE-PPPAR originates in Dr. Maorong Ge's efforts on PPP-AR and later developed and
improved by Dr. Jianghui Geng. It is an open-source software package which is based on many
GNSS professionals' collective work in GNSS Research Center, Wuhan University. We would
like to thank them all for their brilliant contributions to this software. We make this package
open source with the goal of benefiting those professionals in their early career, and also
advocate the geodetic and geophysical applications of PPP-AR. Especially, we hope that this
package can contribute to high-precision applications in geosciences such as crustal motion and
troposphere sounding studies. The entire open source project is funded by National Science
Foundation of China (No. 41674033 and 41861134009) and is under the auspices of IAG JWG
4.4.1 "New GNSS Signals for Crustal Motion Studies".
PRIDE-PPPAR (Precise Point Positioning with Ambiguity Resolution) aims at post-processing
of GPS data. It is worth noting that PRIDE-PPPAR is capable of processing high-rate GPS data
(i.e. 1Hz, 5Hz, 10Hz), which will be useful to GNSS seismology. We are developing multiGNSS version, and keep an eye on our website for future upgrade. We hope you enjoy the
software and will keep attention to the copyright issues.
The copyright of this package is protected by GNU General Public License (version 3). Only a
few source code are not open to the public due to technical restrictions and conflicts with
existing commercial packages, and thus will be available as a dynamic link library. We note
that the LAMBDA and DE405 module are provided as dynamic link libraries as well because
of some potential or possible redistribution restrictions by their authors. Those who are
interested in these two modules and want to know more information on them can refer to
TUDelft:(https://www.tudelft.nl/citg/over-faculteit/afdelingen/geoscience-remote-sensing/
research/lambda/lambda/) and NASA JPL (ftp://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/pub/eph/planets/fortran/).
PRIDE-PPPAR requires the phase clock/bias products in the bias-SINEX format computed and
released by Wuhan University (ftp://igs.gnsswhu.cn).
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Fig. 2 Downloading countries and times of the PRIDE PPP-AR software
6. WG paper: “A Global Database of Strong-Motion Displacement GNSS Recordings and
an Example Application to PGD Scaling” on SRL
This is abstract of the paper: “Displacement waveforms derived from Global Navigation
Satellite System (GNSS) data have become more commonly used by seismologists in the past
15 yrs. Unlike strong-motion accelerometer recordings that are affected by baseline offsets
during very strong shaking, GNSS data record displacement with fidelity down to 0 Hz.
Unfortunately, fully processed GNSS waveform data are still scarce because of limited public
availability and the highly technical nature of GNSS processing. In an effort to further the use
and adoption of high-rate (HR) GNSS for earthquake seismology, ground-motion studies, and
structural monitoring applications, we describe and make available a database of fully curated
HR-GNSS displacement waveforms for significant earthquakes. We include data from HRGNSS networks at near-source to regional distances (1–1000 km) for 29 earthquakes between
Mw 6.0 and 9.0 worldwide. As a demonstration of the utility of this dataset, we model the
magnitude scaling properties of peak ground displacements (PGDs) for these events. In addition
to tripling the number of earthquakes used in previous PGD scaling studies, the number of data
points over a range of distances and magnitudes is dramatically increased. The data are made
available as a compressed archive with the article.”
This paper is finished by the WG members Jianghui Geng, Diego Melgar, Brendan Crowell,
Yehuda Bock and Sebastian Riquelme.
7. Studies on how integrated GPS/GLONASS can contribute to high-rate seismogeodesy
High-rate GPS has long been a valuable tool in source studies of moderate to large earthquakes
due to its unclipping and unambiguous merits in recording both static and dynamic signatures
of ground displacements, which is more than a favorable complement to classic broadband and
strong-motion seismic sensors. In this case, it matters whether the positioning accuracy of highrate GPS suffices in the identification of seismic signals, especially for relatively minor events.
However, high-rate GPS is always obsessed by multipath effects. Although multipath effects
can be partly mitigated through sidereal filtering, satellite orbits, atmosphere refractions, tides,
etc. also contribute to the high-rate GPS noise. In fact, there is a potential risk that sidereal
filtering will amplify these errors, which may consequently exceed multipath effects. In
addition, we have already been in a multi-GNSS environment where Russia’s GLONASS has
been in a full constellation since 2012 and the quality of its satellite orbit products by IGS has
evolved into the quite similar level to the GPS counterpart. In this study, we demonstrate that
multi-GNSS will contribute significantly to or even excel in reducing noise of high-rate
displacements as compared to sidereal filtering.
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Fig. 3 Power spectral density (PSD) of 1-Hz displacements in the north component derived
from GPS-only, sidereally filtered GPS-only and integrated GPS/GLONASS solutions
Fig. 1 shows the averaged PSD over about 2200 high-rate solutions on a wide frequency band
from 2 s to about 0.5 days. Compared to the GPS only solutions (black curves), as expected,
sidereal filtering (blue curves) is able to markedly reduce the power over the frequency band
from about 50 to 2000 s for the north component. Unfortunately, over the higher frequency
band from about 20 to 33 s and the lower band from about 1.4 hours to 0.5 days, sidereal
filtering clearly increases, rather than reduces, the noise of high-rate GPS. We expect that the
deterioration for the periods of 20–33 s can be alleviated if the shift period of “246 s” is
adaptively changed in sidereal filtering as proposed by Choi et al. (2004) and Larson et al.
(2007). Strikingly, introducing GLONASS (red curves), in contrast, can always reduce the noise
of high-rate GPS over the entire frequency band for all three components. In particular, the
power from the Nyquist period until about 1.4 hours is almost uniformly reduced by about 2–3
dB (a factor of 1.6 to 2.0) for the north and 1–2 dB (a factor of 1.3 to 1.6) for the east and up
components, while such improvement is less for periods longer than a few hours.
Our conclusions are:
1) GPS sidereal filtering can potentially amplify errors on the lowest frequency band of a highrate displacement time series.
2) Integration with GLONASS reduces the noise of high-rate GPS by up to 40% over the entire
frequency band of a displacement time series.
3) High-rate multi-GNSS can be enhanced by sidereal filtering which should be carefully
implemented to avoid complicating the noise spectrum.
8. Study crustal deformation in the India-Eurasia collision zone based on 25 years of GPS
measurements
The India-Eurasia collision zone is the largest deforming region on the planet; direct
measurements of present-day deformation from Global Positioning System (GPS) have the
potential to discriminate between competing models of continental tectonics. But the increasing
spatial resolution and accuracy of observations have only led to increasingly complex
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realizations of competing models. Here we present the most complete, accurate and up-to-date
velocity field for India-Eurasia available, comprising 2576 velocities measured during 19912015. The core of our velocity field is from the Crustal Movement Observation Network of
China (CMONOC-I/II): 27 continuous stations observed since 1999; 56 campaign stations
observed annually during 1998-2007; 1000 campaign stations observed in 1999, 2001, 2004,
2007; 260 continuous stations operating since late 2010; 2000 campaign stations observed in
2009, 2011, 2013, 2015. We process these data and combine the solutions in a consistent
reference frame with stations from the Global Strain Rate Model compilation, then invert for
continuous velocity and strain-rate fields. We update geodetic slip rates for the major faults
(some vary along strike), and find those along the major Tibetan strike-slip faults are in good
agreement with recent geological estimates. The velocity field shows several large undeforming
areas, strain focused around some major faults, areas of diffuse strain, and dilation of the high
plateau. We suggest that a new generation of dynamic models incorporating strength variations
and strain weakening mechanisms is required to explain the key observations. Seismic hazard
in much of the region is elevated, not just near the major faults (Zheng et al., 2017).
Our Key Points:
1) We present the most complete and up-to-date velocity field in the India-Eurasia collision
zone including 2576 GPS stations observed from 1991 to 2015.
2) Velocity field shows several large undeforming areas, strain around some major faults, areas
of diffuse strain, dilation of high plateau.
3) There is no robust evidence for discrepancy between geological and geodetic slip rates of the
major strike-slip faults in Tibet.

Fig. 4 Interseismic GPS velocity field covering the India-Eurasia collision zone with respect to
stable Eurasia. The blue arrows indicate GPS velocities at CMONOC-I/II stations, and the red
ones are those transformed from Global Strain Rate Model. Error ellipses are 95% confidence
interval.
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9. Forecast the shallow seismicity in the India-Eurasia collision zone based on geodetic
strain rates
Geodetic strain rates from increasing GPS data provide a promising approach for seismicity
forecast. With the strain rate field presented in Zheng et al. (2017,
https://doi.org/10.1002/2017JB014465) derived from the most complete and up-to-date GPS
dataset in the India-Eurasia collision zone, we forecast the shallow seismicity of this region,
and infer that about 11 Mw≥7.5, 36 Mw≥7.0, 109 Mw≥6.5 and 326 Mw≥6.0 earthquakes may
occur here every 100 years. We indicate that shallow seismicity forecast may be able to help us
distinguish between block and continuum models, and block model cannot well describe the
kinematics of the Tibetan Plateau, Tien Shan, West Mongolia, North China and Myanmar. We
suggest that the regions with high forecasted earthquake rates but lack of historical earthquakes
are undergoing high seismic risk, such as the west-central Himalaya (overdue for Mw≥7.5
earthquakes, possibly Mw≥8.0) and the central Altyn Tagh fault (overdue for Mw≥7.0 and
Mw≥7.5 earthquakes) (Zheng et al., 2018).

Fig. 5 The forecast result of the shallow seismicity in the India-Eurasia collision zone. Figures
a, b, c and d are for Mw≥7.5, Mw≥7.0, Mw≥6.5 and Mw≥6.0 shallow earthquakes, respectively.
The red symbols represent historical earthquakes, and the blue numbers indicate the years of the
earthquakes. The forecast values represent the number of earthquakes per square kilometer per year
Our Key Points:
1) The India-Eurasia collision zone would suffer from about 11 Mw≥7.5, 36 Mw≥7.0, 109
Mw≥6.5 and 326 Mw≥6.0 shallow earthquakes per 100 years.
2) Shallow seismicity forecast provides a promising approach to help distinguish between block
and continuum models for crustal deformation.
3) The west-central Himalaya and the central Altyn Tagh fault are undergoing high earthquake
risk.
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News Archive
• Diego Melgar became the associate editor of Journal of Geophysical Research: Solid Earth.
• Brendan Crowell became the assocaite editor of Bulletin of the Seismological Society of
America.
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Activities and publications during the period 2015-2019
Main activities:
1. Multi-GNSS UPDs (uncalibrated phase dealys)
A GCRE four-system UPD estimation model and multi-GNSS UD PPP AR method were
developed. With data acquired from MGEX, IGS, CMONOC and HongKong CORS stations,
the UPDs of GCRE four systems are estimated and the quality of UPD products in terms of
temporal stability and residual distributions are also investigated, and then we evaluated the
benefits of multi-GNSS to PPP AR. Our results show, that GCRE four-system PPP-AR enables
the fastest time to first fix (TTFF) solutions and the highest accuracy for all three coordinate
components compared to the single- and dual-system. An average TTFF of 9.21 min with 7°
cut-off elevation can be achieved for GCRE PPP AR, which is much shorter than that of GPS
(18.07 min), GR (12.10 min), GE (15.36 min) and GC (13.21 min). With observations length
of 10 minutes, the positioning accuracy of the GCRE fixed solution is (1.84, 1.11, 1.53) cm
while the GPS-only result is (2.25, 1.29, 9.73) cm for the east, north and vertical components,
respectively. When the cut-off elevation is increased to 30°, the GPS-only PPP AR results are
very unreliable while 13.44 min of TTFF is still achievable for GCRE four-system solutions.
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A dataset of 30 days from DOY001 to 030 of 2017 with a tracking network consisting of about
148 MGEX/IGS stations is used for GPS UPD estimation. The mean STD of the 30-day WL
UPDs is 0.023 cycles while the mean STD of NL UPDs at DOY001 is 0.03 cycles. The
percentage of residuals within ±0.15 cycles and within ±0.25 cycles are 94.8% and 98.7% for
WL, 95.1% and 99.9% for NL, respectively. A global tracking network containing 67 MGEX
stations are is used to estimate BDS UPDs. The influence of satellite-induced code biases is
analyzed for BDS UPDs. Results show that the temporal stability of BDS WL UPDs is
improved by 27.9%, 77.9% and 88.9% for GEO, IGSO and MEO satellites after code bias
correction, while 1.7%, 17.6% and 22.6% are improved for BDS NL UPDs. Besides, the
observations from the CMONOC and Hong Kong CORS network are also used for evaluate
BDS UPDs. After the code bias correction, the mean STDs of CMONOC WL UPDs are
improved by 16.7%, 27.6% and 85.9% for GEO, IGSO and MEO satellites and 11.7%, 12.1%
and 74.4% are improved for Hong Kong CORS network. No obvious improvement is found for
NL UPDs of regional network after code bias correction. When compared with global BDS NL
UPDs, BDS NL UPDs estimated by Hong Kong CORS network is the more stable one with
mean STDs of 0.031, 0.014 and 0.007 cycles for GEO, IGSO and MEO satellites. Thus, it is
demonstrated that the higher temporal stability will be achieved for WL UPDs after the code
bias correction and the small network will lead to a better results of NL UPDs. With a network
of homogeneous receivers, the GLONASS UPDs were estimated with three mainstreaming
types of receivers (TRIMBLE NETR9, JAVAD TRE_G3TH DELTA and LEICA)
respectively. Results show that the WL UPDs estimated with TRIMBLE NETR9 all version
receivers have the greatest stability with a mean STD of 0.0395 cycles, while the WL UPDs
estimated with JAVAD TRE_G3TH DELTA version 3.6.7 receivers are the worst with a mean
STD of 0.0565 cycles. For results of NL UPDs, UPDs estimated from LEICA receivers show
the worst stability with the mean STD being of 0.117 cycles. For all type s of GLONASS
UPDs, the percentages of NL residuals within ±0.25 cycles are close to 100%, while the
percentages of WL residuals within ±0.25 cycles are 92.90%, 94.68%, 93.41% and 85.89% for
TRIMBLE NETR9 all version receivers, TRIMBLE NETR9 5.15 receivers, LEICA receivers
and JAVAD TRE_G3TH DELTA version 3.6.7 receivers, respectively. Although different
version of receiver firmware has no influence on the temporal stability of GLONASS UPDs, it
will cause a common deviation for NL UPDs comparing with the result of receivers with the
same firmware version. It is necessary to select stations with the same receiver firmware version
to conduct the GLONASS UPD estimation and PPP AR. Global and European networks are
applied for the estimation of Galileo UPDs. The mean STD of global-network-derived WL
UPDs is 0.01 cycles and that from European network is 0.02 cycles. The mean STDs of NL
UPDs are 0.09 and 0.11 cycles for global and European networks, respectively. In terms of
mean STD, global and European networks have comparable performance. However, the RMS
of WL and NL residuals are 0.091 and 0.107 cycles for global network, 0.072 and 0.082 cycles
for European network, which indicates that UPDs estimated by European network are more
reliable.
The BDS observations from three different reference networks (Hong Kong, the CMONOC,
and the MGEX networks) are employed to analyze the spatial-temporal characteristics of the
BDS UPDs and evaluate the performance of PPP ambiguity resolution for GEO/IGSO/MEO
satellites. For the GEO satellites, the mean STDs are 0.040, 0.017 and 0.069 cycles for Hong
Kong, the CMONOC, and the MGEX networks, respectively, while the mean STDs of the
IGSO satellites are 0.029, 0.020 and 0.028 cycles. For the MEO satellites, the STDs are on
average 0.060, 0.024 and 0.029 cycles for Hong Kong, the CMONOC, and the MGEX
networks. It can be observed that the CMONOC has the best stability among the three networks;
the possible reason for this is that all the CMONOC stations are equipped with the same type
of the receiver (TRIMBLE NETR9). Among the three types of satellites, the IGSO satellites
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show the best performance in terms of temporal stability, mainly because a continuous visible
arc can be observed for IGSO satellites and the effect of the multipath is weaker than it is for
GEO satellites. The NL UPD series of most BDS satellites are stable during a whole day and
the NL UPDs of the Hong Kong network show the best temporal stability, while a subtle
variation can be found for the NL UPDs of the MGEX networks. Except for the C05 and C12
satellites, the STDs of the NL UPDs for other BDS satellites are within 0.10 cycles. The STDs
range from 0.006 to 0.13 cycles and are on average 0.037, 0.052 and 0.058 cycles for Hong
Kong, the CMONOC, and MGEX networks, respectively. Different from the results of the WL
UPDs, the NL UPDs of Hong Kong are better than the two other networks, since the distribution
of the Hong Kong stations is denser, which means the orbit and atmospheric residual errors are
almost the same for each station and can be absorbed by NL UPDs.
The multi-frequency UPD including EWL, WL and NL are also estimated for multi-frequency
PPP ambiguity resolution. Benefiting from the long wavelength of EWL ambiguity, the EWL
UPD series are more stable than WL and NL UPDs. It is interesting to find that the EWL UPDs
of Galileo satellite are all close to zero while the values of WL UPDs of different Galileo
satellites are different. In fact, we found that the fractional parts of EWL ambiguities for all
Galileo satellites are almost the same values and can be absorbed by the receiver UPDs in the
UPD estimation and thereby the resultant UPD corrections of Galileo satellites are zero. This
phenomenon may be associated with the characteristic of the Alternative Binary Offset Carrier
(Alt-BOC) signals. For BDS-3, B2a-B2b EWL UPDs were estimated to investigate the
characteristics of phase biases of B2a/b signals. Eight stations able to track BDS-3 B2 signa
were used for EWL UPD estimation. We can see that the fractional parts of different satellites
agree with each other very well for both the data and pilot components. No differences can be
observed between satellites C19~C22 manufactured by CAST and C27~C30 satellites
manufactured by SECM. Since only eight stations are used for UPD estimation, the resultant
EWL UPDs are not stable as the Galileo EWL UPD, however, we also found that the BDS-3
B2a-B2b satellite UPDs are close to the zero, which means that the phase biases of B2a are
almost the same as those of B2b measurement.
2. BDS satellite-induced code bias
Since the satellite-induced and elevation-dependent code biases were observed for the 14 older
BDS-2 satellites (C01-C14), an analysis and characterization of the code observations for the
six newly launched satellites is required. The Multipath (MP) combination, MelbourneWübbena (MW) combination and Uncalibrated Phase Delays (UPDs) are calculated for all
newly launched satellites on different frequencies. The results indicate that the newly launched
BDS-2 satellite I6 has similar elevation-dependent code bias as the 14 older BDS-2 satellites
while the satellite-induced code bias is negligible for the BDS-3 satellites. We also developed
an improved elevation-dependent code bias correction model to mitigate satellite-induced code
bias of the BDS satellites. The impact of code bias on MP combination, wide-lane ambiguity
and UPD estimation were evaluated before and after the code bias correction. After applying
the new correction model to the code observations, significant improvement is achieved in
terms of the root mean square (RMS) of the MP series, the convergence time of the MW series
and the quality of UPDs estimates for the I6 satellite and five older BDS-2 IGSO satellites C06C10. No significant improvement is achieved for the results of MP series, MW series and UPD
estimates for BDS-3 satellites since the derived correction values are nearly close to zero, which
also indicates that the code biases are ignorable for the new-generation BDS-3 satellites on all
frequency bands. This finding denotes a significant improvement for the new-generation BDS
satellites and signals.
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3. Inter-frequency Phase Bias
The triple-frequency carrier phase combination time series vary within 2 cm for all the satellites
except G01, which reaches approximately 4 cm. Small bias variations, which reach up to ~2and
4cm respectively are observedfor C01 and G01. Such apparent bias variation, which is also
known as inter-frequency clock bias (IFCB), signifies the difference of satellite clock offsets
determined from two different signal pairs and provides an indication of thermally dependent
inter-frequency biases. As the IFCBs for a certain satellite are identical for different receivers
even though these are at different locations, the IFCBs could be completely eliminated as a
common error by forming differences between receivers in precise relative positioning
applications. However, without careful consideration of such biases, the satellite clock products
derived from the first pair of carrier phase observations cannot be used for PPP using the second
pair of carrier phase observations. This means that the presence of IFCB will limit the
applicability of a common clock product for PPP applications. In line with our analysis, several
researchers have also previously identified the presence of bias variations for GPS Block IIF
and BeiDou-2 satellites. In contrast, no apparent bias variations can be recognized for the QZSS
and Galileo satellites. Our findings for the first time indicate that all new-generation BeiDou3 satellites show a good consistency of the B1C-B2b-B2a signals and exhibit no apparent bias
variations. The absence of such bias variations simplifies the potential processing of multifrequency PPP using observations from the new-generation BeiDou-3 satellites.
The IFCB estimation approaches for triple-frequency PPP based on either uncombined (UC)
observations or IF combined observations within a single arbitrary combination are proposed.
The key feature of the IFCB estimation approaches is that we only need to obtain a set of phasespecific IFCB (PIFCB) estimates between the L1/L5 and L1/L2 IF satellite clocks, and then,
we can directly convert the obtained L1/L5 IF PIFCBs into L5 UC PIFCBs and L1/L2/L5 IF
PIFCBs by multiplying individual constants. The mathematical conversion formula is
rigorously derived. The UC and IF triple-frequency PPP models are developed. Datasets from
171 stations with a globally even distribution on seven consecutive days were adopted for
analysis. After 24-h observation, the UC and IF triple-frequency PPP without PIFCB
corrections can achieve an accuracy of 8, 6 and 13 mm, and 8, 5 and 13 mm in east, north and
up coordinate components, respectively, while the corresponding positioning accuracy of the
cases with PIFCB consideration can be improved by 38, 33 and 31%, and 50, 40 and 23% to 5,
4 and 9 mm, and 4, 3 and 10 mm in the three components, respectively. The corresponding
improvement in convergence time is 17, 1 and 22% in the three components in UC model,
respectively. Moreover, the phase observation residuals on L5 frequency in UC triple-frequency
PPP and of L1/L2/L5 IF combination in IF triple-frequency PPP are reduced by about 4 mm
after applying PIFCB corrections. The performance improvement in UC triple-frequency PPP
over UC dual-frequency PPP is 7, 4 and 2% in terms of convergence time in the three
components, respectively. The daily solutions of UC triple-frequency PPP have a comparable
positioning accuracy to the UC dual-frequency PPP.
4. Differential code bias
Differential code biases (DCBs) of global navigation satellite system (GNSS) are required for
code based positioning, ionospheric total electron content (TEC) extracting, as well as
ambiguity resolution using code observation. In order to properly handle the code biases in
GNSS data processing, the algorithm of IGGDCB (IGG stands for the Institute of Geodesy and
Geophysics in Wuhan) has been developed for the estimation and analysis of the DBCs between
all relevant signals of the currently changing GNSS environment. IGGDCB method is
developed for the DCB estimation of current regional BDS satellites, which is also adaptable
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for GPS, GLONASS and Galileo constellations. The GNSS DCB processing activities and
progresses conducted at IGG and Academy of Opto-Electronics (AOE) of the Chinese
Academy of Sciences (CAS) include: (1) GPS and GLONASS DCB estimation in parallel with
global ionospheric total electron content (TEC) modeling at the CAS ionosphere analysis center
(IAC) of the IGS; and (2) routine CAS MGEX DCB products contribute to the IGS multi-GNSS
experiment (MGEX) project.
CAS was nominated as a new IGS IAC during the IGS workshop 2016 held in Sydney,
Australia. The global ionospheric maps (GIM) of CAS is generated by SHPTS (Spherical
Harmonic plus generalized Trigonometric Series functions) method, which takes advantages of
th e spherical harmonic and the generalized trigonometric series functions on global and local
scales, respectively. The daily satellite and receiver DCBs between the legacy GPS and
GLONASS C1, P1, P2 and C2 signals are also included in the rapid and final GIM products,
which is confirmed to perform at the same level of the DCBs provided by the Center for Orbit
Determination in Europe (CODE). CAS starts the routine upload of the rapid and final GIMs to
the IGS from the beginning of 2017. CAS’s GIM products covering the time span 1998-now
are now available from CDDIS (cddis.gsfc.nasa.gov) and our own GIPP
(ftp.gipp.org.cn/product/ionex/) ftp archives, with a latency of 1 and 3 days for rapid and final
products, respectively.
The multi-GNSS DCBs generated at CAS also contribute to the IGS MGEX project in addition
to the products provided by the German Aerospace Center (DLR). In spite of the legacy GPS
and GLONASS signals, the new GPS civil signals as well as BDS and Galileo signals are also
included in the data processing of CAS. It means that DCBs of all relevant signals of the GPS,
GLONASS, BDS and Galileo satellites are determined in CAS’s MGEX DCB products. Other
than DLR’s MGEX DCB product, which makes use of CODE's global ionosphere maps for
ionospheric correction, CAS’s product is derived on the basis of IGGDCB method, which
employs local ionospheric model for the combined estimation of DCBs and ionospheric
activities with the multi-GNSS observations. CAS’s DCB product is generated on a daily with
a new naming scheme proposed for future MGEX products, which has been routinely delivered
to CDDIS and IGS repositories of the IGS since mid-October 2015, covering the time span
2013-now.
The BDS3 DCBs are estimated by using the iGMAS and MEGX networks and the performance
of both satellite and receiver DCBs for BDS3 is evaluated with the observational data during
the period of DOY 1–180, 2017. The characteristics of BDS3 and BDS2 DCB are compared,
and the code ISB between BDS3 and BDS2 are also analyzed in detail. The comparison of our
estimated BDS C2I-C6I and C2I-C7I DCBs and the DLR and IGG products shows a good
agreement. For BDS2, the mean differences are within ±0.2 ns and STDs are within 0.15 ns.
However, the BDS3 presents a larger difference, with the mean difference of about 0.35 ns,
because fewer stations are included in the DLR/IGG processing. The comparison of BDS3 and
BDS2 DCB shows that the receiver DCB differences between BDS3 and BDS2 are close to
zero for the same network, i.e., iGMAS or MGEX. In other words, there is no significant
systematic bias between BDS3 and BDS2 receiver DCB. However, when the iGMAS and
MGEX networks are processed together, we found that the receiver DCB differences between
BDS3 and BDS2 are not close to zero and present an obvious systematic bias between different
networks. The further analysis of code ISB between BDS3 and BDS2 also shows a similar
phenomenon. Therefore, the receiver DCB of BDS3 and BDS2 should be separately estimated
or calibrated when iGMAS and MGEX networks are processed together.We also analyze the
receiver DCB and code ISB between Galileo FOC and IOV satellites and found that there is no
such systematic bias between Galileo FOC and IOV satellites. A 180-day analysis of estimated
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BDS3 and BDS2 DCB shows that the satellite DCBs of BDS3 are fairly stable, with a mean
STD of about 0.18 ns. For BDS2, the IGSO DCBs are the most stable with a mean STD of
about 0.09 ns, and the GEO DCBs exhibit the worst stability with a mean STD of about 0.18
ns. The mean STDs of receiver DCBs for BDS3 and BDS2 are 0.38 and 0.41 ns, respectively,
and the STD of receiver DCBs of BDS3 is smaller than that of BDS2 at most stations.
With the development of Low Earth Orbit satellites, DCBs estimation based on onboard
observations has been widely studied. In this study, onboard observations of BDS and GPS
satellites by the Chinese Fengyun-3D (FY-3D) and Fengyun-3C (FY-3C) satellites are applied
to estimate BDS and GPS DCBs. Since only the code observations of C1C and C2W for GPS,
and C2I and C7I for BDS are tracked by FY-3D and FY-3C, the DCB types of GPS C1C-C2W
and BDS C2I-C7I are estimated with code multipath considered. First, the DCB estimates based
on FY-3D onboard observations are analyzed. When jointly processing BDS + GPS onboard
observations, the stability of satellite and receiver DCBs for both BDS and GPS has better
consistency with the DCB products of the German Aerospace Center (DLR) and the Chinese
Academy of Science than that for the single-system solutions (BDS-only solution and GPSonly solution). This is reasonable because more onboard observations are used in BDS + GPS
solution, which can improve the strength of the DCB estimation. The variations of receiver
DCB are analyzed as a function of geomagnetism and solar activity, but little relationship
between them has been found. Compared with the FY-3C solution, the FY-3D solution can
achieve a more stable satellite DCB with a stability improvement of 33%, 48%, 62% and 56%
for GPS, BDS GEO, IGSO, and MEO satellites, respectively. Meanwhile, the receiver DCB of
FY-3D is more stable than that of FY-3C as well. These improvements of satellite and receiver
DCBs can be due to the enhancement of FY-3D GNSS Occultation Sounder (GNOS)
instrument, which provides more observations with higher quality. Furthermore, both FY-3D
and FY-3C onboard observations are processed together to estimate BDS and GPS DCBs.
Compared with the FY-3D solution, the stability of satellite DCB can be improved by 16%, 9%
and 7% for GPS, BDS GEO and IGSO satellites DCB, respectively, when both FY-3D and FY3C onboard observations are jointly processed. The impact of DCB estimation on estimating
the vertical total electron content (VTEC) is also investigated. Compared with FY-3D GPSonly and BDS + GPS solutions, the VTEC estimates along the FY-3D orbit can achieve more
realistic results for FY-3D + FY-3C solution.
Meeting and communications during the period 2015-2019
1. A Special Issue of Advances in Space Research on “Multi-constellation GNSS: Methods,
Benefits, Challenges, and Geosciences Applications”;
2. A seminar on “multi-GNSS bias” with Dr. Maorong Ge from the GFZ, Dr. Peng Fang from
the USA, Dr. Shuli Song, Dr. Xianglin Jia, Dr. Wenhai Jiao and colleagues of CAST and
Microsat participated was hold on October 2018 IGS work shop;
3. A Special Issue of Remote sensing on “Sensing High-precision GNSS: Methods, Open
Problems and Geoscience Applications”;
4. Session: High-precision GNSS: methods, open problems and Geoscience applications. 8–13
April 2018, Vienna, Austria.
5. Session: Timing and Biases. IGS Workshop 2018, 29 October To 2 November, Wuhan,
China.
6. Session: High-precision GNSS: methods, open problems and Geoscience applications. The
General Assembly 2019 of the European Geosciences Union (EGU), 7–12 April 2019,
Vienna, Austria.
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WG 4.4.2: Integer Ambiguity Resolution for Multi-GNSS PPP and PPP-RTK
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Xiaohong Zhang (China)
Vice Chair: Sue Lynn Choy (Australia)
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Main activities and achievements during the period 2015-2019
1. Ambiguity resolved precise point positioning with GPS and BeiDou
A GPS + BDS fractional cycle bias (FCB) estimation method and a PPP AR model were
developed using integrated GPS and BDS observations. For FCB estimation, the GPS + BDS
combined PPP float solutions of the globally distributed IGS MGEX were first performed.
When integrating GPS observations, the BDS ambiguities can be precisely estimated with less
than four tracked BDS satellites. The FCBs of both GPS and BDS satellites can then be
estimated from these precise ambiguities. For the GPS + BDS combined AR, one GPS and one
BDS IGSO or MEO satellite were first chosen as the reference satellite for GPS and BDS,
respectively, to form inner-system single-differenced ambiguities. The single-differenced GPS
and BDS ambiguities were then fused by partial ambiguity resolution to increase the possibility
of fixing a subset of decorrelated ambiguities with high confidence. To verify the correctness
of the FCB estimation and the effectiveness of the GPS + BDS PPP AR, data recorded from
about 75 IGS MGEX stations during the period of DOY 123-151 (May 3 to May 31) in 2015
were used for validation. Data were processed with three strategies: BDS-only AR, GPS-only
AR and GPS + BDS AR. Numerous experimental results show that the time to first fix (TTFF)
is longer than 6 h for the BDS AR in general and that the fixing rate is usually less than 35%
for both static and kinematic PPP. An average TTFF of 21.7 min and 33.6 min together with a
fixing rate of 98.6 and 97.0% in static and kinematic PPP, respectively, can be achieved for
GPS-only ambiguity fixing. For the combined GPS+BDS AR, the average TTFF can be
shortened to 16.9 min and 24.6 min and the fixing rate can be increased to 99.5 and 99.0%in
static and kinematic PPP, respectively. Results also show that GPS + BDS PPP AR outperforms
single-system PPP AR in terms of convergence time and position accuracy.

2. Multi-GNSS precise point positioning using raw observations
A joint-processing model for multi-GNSS (GPS, GLONASS, BDS and GALILEO) precise
point positioning (PPP) is proposed, in which raw code and phase observations are used. In the
proposed model, inter-system biases (ISBs) and GLONASS code inter-frequency biases (IFBs)
are carefully considered, among which GLONASS code IFBs are modeled as a linear function
of frequency numbers. To get the full rank function model, the unknowns are re-parameterized
and the estimable slant ionospheric delays and ISBs/IFBs are derived and estimated
simultaneously. One month of data in April, 2015 from 32 stations of the International GNSS
Service (IGS) Multi-GNSS Experiment (MGEX) tracking network have been used to validate
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the proposed model. Preliminary results show that RMS values of the positioning errors (with
respect to external double-difference solutions) for static/kinematic solutions (four systems) are
6.2 mm/2.1 cm (north), 6.0 mm/2.2 cm (east) and 9.3 mm/4.9 cm(up).One-day stabilities of the
estimated ISBs described by STD values are 0.36 and 0.38 ns, for GLONASS and BDS,
respectively. Significant ISB jumps are identified between adjacent days for all stations, which
are caused by the different satellite clock datums in different days and for different systems.
Unlike ISBs, the estimated GLONASS code IFBs are quite stable for all stations, with an
average STD of 0.04 ns over a month. Single-difference experiment of short baseline shows
that PPP ionospheric delays are more precise than traditional leveling ionospheric delays. The
significant improvement of satellite visibility, spatial geometry, dilution of precision,
convergence, accuracy, continuity and reliability that a combining utilization of multi-GNSS
brings to precise positioning are also carefully analyzed and evaluated, especially in constrained
environments.

3. Modeling and Assessment of Triple-frequency BDS Precise Point Positioning
The latest generation of GNSS satellites such as GPS BLOCK IIF, Galileo and BDS are
transmitting signals on three or more frequencies, thus having more choices in practice. At the
same time, new challenges arise for integrating the new signals. The modeling and assessment
of triple-frequency PPP with BDS data were conducted. Firstly, three triple-frequency PPP
models are developed. The observation model and stochastic model are designed and extended
to accommodate the third frequency. In particular, new biases such as differential code biases
and inter-frequency biases as well as the parameterizations are addressed. Then, the
relationships between different PPP models are discussed. To verify the triple-frequency PPP
models, PPP tests with real triple-frequency data were performed in both static and kinematic
scenarios. Results show that the three triple-frequency PPP models agree well with each other.
Additional frequency has a marginal effect on the positioning accuracy in static PPP tests.
However, the benefits of third frequency is significant in situations of where there is poor
tracking and contaminated observations on frequencies B1 and B2 in kinematic PPP tests.

4. Rapid initialization of real-time PPP by resolving undifferenced GPS and GLONASS
ambiguities simultaneously
Rapid initialization of real-time precise point positioning (PPP) has constantly been a difficult
problem. Recent efforts through multi-GNSS and multi-frequency data, though beneficial
indeed, have not proved sufficiently effective in reducing the initialization periods to far less
than 10 min. Though this goal can be easily reached by introducing ionosphere corrections as
accurate as a few centimeters, a dense reference network is required which is impractical for
wide-area applications. Leveraging the latest development of GLONASS PPP ambiguity
resolution (PPP-AR) technique, we propose a composite strategy, where simultaneous GPS and
GLONASS dual-frequency PPP-AR is carried out, and herein, the reliability of partial AR
improves dramatically. We used 14 days of data from a German network and divided them into
hourly data to test this strategy. We found that the initialization periods were shortened
drastically from over 25 min when only GPS data were processed to about 6 min when GPS
and GLONASS PPP-AR were accomplished simultaneously. More encouragingly, over 50%
of real-time PPP solutions could be initialized successfully within 5 min through our strategy,
in contrast to only 4% when only GPS data were used. We expect that our strategy can provide
a promising route to overcoming the difficulty of achieving PPP initializations within a few
minutes.
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5. Three-frequency BDS precise point positioning ambiguity resolution based on raw
observables
All Beidou navigation satellite system (BDS) satellites are transmitting signals on three
frequencies, which brings new opportunity and challenges for high-accuracy precise point
positioning (PPP) with ambiguity resolution (AR). We proposes an effective uncalibrated phase
delay (UPD) estimation and AR strategy which is based on a raw PPP model. First, triplefrequency raw PPP models are developed. The observation model and stochastic model are
designed and extended to accommodate the third frequency. Then, the UPD is parameterized
in raw frequency form while estimated with the high-precision and low-noise integer linear
combination of float ambiguity which are derived by ambiguity de-correlation. Third, with UPD
corrected, the LAMBDA method is used for resolving full or partial ambiguities which can be
fixed. This method can be easily and flexibly extended for dual-, triple-, or even more
frequency. To verify the effectiveness and performance of triple-frequency PPP AR, tests with
real BDS data from 90 stations lasting for 21 days were performed in static mode. Data were
processed with three strategies: BDS triple-frequency ambiguity-float PPP, BDS triplefrequency PPP with dual-frequency (B1/B2) and three-frequency AR, respectively. Numerous
experimental results showed that compared with the ambiguity-float solution, the performance
in terms of convergence time and positioning biases can be significantly improved by AR.
Among three groups of solutions, the triple-frequency PPP AR achieved the best performance.
Compared with dual-frequency AR, additional the third frequency could apparently improve
the position estimations during the initialization phase and under constraint environments when
the dual-frequency PPP AR is limited by few satellite numbers.

Meeting and communications during the period 2015-2017
1.

Session: Precise Point Positioning (PPP). IEEE / ION PLANS Conference, 11-14 April,
Savannah, Georgia 2016.
2. Session: Advanced Technologies in High Precision GNSS Positioning. ION GNSS+ 2015,
14-18 September, Tampa, Florida.
3. Session: High precision GNSS-PPP. ION International Technical Meeting 2017, 30
January-02 February, Monterey, California.
4. Session: Multi-GNSS and GNSS specialities and Geo-Dynamics and GNSS Analysis. FIG
Working Week, Sofia, Bulgaria, 17-21 May 2015
5. Session: GNSS and National Datum. FIG Working Week, Christchurch, New Zealand, 26 May 2016
6. Session: GNSS. FIG Working Week, Helsinki, Finland, 29 May-2 June 2017
7. Session: GNSS PPP. IGNSS, Gold Coast, Australia, 14-16 July 2016
8. Session: PPP. IGNSS, Sydney, Australia, 6-8 December 2016
9. Xiaohong Zhang become the CPGPS (the International Association of Chinese
Professionals in Global Positioning Systems) President for 2018-2019
10. Organized a summer school at Xian, China in July 2018
11. Simon Banville. gave a talk "Updates to the CSRS-PPP online service“ at IGS Workshop
2018
12. Lin Pan and Xiaohong Zhang gave a talk “ Estimating a set of IFCBs to make IGS
ionospheric-free clock product compatible with various triple-frequency PPP models” at
IGS workshop 2018
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